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RIVER BAR CONDITIONS
I.INTRODUCTION
Statement of the Problem
The goal of this study is to develop methods for prediction of
hazardous bar conditions at theColumbia River mouth sufficiently in
advance for advisories to be Issued.The methods should permit those
with little knowledge of wave forecasting to predict average wave con-
ditions offshore of the river entrance as well as the relative hazard
due to high breaking swell over the bar Itself.
Justification of the Study
The mouth of the Columbia River Is one of the most formidable
harbor entrances in the world during periods of heavy sea and swell.
As large swell encounter decreasing depths and strong ebb currents
they become steeper and break more frequently,
Every year several lives are lost and hundreds of distress calls
are handled by the Coast Guard's Columbia River Bar Patrol from Cape
Disappointment.Most boating disasters involve small fishing boats and
pleasure craft with inexperienced operators, and occur during the good
weather months, July and August, when these small boats are particularly
active.
The Columbia River entrance is frequently impassable to all vessels
during winter months due to. high waves created by local storms,or high
long period swell arriving from distant storms.The shoal areas toeither side ofthe bar channel have been called the "Graveyard of the
Pacific" due to the large number of ships and men lost on and along
them before bar pilot operations were begun.Loss rates of larger
ships have been reduced in recent years, since experienced seamen seek
the aid of the Columbia River Bar Pilots when conditions are hazardous.
Though the loss of merchant ships is becoming rare, the disruption
of shipping during hazardous periods creates costly delays.The fixed.
operating costs of these vessels are in the approximate range of $3,000
to $3,500 per day ($125 to $le0 per hour).Hundreds of ships pass
through the entrance each winter, and the bar is impassable for about
300 hours on the average.At present, bar crossing decisions are
based on existing reports of conditions.The lack of prior knowledge
as to the expected onset of hazardous conditions prevents proper plan-
ning of ship arrivals and departures or rerouting to alternate ports.
If. reasonably accurate.predic.Uons of bar conditions were readily
available, the lead time would allow ships to be diverted more fre-
quently to alternate ports.Wood products are the predominant cargo
and, their availability at several ports gives shipping agents some
flexibility In scheduling.Greater efficiency in operational schedül-
ing of longshoremen, pilots, ships' crews, and many other such groups
could be achieved, since delays and cancellations could be anticipated
and, better use made of.work.and leisure time.
Accurate predictions of wave conditions could materially reduce
the toil of lives and small craft not only at the Columbia River mouth
but also along the adjoining coasts north and south of there.Advisor-
ies issued 12 to 2L hours in advance could prevent many disastrous3
fishing and pleasure-boat excursions.Those issued 6 to 12 hours in
advance would provide helpful guidance to those engaging In beach and
surf zone activities.
Essential Features of the Methods
The prediction method has been simplified to the point that Is can
readily be applied at the weather forecast office level by meteorolo-
gists.The time required to make wave forecasts is reasonably short
and the work involved Is chiefly1 Imited to the interpretation of
meteorological charts.The method of forecasting the offshore (deep
water) waves is largely automated and compatible with other weather
office work routines.
It is desirable to develop a predictable index of bar hazard
which reflects the wave steepness and breaking frequency as well as
the dependence on depths and currents.. As offshore waves propagate
into the bar area their characteristics are modified by interaction
with varying depths and strong currents.Shoal areas and ebb currents
cause sea and swell to become higher. and steeper and to break more
frequently..
The methods developed here inc!ude a semi-automated method of
predicting significant height (the average of the highest one-third
of the waves) and the average period of waves in relatively deep water.
A hazard index Is developed which is related to the frequency of high,
breaking swell in the vicinity of the river entrance.This index is
dependent on the significant height and average period of waves off-
shore and on the water depth and current at the entrance.Though the4
effects of shoaling and currents are accounted for through this index,
it has not been possible to include refraction effects due to a lack
of accurate information on bathymetry and current distribution.
The semi-automated forecast method is a hybrid scheme which corn-
bines the best features of existing manual forecasting methods with
the latest developments in empirical-theoretical wave spectra.Due
to the lack of suitable wave observations at the Columbia River
entrance, measurements taken at Newport, Oregon (130 nautIcal miles
to the south) are used to verify the method.A warning time of at
least 24 hours appears to be feasible at present,
The hazard index is an outgrowth of the statistical probability
of wave breaking In water of arbitrary depth and current strength.
Index computations are obtained and studied for known periods of bar
closure at the Columbia River,(A bar closure is a period during
which bar pilots consider conditions to be too hazardous tescort
ship traffic.)The tendency for high index values to coincide with
bar closures suggests that the Index is a potentially useful Indicator
of hazardous navigation conditions during periods of high swell.
Definitions of Terms
Progressive gravity waves, and primarily those of longer period
(swell), are of interest to this study.A convenient way of defining
such waves and their characteristics is by their appearance on wave
records.A wave may be defined by the recording trace between two
successive uperossings (by the trace) of the mean water level.
The waveperiod (1)is the time elapsed between two successive5
upeross ings.
The wavelength (L)Is the horizontal distance between the crests
(or troughs) of successive waves,
The wave height (H)is the vertical distance between the maximum
and minimum water surface elevations of a. wave.
The wave steepness Is given by the. ratio H/L.
The wave celerity (C)is the speed of movement of some Identifiable
part. of a wave., such as its crest.
The relative.depth for a wave Is defined as the ratio of the
water depth to the squared period, that is, d/T2.
A deep water wave is one for which d/T2 > 256 feet/second2 (0.8
meters/sec2); a shallow water wave is one for which d/TZic 0256 ft/
sec2 (0.08 m/sec2),All other values, of d/T2 imply waves of inter-
mediate depth.
The significant wave height Is the average height of the highest
one-third of the waves in a long series of waves.
The average period.is the duration of a series of waves divided
by the number of waves in the series.
The relative.current experienced by a wave Is defined as the ratio
of the mean water speed (U) to the wave period, that is, U/I.
A fetch Is an area of the sea surface over which seas are generated
by a wind of approximately uniform directionand speed.
The fetch length Is the horizontal distance (In the dIrection of
the wind) over which a wind of approximately uniform direction and
speed generates a sea.
A decay ,distance is the distance through which ocean waves travel6
as swell after leaving the generating area.
Wave:forecasting is the empirical-theoretical determination of
future wave characteristics from observed and/or predicted meteoro-
logical patterns (synoptic wind and pressure charts).
Wave hindcasting is the empirical theoretical determination of
past wave characteristics, based, exclusively on historic meteorological
patterns (synoptic wind and pressure analyses).
Or1ganization of the Thesis
Chapter II describes the Columbia River entrance, the.nature of
hazardous conditions and-processes which contribute to them, and the
nature of the offshore wave regime and its associated meteorological
patterns.
Chapter III discusses the natureand sources of wave-data at
Newport which are later used as verification for the prediction methods
developed.
Chapter IV reviews pertinent information on empirical-theoretical
wave spectra and describes the prtnciples. and procedures involved in
the semi-automated method of deep waterwaveforecasting.Several
examples-of Its useare a-Iso given,A detailed documentation of-the
computer algorithm and program is-provided In the APPENDIX.
Chapter V is-an evaluation of-the semi-automated method.The
qualitative nature-of spectra hindcast by the method is examined.
Six-hourly hlndcast significant heights and average periods are com-
pared with measured ones at Newport for the 1971-1972 winter,Finally,
semi-automated -forecasts are simulated and compared with actualforecasts made by manual methods,
Chapter VI examines the spectral transformations which take place
when waves propagate from deep slack water to an area with finite depth
and current,.The, corresponding changes in average heights and periods
are found by integration of the original and transformed spectra.The
assumptlons involved and the applicability of the shoal ing-current
transformations are-also discussed.
Chapter VII develops expressions for the probability of wave
breaking in water of arbitrary.depth and current. Itis assumed that
the wave heights and squared periods are statistically independent,
have a Rayleigh probability density distribution, and tha.t their r.m.s.
values are known.In practice the- r.m.s. values-could be found by
transformation and integratio.n of.deep water forecast wave spectra,
as shown in Chapter Vi.Finally, a statistical function is identif led
which is closely related to the probability, of breaking swell.The
function is not dependent on the statistical distribution' of wave.
perlods and is Ideally suited as an index of bar hazard.
Chapter VIII compares hlndcast significant heights and hazard
Indices with Newport measurements and Columbia Rlver.bar closure
periods.The results suggest that If the deep water significant wave
height can be correctly forecast, the hazard index should correlate
well with bar closure periods (being highest when the bar is closed.)II. PHENOMENA CONTRIBUTING TO HAZARDOUS NAVIGATION
CONDITIONS ATTHE COLUMBIA RIVER ENTRANCE
Introduction
The Columbia River entrance covers a large area where high winter
waves frequently interactwth high river flows, large tidal range,
swift cirrents and widely varying depths to produce hazardous condi-
tions for commercial ship traffic.
In this chapter the principal chacteristics of the river entrance
are discussed astheyreiate to navigation hazards.The nature of
hazardous conditions is examined from the point of view oftbe bar
pilots.Periods during which the pilots will not escort ship traffi.c
may be considered indicative of hazardous wave conditions.The bar
closures are used to select periods of high waves and their related
storm developments for further study.The offshore characteristics
of winter waves and the evolutionary patterns of the storms which prp
duce 'them are discussed.Finally, the ro1esof 4epth.,. current, and
refraction in modifying waves and producing breakers at the river
mouth are explored.The Colunbja River Entrance
The Columbia River entrance covers en extensive area with depths
varying from over 50 feet along its channel to less than 30 'feetover
adjacent shoal areas..it is characterized bya ldrge river discharge,
swift tdal currents and shoals which continually encroach upon the
channel'and threatenship traffic.A discussion of the physical, fea-
tures, hydrology arid sediment transportat the entranceis essential
to an.understanding of the navigation hazardsthere.
Physfca'1 Characteristics
Figure 1shows the principal physical features of the Columbia
River entrance.The mouth of theriver is at least two miles wide be-
tweenthe main jetties.It is formed by the North Jetty and Peacock,
Spit to'the north and the South Jetty and ClatsopSpit to theouth.
An extensive system of numbered navigationbuoys is maintained.These
are 'well 'known tornarinersand. provid,e a,cpnvenlent systemof'refer-
once and orientation withinthe huge area.A shorter jetty (Jettyh1AI)
extends southward,from thenorth.penfnsula to buoy 11.The entire
river entrance,, which includesthe mouth, extends'from Jetty"A"to
the mpst seaward bu9ys (1and,2).The navigation channel has amini-,
mum width of 1/2 mile asfar upriver as Jetty "A" and aminimumdepth
of 48 feet, maintained bydredging.46°15'NPACIFIC
I.
COLUMBIA
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124°05W 24°OOW
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Figure 1.Map showing the principal features in the vicinity oftheColurnbiaRiverentrai,ce.Figure 2 shows the bethymetry.of the entrance area and its sea-
ward approaches (from US. Coast andGeodetic Survey.CharNo. 6151,
surveyed in 1958).The relatively shoal area between the entrance
channel and the South Jetty and extending seaward almost to buoy6 Is
usually referred to as Clatsop Spit, a submerged extension of the land
spit to the south.Peacock Spit is the shoal area, extending seaward
of the North Jetty and ending just north of and between buoys1 and 3.
The Columbia' River bar is the relatively shallowsouthward exten
sion of Peacock Spit, penetrated by the entrance channelbetween buoys
3 and 4.A somewhat, broader definition of the bar,namely the area
from the jetty tips to buoys 1and 2, would conform more,cicsely to.
nari.ners' usuage.The portion near the jetties isconHnonly referred
to as the "inner bar", while theseaward portion is termed the "outer
bar".
The Columbia River Lightship is anchoredin 200 feet of water
some nine miles west of thesouth beach and beyond the,seawardtermin-
us of 'the entrance channel,(Figure 1).In addition to being anaviga-
tion aid 'for vessels, the lightshipfunctions as.a stayIng areawbere
merchant ships prepare for bartransit.Transfer of bar pilots to and'
from merchant ships nrmally takesplace near the lightship.
Lockett (1963) reviewed thehistoryof jetty construction,reha-
bilitation and dredging at theColumbia River.All major construction
was accomplishedby 1939, but rehabilitationhas been conducted from
time to time up into theearly 1960's.It is felt that, while upper124
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Figure 2.Bathymetry (depths in feet) in the vicinity of the Columbia River.entrance.(Refraction
diagrams of Figure 5 were constructed for the smaller rectangular area.)
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portions of the jetties may need occasional rehabilitation due to wave.
damage, the bases of the structures have settled and stabilized.The
construction ofJetty A'(near buoy Ii) was originally designed to
constrict the ebb flow and thus induce strong enough currents to mini-
mize dredging requirements for the channel.
Since 1956 a minimum channel depth of 48 feet has been maintained
by summer'dredging as far upriver as buoy 14.The south side of. the
channel between buoys 8and14 is in frequent need of dredging due to,
encroachment by the Clatsop Spit shoal zone.Southeastward encroach-.
ment of Peacock Spit shoal upon the entrancechannel at buoy 3has
been reduced considerably as the offshore sedimentsapproach a quasi-
equilibrium configuration.
Hydrology
The Columbia River.drains a large basln etendigthrough Oregon,.
Washington, Idaho and Canadawith surrounding elevations up toalmost
14,000 feet.Mich orographically Induced precipitation fallsIn the
main drainage area during the winter in the form of snow.Unlike the,
coastal rivers which crest so9n after periods of heavyprecipitation,
the Columbia River freshet (highdischarge) is strongest well aftr
the storm'season has subsided, when snow.fieldsmelt.The annual dis-
charge cycle of the Columbia has become moreregular and less subject
to extremes through extensivedam control.The minimum discharge has
been increased to 150,000 cubic feet persecond (cfs,) and usully oc-
curs in September; the maximumdisharge has been lowered to 600,000
cfs and occurs In May and June (Lockett,1963).The principal effect14
of large discharge rates at the river mouth is to increase the velo-
city and duration of the ebb flow and to increase the density strati-
fication (Lockett; 1963, 1967).The discharge cycle Is partially re-
sponsible for annual patterns of sediment deposition and scouring in
the river mouth area.
In spite of the large discharge volumes, the water level at the
entrance is governed mostly by tidal action.The range from mean,
lower low water (MLLW) to mean higher high water(MHHW) is about 8.5
feet.When spring tides are accompanied by large river discharge and!
or significant storm surge, unusually high tide stagesresult.. Coast-
line and harbor erosion may be greatly accelerated during such. periods
under conditions of strong southerly or westeriy.wfnds and high waves.
According to Neal (1972) the discharge rates and tidal stages at
the Columbia River are such that partiallymixed conditions usually
exist,The stratification of the estuary is bestdeveloped during the
late spring runoff, and may be consderedwell mixed at high tide dur-
ing low runoff in the fall.
Tidal currents are especially strong at theriver mouth (between
the North and South Jetties).Bar pilots report ebb currents offive
to eight knots (8 to 13feet per second) in this areaoThis agrees
with the maximum ebb currents predictedby. tidal current tables for
the channel near Jetty "A".Flood current speeds tend to be about.60%
of the ebb current values,15
Lockett (1963) has summarized the results of prototype current
measurernents*made in 1959 and subsequent hydraulic model studies of
the entrance and estuary,The vertical shear of the current is such
that the ebb currentpredominates in the upper, relatively fresh layer,
while the flood currentpredorninates in the lower, saline layer.The
downstream predominance is enhanced diring the late spring freshet.
The 1959 current measurements showed that the current between the je-
ties was strongestn the channel and,slightly weaIerover the outer
f1ajk of CiatsopSplt, just soqofthe channel.Currents in the cul-
de-sac north of the channel were predominantly directed upriver.
The currents measured in 1959 just south, of the entraricechannel
(near buoy 10) wentthrough avery regular tldel cycle.If oneuses
tidal predictIon formulas to compute the current near buoy 11, the
phase agrees almost ecactly with that of the measured currerts, while
the magnitude of the computed current is about l5greater.Thissug-
gests that tidal prediction formulas may be usefulforstudying,the
effects of currents :Ofl waves at the outer portion of the riyermouth
(between the jetty tips).
Very little is known ofthe current velocity distribution sea-
ward of the jetties,The ebb effluent is a turbulent jet which dis-
charges into,a denser fluid, the ocean.It may be conjectured that
the mixing and dissipation of this jet is enhancedduring periods of
*
Report of the DIstrict Engineer, U.S. Army EngineerDistrict,
Portland, "InterIm Report. on l959 Current MeasurementProgram,
Columbia River at Moyth, Oregon and Washington."dated 1Sep-
tember, 1960.FI
low river flow (elatively.weak stratification), .andirthlbjted during
high runoff periods,According to the TIdal Current Tables (Pacific
coast of Nrth AmericandAsIa, National Ocean Survey), the tidal cur-
rentat the Columbia River Lightship is rotary and weak.Thecurrent
from the Columbia River masks the tjdl component and.sets to 295° at
an average speed of 0.4 knots, from October toFebruary.This suggests
that the effluent undergoes. considerable dissipation betweenthe jet-
ties and the lightship, since much larger ebb currents occur atthe
mouth.Flood currents are not jet-like athe ,seawardapproach to the
mouth and only become considerable very nearthe jetties.
During the winter the ebb effluent seawardof the Jetties appears,.
to bequickly deflected.northwardby Coriolis and longshore currents,.
then confnedto a narr.qw nearshoreband off the Washington coast
(Barnes, Duxbury and Morse, 1972).Barnesetal, noted en accurnula-
tion of fresh waterJust north.ofthe river mouth, suggestingthat the
effluent forms an anticyclonic eddythere.Duxbury (1967) studied the
currents near the mouth usingaerially photographed floating mattreses.
His measurements confirmed theexstenceof this eddy andshowed that
the water returned to shore nearCape Disappointment, somethree miles
north ofthe river.Mr. Ted Mather, master of,the pilot boat."Peecock"!
has described persistent northwardwinter currents seawerdof.thejet-
ties, evidenced when the vesseldrifted several miles, northward,on one
occasion.The evidence therefore,indicates that during the winter
months the ebb crrent does notturn southwestwardwiththe ship chan-
nel, but staigitwestwardad then northward.17
sediment Transport
The bathyrnetry of Figure 2 is based on the 1958 survey and can
only be considered tO show grossfeatures.Sediments are constantly
shifting In response to river.dlscharge, tidal action, waves and lit-
toral drift.,The princ pal period of these processes, excepting tides,
Is the annuaj one.In. winter frequent storm waves accompany a pre-
domnantly northward littoral drift and low. to mediumriver discharge.
!n late spring and early summer low waves,southward littoral d!lft
and high discharge rates predominate,
Lockett (1967) descrIbes the principal sediment transportpat-.
terns. for the Columbia giver.As the ebb current flows past Jetty
"A", 'It deposits river sediment on theflank of the Clatsop Spit shoal
zone,Turbulence In the lee of the jetty scoursoutthe northern por-
tion of the channel to depths muchgreater.than the project depth(8
feet) and deposits sediment in thecul-de-sac between Jetty "A"and
the North Jetty,
Longshore drift is predominantly north tosouth over the year,
explaining the accretion of sediments :verthe shoal north of the
outer channel(Peacock Spit), and: the scouring south. ofthe South,
Jetty.SOme of the littoral sediments .move.upstrearn.into the river
channel, especially when south-to-northdrift is predomInant.Some
of the entering sediment.ls depositedin the cul-de-sac between the.
North Jetty and Jetty "A", 'some onClatsop Spit, and the restflnds
its way Into the estuary.EL
Columbia River Prototype studies at theWaterways Eperimerit Sta-
tion (Vicksbucg, Mississippi) have confirmed that the saline wedge and
its predomivantupstream flow act HJe a sedimeqt trap,resulting in
unabated filling of the lower estuary.With high discharge the estu-
ary becomes 'more stratifledand bottomfloodcurrents within the salt'
wedge predominate, not only trapping river sediments withinthe estu-
aryj but also bringing In littoral sediments aswçll.
The continual encroachment of Clatsop Spit upon thenavigation
channel creates a need for frequent dredging andconstitutes a serious
hazard to ships.Depths of only40 feet are found justsouthof the
channel where the ebb currents appear to bestrongest.During winter
large waves first encqunter this area betweenbuoys6 and8..There
very large swells breakrelatively close to the channel, due torapid-
ly decreasing depths end strong ebb currents.
Hazardous, Navigation Conditjons at theColu1mbia River Entrance
This thesis involves prediction ofhazardous navigation condi-
tions at the Columbia River entrance.A precise definition ofhazard-
ou&'is difficult to formulate, sincewhat is hazardous toa smafl
craft operator may ,beofljttle concernto the navigator ofalarge
merchant vessel.Also, the degree of navigationalhazard is determined
by a subjective eveiqation of manyfactors which In some way'affect an
operation or threaten the,llvesaid/or equlpment.of marIners,
The most important of thesefactors Is the nature ofwavecondi-
tions.Consideratons: of wind, visibility,tIde, currents, and depthbecome important by the way in wbict these secondary factors enhance
or interact with the wave hazard.
Since'the scope ofthis thesis is limited principally to predic-
tion of large waves generated by winter.storms, It Is appropriate to.
consider navigation hazards from the point of view of those who must
navigate the river entrance under such conditions, namely the Columbia
Rjver bar pilots.Their comments given in interviews andthe!'closure"
periods during which they would not escort ship traffic serve to, ien-
tify hazardous periods.
Bar Pilot lteryI.ews,
t4avigatiqn hazards at the Columbia River canprcbably best be
assessed by talk ing to those men whose,llveliho.d and lives depend on
understandIng them--the bar pilots.The Columbia River bar pi'ots were
Interviewed .at.their Astoria office and the,conversatonsererecord-
ed.The more relevant portIons of these interviews aresummarized
below.
(I)On the hazards of pilot operations:
The factors which create hzardqus situations are.waves,
winds, lack of visibility, shoals and currents,.The possible
effects. Include physical damage toor loss of themerchant ves-
sel, the pilot boat or the ,transfer,launch, aswell as injury
to personnel and loss oflife.
Hazardous situations may occur during pilottransfer near
the ColumbIa River,Lightship.Asthe daughter launch of the20
pilot boat transfers the pilot to and from the ship, the beam
of the ship is put to the oncoming swell so that the launch may,
approach and transfer on the protected (lee) side of the vessel,
Transfer may become tpo hazardous if strong winds and/or.cros,s
swell eliminate the calm area normally found in the lee of the
ship.
According to the pilots, the mos,t frequent sources of danger
involve high swell during the merchant vessel's tranit across,
the Innerbar and between the jetty tips.Depending on Its draft,
length, load, and freeboard, the ship may board water, lift its
screw, or even hi; bottom under.certain condl;lons of wave height,
weve'steepness, wave-breaking frequency and tide stage.Loss of
maneuverability may expose the vessel to severe wave action or
cause it to drift into shoal areas.
The danger due to the waves maybe aggravated by high winds,
swift currents, and lack of visibility.However, the pilots main-
tamed that waves are always the primary consideration during
their operations, pointing out that whenever winds were.very
strong, waves were lo high.
(Ii)Wave sequences at the lightship:
Except during storm passages, swell are from a generally
westerly direction (iest-southwest towest-northwest).Before.
a storm arrival, longerperiod swell from the west are noted.
As the southerly winds of the storm's foresectorbegin to blow
along the coast, a cross swell arrives from thesouthwest, often21
accompanied by heavy seas; this may continue for 2i to 36 hours
before the peak arrtvals.Thereafter, the waves are again pre-
domirantly from the west,
(lii)Ebb current effects:
The ebb current results in steepening of the waves, whereas
the flood current reduces wave steepness,If waves are long and
steep, they may break evenover the channel where depths are re-
latively large.At times the ebb current is strong enough over
the outer bar to cause short periodwaves to break, provided
the effluent follows the channel to the southwest or west-south-
west.If. there is a strong tendency for the ebb to turn north-
ward past the jetties, the ebb effectsver the outer barare
minimal.The large swell typically breakover the innerbar and
between the jetties where.the ebb current is strong.
(lv)Wave breaking:
Pilots distinguish three types of wave breaking, depending
on the relative size of the breakersand their persistence, that
is, the length.of time they are observed to break.The relative-
ly shortchoppy waves in a developing sea breakasshort-crested
whitecapswhich quicky dissipate.Whitecaps arenormally seen
In deep water(iOO feet or more) or over the outerbar during
storm passages.,Swell, whose crests break andtopple forward..
with the waves for five seconds or less as they progress, are
termed ;soft breaks,They typically occur .over.the inner, bar
against ebb currents and subside on the flood.Hence, they are22
also referred to as "tide siop".Long-crested breaking swell
which persist for 15 to 20 seconds or more are called running
breaks.If running breaks occur at ebb tide over the channel,
it is considered likely that some form of breaking will continue
to occur even during the subsequent flood.
Large swell result in constant turbulent breaking over.Clat-
sop Spit, where individual waves Josetheir continuity.On the:
ebb, breakers are largest and most frequent overthe outer flank
of Clatsop Spit immediately south of thechannel, iabout 30 to
40 feet of water.The breakers arelargest when they first en-
counter these depths.in combination with strong ebb flow; this
usually occurs at the seaward portion of the spit, between the
end of the South Jetty and buoys 6 and 8,
Bar Closures
When a bar pilot cmmunlcates to his Astoria office that condi-
tions are too hazardous to Warrant. the risk of bar transit or of
transfer to and from merchantvessels, the bar is considered 'closed'.
The pilot dispatch officer turns on an amber light above the offIce
that Indicates to vessels anchored In Astoria and awaitingtransit
that the pilots willot.escorttraffic.Occasionally a vessel will
decide to risk transit without api lot, but this is rdrebecauseof
insurance disclaimers regarding unpiloted transits.The judgement
of pilots concerning, bar conditions is respected by operat9rsof
vessels of all sizes.The amber light thus carries the same weight
as if the bar transit werelegally prohibited.23
The pilot's -decision considers the total effect of several oce-
anicand meteorological factors.In marginal situations the decision
may depend on the particular pilot or the type.ofvessel tobe escort-
ed; or closure may be triggered by what Is not knownof barconditions
as much as what is known.This is especially true when visibility
does not permitaccurateetrapoJation from knowncondltions afew
hours before.The amount of ship traffic is another variablewhich
influencesmarginal decisions.
The Columbia River Bar Pilots Association(Astoria, Oregon) co-
operated with this study by providing recordsof past bar closurepe-
nods.During the seven-year period from January,1963 through Decem-
ber, 1969 the bar was closed 181 timesfor a total of 2088 hours (87
days), or an average of.26 times per year for an averagetotal of 300
hours, mostly during winter months.
During the seven-year period, 56* ofall closures were of less
than 9.5 hours duration (1* semidiurnaltidal cycles).,These cbs-
ures werealmost invariablyassoclated with an ebb tide and were more
frequent at night,Slnce the hazardous effectsof waves were the pri-
mary interest of the study,extended closures lasting 9.5 hours or
more were selectedfor further analysis.It was felt the; condition
during these closures transcendedpurely tidal effects, and that the
extended closures would serve asindicators of high-wave periods.
A total of 78 extended closuresoccurred from 1963 through 1969.
Of these, 72* lasted for 20hours or less; 23* lastedfrom lto024
hours;, and the remainder lasted from 41 to 80 hours.Totalled over
all years, 45Z occurred In; December and January1 68from November
through February, and 95from October through March.Just over 10'
extended closures occurred in an average six-monthItwinterll.(October
through March) period.
The occurrences of extended closures by hourof the lunar day are
shown In Figure 3a.Such closures most,often Included the period just
beforeand during lower low water.Therefore, eventhough large waves
were usually factors In prodicing these relativelylong closures,
strong ebb currents sometimes resulted In an earlierclosure or a later
reopening of the bar than would be the case In the absenceof.tldal
effects.
The extended closures are grpuped by hour.of the solarday in
Figure 3b.There Is a strong tendency for closure to occur moreoften.
at night than during the day.Detailed study of the closures uncover-
ed several Instances that were not assocIated with severeoffshore wave
conditIons. These were evidently due to somecombination of'ebb and
night effectsMost closures were associated with high wavesincon-
junction with nightfalland/or ebb currents.To elImlnte the night
effect iwould have been necessary to. restrictattention to a much
smaller sample./00
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Figure 3.Influence of tidal and daylight cycles on extended (9.5 hoursor more)
Columbia River bar closures (1963-1969).Each small circle represents
the number of times the bar was closed during that hour of the cycle.
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Offshore Wave Conditions
Associated With Bar Closures
What are the average offshore wave characteristics associated
with hazardous conditions at.the Columbia River?Virtually no meas-
ured wave data have been taken with which to compile a wave climate
for the area.Only wavehindcast studies and ship reports are avail-
able for this purpose.
The National Marine Consultants (1961a) used the spectral method
of Pierson, Neumann and James (1955) to hindcast waves directly of f-
shore.of the Columbia River for the three years, 1956, 1957, and 1958.
Their statistics indicate that winter swell are most frequent and of
greatest height and period when from thewest.Since their data was
compiled far all wave conditions (mild and severe), their height av-
erages were low (about five feet) and not representativeof hazard-
ous periods at the Columbia River.
The National Marine Consultants (196lb) selected the twelve most
severe storms occurring over a ten yearperiod (1950-1960) and hind-
casted the associated wave heights and periods.They computed maxi-
mum slgnfl.cant heights of from 23 to 30feet, and periods from 11 to
14 seconds.The highest waves came.predominantly from thewest and
southwest.
To complement the hindcast.data, shipreported swell heights and
periods were compiled for bar closure periodsfrom 1963 through 1969.
Six-hourly synoptic ship reports within 250 nautIcal milesof the27
Columbia River were obtained for each extended closure and scrutinized
for useful wave information,The observed height (nearest half-meter),
period (nearest two seconds) anddirection (nearest 10 degrees,true)
were tabulated for each swell report,The bivariate frequency distri-
butions for these parameters are shown in Figure ka, b and c.
Figure 4a shows the bivariate distribution of height endperiod,
Waves two to four and one half meters high withperiods of six to
eleven seconds tend to be most frequent,Heights and periods are poor-
ly correlated.
Both heights (Figure 4b) and periods(Figure 4c) show definite
modes at directions of 270° and 180°.Weak secondary modes are also
suggested at directions of 315° and230°.(These should be treated
cautiously however, because there is a tendencyfor observers to re-
port directions to the nearestmajor (octal) point of thecompass.)
The modal heights for westand southswell are about the same, though
west swell are much morefrequent.The modal periods for westerly
swell are greater than for any otherdirection,
In summary, offshore swell heightsassociated with hazardous bar
conditions are predominantly from 10feet (closure-related ship re-
ports) to 30 feet (severe storm hincicasts).The swell are most fre-
quent, highest, and of longestperiod when from the west,There Is
a secondary tendencyfor southerly swell of shOrter period to occur.18-19
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Figure 4.Bivariateplots of height,period and direction of swell reported by ships within
250 n.mi.of theColumbiaRiver during extended barclosures(1963-1969).Numbers
indicate frequency of occurrenceof a bivariate pair.Closure-Producing Storms
In order to develop predictive techniques and effectively apply
them it is advisable to familiarize oneself with the characteristics
of storms which frequently result in hazardous wave conditions.To-
ward this end, the storms associated.with the extended bar closures
from 1963 through 1969 were studied.
The surface pressure charts (six-hourly) for at least a three
day period preceding each extended bar closure were examined.With
the aid of ship reported swell and their approximate group propaga-
tion velocities, the storm developments mainly responsible for bar
closure were isoletedHaving eliminated (or near!y so) the tidal
bias from the closure periods,t was almost always possible tofind
some form of, cyclonic developmentassociated with each closure1The
principal data associated with each disturbance were tabulated:
locatlons, trajectory, speed of movement, growth stage, andfetch
characteristics (wind speed, fetch length, duration).
The average fetch characteristics and their ranges for closure-
related storms (1963-1969) are given in Table 1:
Table I
Fetch Characteristics
Wind Speed (knots)
Duration (hours)
Length (nautical miles)
Final Decay Distance (n.mi.)
Fetch Speed (knots)
Average Range
34 20-70
31 12-84
500 200- 800
100 0-700
17 0-40
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About 6Oof the storms were occluded and near maximum intensity
during the periods that they significantly affectedthe Columbia River.
Only l5° were in early stages of development,and the remainder were
mature, stagnating cyclones.
Although almost all effective storms were located within600 miles
of the coast, many had traveled greatdistances from the mid-Pacific,
along or just south of the AleutianIslands.The moving fetches from
these storms are very effective inbringing large waves to the Columbia
River, as they travel with the wavesthey generate.The fact that the
Columbia River lies directly in the pathof these moving storms makes
it one of the most hazardousharbor entrances in the world.
The cold sectors of cyclonesmoving eastward across thePacific
along or south of the Aleutiansresult In the everpresentwesterly
swell experienced at the ColumbiaRiver during the winter months,
Other directions occur at intervals ascyclones mature or develop with-
in 1000 nautical miles of the coast atdifferent latitudes.The cold
sectors of Gu!f of Alaska stormstypically result in northwestswell
and seas.Other types generate westerly tosouthwesterly swell within
their cold sectors.A few hours before the coldfront crosses the
coastthe southerly winds aheadof the front briefly generate seas
from the south.Cyclones in very early stagesof development sometimes
sweep almostnorthward off northern Californiatoward the Washington
coast, bringing swelland seas from the south tothe Columbia River.31
Waves and Breakers at the Columbia River Entrance
When waves propagate from deep water into the river entrance, they
are modified due to the effects of shoaling, currentsand refraction.
As the average steepness of the waves increases, breaking becomes more
frequent, with the form of the breakers depending mostly on the depth
of water relative to the wavelength.
Shoaling produces wave height changes that compensate forchanging
velocity of energy propagation (group velocity) with depth,Most swell
are of "intermediat&' depth over the channel atthe Columbia River, and
little change In height results.Over nearby shoal areas, heIght In-
creases of 50* or more may occur.More significant perhaps, Is the
fact that wavelengths may be reduced to half or less of the deep water
lengths, even over the channel.Thus the waves steepen considerably,
even if height changes are minimal,Because shoaling effects Increase
with decreasing reltive depths, the longer period waves are moreaf-
fected at a particular water depth,
Where currents are involved, the shorter period waves are most
strongly affected.When waves encounter opposing currents (such as
at a river mouth at ebb tide), the heights areincreased and the
lengths are decreased.Since current effects Increase with Increasing
relative current, the shorter period waves are more affectedfor a
particular current.Waves whose periods are less than a critical
value cannot Stem the ebb current and must dissipate their energyin
turbulent wave breaking.Over the outer bar where ebb currents are
weaker, only the locally generated seas (short periods) are seriously32
affected, often breaking as short-crested whitecaps.Over the inner
bar the current is strong and swell is further steepened, causing
long-crested breakers to occur randomly.
The effects of shoaling and currents in modifying waves and induc-
ing breaking will be treated in detail in Chapters VI and VII.The
third process, refraction, is much more difficult to assess.Depth-
controlled refraction depends on the bath,ymetry, which at the Columba
River is constantly changing due tç sediment transport.Current-in-
fluenced refraction can only be discussed qualitatively, because the
current distribution seaward of the jettiesis highly variable and
virtually unknown.
Since waves travel faster over channels than overnearby shoals,,
the wave crests are directed away from the channelsand toward the
shoals,This well knQwn refraction process concentrates .wave energy.
in shoal areas, thus increasing wave heights and enhancingthe likeli-
hood of breakers there.Over the channel, wave heights decrease.The
height change is positive (increasing) for a negative (decreasing)
change in orthogonal spacing (orthogonals are imaginary.Iines every-
where normal to the wavecrests, and initially equidistantin deep
water).
To qualitatively understand.the effects of refractionon.swell
at the Columbia River, refractiondiagrams were constructed for the
area by the wave.crest method(Johnson,.O'Brien and Isaacs, 1948).
Diagrams were constructed for 12 second wavesfrom west-northwest33
(wNw, 292.5°), west (w, 270°), southwest (Sw,. 225°), and south (s,
180°) in deep water.The diagrams (Figure 5) clearly show the effects
of convergence over Peacock Spit and divergence over the channel be-
tween the jetties, except in the case of waves from WNW.In the
latter case the convergence zone shifts to the north side of the chan
nej, between the channel and Peacock Spit; the divergent zone shifts
to the south portion ofthe channel, near the end of the South Jetty
(but not at the jetty tip, where convergence is strong and'can not be
ca1culated).Waves from SW andS approach the ,s9uth side of the South
Jetty with little change relative to deeper water; W andWNW waves, are
reducedin height in this area.Divergence over the channel is only
strong between the jetties inshore of buoys6 and7 (Figure 1), i.e.
there is lIttle prptection seawardof this point, over the outerbar.
The diagrams suggest that WNW swell should be reduced theleast be-
tween the jetties, but that the waves maybreak over Peacock Spit be-
fore reaching the channel.
At ebb tide the progress of the waves Is retarded overa chan-
ne), coppared to slack water.This decreases the tendency for diver-
gence to occur and for wave heights tobe lowered.During atrong'
ebb the currents may cause a reversal of the refractiveeffect over'
the channel resulting in convergence and height increase(Arthur, 1950).
A quantitative evaluation of these.ef facts is beyond the scopeof this
thesis.Research on the current distribution at the river mouth, us-
ing hydraulic and numerical models, wouldbe very,useful.DIRECTION
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Figure 5.Wave crest refraction diagrams for 12-secondwaves arriving at the Columbia
River from several (deep water) directions. (Bathyrnetry used isshown in
Figure 2.)35
Figures 2 and 5 suggest that the combined effects of depth, cur-
rent and refraction indeed favor hazardous conditions near theeaward
extremity of Clatsop Spit.Here the ebb current is still confined by
the jetties and relatively strong.Depths decrease rapidly just south-
east of the channel (Figure 2) and refractve divergenceis not great.
In additIon, the swell presumably do not lose much energyn breaking
prior to arrival at that point (with the possible exception of north-
west swell which must first cross the outerportion of Peacock Spit).
Summary
Ship reports and bar pilot interviews suggest that offshoreswell
of 10 to 25 feet are usually associated with extended bar closures.
Swell frqrn the west are most frequent and of longest period,while
southerly, swell show a secondary frequency mode; they areof similar
heights but more often locally generated than thewesterly swell.
Distant storms generate waves which propagate as longer period
westerly swell to the ColumbIa River.As storms enter the eastern
North Pacific, they mature at different latitudes, causing theColum-
bia River entrance to experience storm waves from northwest, tosouth.
Storms usually generate closure-related waves during theiroccluded
(most' intense) development stage.Redeveloping storms in the Gulf
of Alaska are often sourcesof high northwest swell, whileprefrontal
winds and young cyclones off the Oregon-California coast are often
associated with locally generated sea and sWell from the south sector.36
Considerations of depth, current and refraction at the Columbia
River entrance suggest that the area near the seaward extremity (buoys
6 and 8) of Clatsop Spit may oftenbe quite hazardous due to steep and
breaking swell.37
III.WAVE OBSERVATIONS
ntroduct ion
This chapter describes wave measurements that are'used'in,later
chapters as verificavipn for prediction methods.Because suitable data
for the Columbia River area do,n9t exist, available measurements at
Newport are ued instead.
In the summer andfallof 1971 a program cf waveforecastverifi-
cation using visual, wave sensor andmicrosejsrn observations was begun
by NOAA-Sea Grant personnel at Newport, Oregon (Mr. David Zopf and, Mr.
Clayton Creech), (Microseisms are small vibrations on the Earth's sur-
facef period 4-10 seconds and amplitudes up to 20 microns.) Visual
observations were taken, once a day (on working days) when visibility
permitted.A pressure-type wave sensor installed off NewportIn the
fall of 1971 and again in the fallof 1972yieldedfew measurements
due to fi1ures.Microseisms were recordedat six-hour intervalsby.
a vertical long-period sefsmometerwhich correlated well with visually
estimated wave heights.
The visual observationswere too infrequentand,sporadic to use
as verification for the methodsdeveloped in this thesis.However, the
seismometer at Newport provided acceptable wave-relatedmicroseism data
at regular six-hour'intervals,throughout the 1971-1972 winter and
these.data were used,for verification of predictivetechniques deyelop-
ed In subsequent chapters.44
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Figure 6.Map showing the bathymetry and sites of wave measurements and observations
in the vicinity of Newport, Oregon.39
Visual Wave Observations at Newport
Visual observations of waves from the coast at Newport were made
againsta 12 foot high buoy in 50 feet of water.A trained observer
(Mr. clayton Creech) estimated wave height and period from a.hill
about 120 feet above sea level and at a distance of 1.65 nautIcal
miles (10,000 feet) from the buoy (See Figure6).The observer
watched the buoy through binoculars for about five minutes and esti-
mated the wave heights from buoy features of known height (above the
waterline).Period was estimatedby timing the passage of.several
well-defined waves.Observatjons were usually taken once a day (work-
ing days) at about 7 a.m. (Pacific Standard Time) when visibility per-
mitted.Occasionally a second observation was taken at 5 p.m.PST.
Because of the observer's height above the water,the true wave
heights were systematically underestimated at theNewport site, as
shown in Figure 7.
buoy
x
p1
Figure7 .Schematic for observation error.40
The heights were underestimated by an amountL(Y/X) ,where
L = length of waves near the buoy (feet),
V = observer's height above sea level (120 feet), and
X = distance between observer and wave (10,000 feet).
The wavelength of the observed waves can be inferred from the
water depth and the estimated period and their relationship tolength
from small amplitude wave theory.Each height observation was cor-
rected by.adding the amount of the error, rounded to the nearest foot,
The corrections varied from one foot for slsecond periods to four
feet for 16 second periods.
Pressure Sensor Measurements at Newport
I A pressure-type wave sensor was Installed in40 feet of water
off Newport in the fall of 1971 (Figure 6 ).The system malfunctioned
almost immediately and could not be reinstalled due to the onsetof
winter conditions.In the fall of 1972 It was againdeployed atthe
same spot and functioned correctlyfrom 1300 PST on October 29 to 1300
PSI on November 5, at which time the system againfailed.
The instrument used was a Bendix model A-2 pressure wavesensor
with a time constant of 1e0 seconds.Prior to each set of measurements
the sensor was factory cleaned, testedand calibrated against a static
pressure head.Significant heights and average zerouperossing peri-
ods were determined from slx'hourlystrip chart records of 12 minute
duration, analyzed by the method of Tucker(1961) and Draper (1967).1,1
Hydrodynamic pressureattenuation as afunction of water depth and
waveperiod was corrected for as suggested by Draper (1967),
Sei smometer Measurements
Because it was felt that the average heights and periods might
be successfully Inferred from microseisms at Newport. a vertical long-
period seismometer was installed.The unit is of the portable commer
del, type (Teledyne-Geotech, model SL-210) designed for geophysical
surveys.As of this writing, the Instrument has been resting on the
concrete floorof the Marine ScienceCenter building (Newport) since
May 1971.The characteristics of the system were described in detail
by Zopf (1972).To correctly interpret the seismometer records ad
correlate them to other observations, it is necessary to discuss the
relation between microseisms and ocean waves,
Microseisms
Darbyshire (1963) has reviewed the theories and,observati.ons con-
cerning the relation between sea waves and microseisms.EarlynvestI-
gators noted that microseism activity tended to coincide withhigh
surf.Somewhat later (1930) it was found that microseisms at some
localities were recorded before the swell arrived at the coast.1 sug-
gesting that wave energy was somehow transmitted to the deep ocean
floor.to cause microseisms.Early attempts to explain the phenomenon
failed because the effects of progressive waves are negligible at a42
depth of half a wavelength.Even in shallow water the microseism
wavelength is much greater than the length of ocean waves, so that
the pressureeffects of a succession of progressive waves tend to can-
cel out.
Later Investigations continued to indicate a strong relation be-
tween sea wavesand microseisms, andfound, additionally, that the pe-
rIods,of microseisms were abovthalfthose of theassociated ocean
waves.This was confirmed by Deacon (1947) who found a close corres-.
pondencebetween the amplitude of waves and that of mcroseisms, n,d
between the wave period and twice the microseism period.
Longuet-Higgins (1950) developed a consistent theory to ecplain
both the deep water generation of microseisms and their11halfperlod".
He used a previous finding by Miche (1944) as the basis for hisep1an-
atlon, namely, that in. the second-order treatmentof standing waves
there is a contribution to the pressure variationthat is not attenu-
ated with depth.
When two progressive waves of the same wavelengthtravel in oppo-
site directions this pressure variation Isproportional to the product
of the (first-order) amplitudes of the two wavesand has twice their.
frequency.SpecifIcally,
pa1 a2w2 cos(2wt) , (3-1)
wherea1anda2are the amplitudes of the two wavesandwis
their angular frequency.The second-order effects ultimatelypredom-
inate over the first-order,effects at largedepths.43
Longuet-Higgins suggested that such interference could take place
over sufficiently large areas of the sea floor to excite the micro-
seism wavelengths If (1) waves or swell Interact with their own re-
flections from a. steep coast,(2) waves generated indifferent quad-
rants of a fast moving storm interfere with each other, or(3) similar
swell trains travel In opposite directions from two storms,An in-
creasing amount of observational evidence supports these explanations.
(Darbyshlre, 1950; Haubrich, Munk and Snodgrass, 1963).
Zopf (1972) concluded that the mechanism at the Newport site Is of
the first type, as the arrival times of peak rnicroseism andwave activ-
ities are not detectably different.He suggested that the clarity of
the signalat Newport and the relative lack of backgroundnoise may be
related to the peculiar geological structure of the area(a 50 foot
layer of sand-fill overlays bedrock and extendsuninterrupted to the
shore, 2 kilometers away).
Record Analysis
A strip-chart recorder was prograim*d to register the seismo-
meter aignal for 11 minutes every sIhours (01, 07, 13 end 19 PST).
To determine the relation between visually observed heights andperi-
ods and the nearly sImultaneous (07 Psi) seisnometer recordings, a
representative deflection had to be -extracted from each record.
Derbyshire (1950): pointed àut: that for a given wave he1ght,:mor
energy will be transmitted to the oceanfloor by short waves than by41
long waves (from thew2dependence in3-1J).Thus standard methods
of record analysis are probably noapplicable to the seismorneter re-
cords,
Figure 8shows two nearly simultaneous recordings fr9rn the pres-
sure sensor and the seismometer.Because the chart speed for thee1s-
mometer was twice that for the pressure sensor, the spatial separations
between uperossings should by theory be equal.They are approxlmatly
equal for thegraatest microseism deflections,The appearance of inter-
vening microseism deflections of smaller amplitude and period may be.
due to some combination of ambient noise and short-period wave activity.
tn the latter case, the high frequency enhancement mentioned by Deacon
may be partly responsible for their appearance,Also, short-period
progressive waves are more attenuated with depth and wouldbe absent
or insignificant on the pressure sensorrecord.
Zopf (1972) devised the following procedure foranalyzing the
seismometer records:
...In analyzing any one record, we searchedfgr the greatest
peak-to-peak deflection and noted its zero(up)crossing period.
Then the record was searched for signals ofapproximately the
same, high ampittude but longerperiod, because of the strong
dependence of indicated ocean wave height onperiod.Finally,.
the averages of the few greatest deflections(nearest percent
of full-scale) and o1 their periods(nearest half-second) were
selected as representing the height and(half) period ... of
ocean waves during therecording.
A representatIve deflection and seismicperiod were found fpr each re-
cord by this procedure.Aracceptablecalibration of deflectionsin
terms of average ocean waveheights may be found by correlation with
visu1 observations, as described In the nextsection,Pressure Sensor Record: H113= l4ft, TI4sec
u
3mm
Seismometer Record: Ts6.5 sec, H1110:I6ft, H113: 13ff
I I I j500/.FULL SCALE
l
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Figure 8.Nearly simultaneous pressure sensor and seismometer wave records:(Newport).
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Calibration
Since the Newport seismometer senses the vertical velocity of
the ground motion, the chart deflection is proportional to the first
derivative of the ground displacement.Zopf (1972) proposed the hy-
pothesis that the ground displacement is linearly related to the forc-
ing pressure field over the ocean bottom.This implies that peak-to-
peak chart deflection should be proportional to the amplitude of the
first derivative of (3-1), that is
5H2w3 , (3-2)
where sSis the peak deflection in percent of full scale andHis
the height of the associated waves.
A straightforward way to use (3-2) as a means of calibration for
the seismometer Is to (statistically) regress observed wave heights
o(6P) ,wherePequals the seismic half-period(711w).During
the year from 1 August, 1971o 31 July, 1972,230 visual height ob-
servations were avilable that could be corrected for the systematic
error discussed earlier (i.e. for whichperiods had also been esti-
mated).Regression of the observed heights on
(5p3) yielded
fl =1,27 + O.l47(cSP) , (3-3)
where idenotes the height predicted by the regression equation.
The predicted heights are plotted against thevisually observed
heights in Figure 9a.Since the two parameters are related by re-
gression, the points fall along the l;l line.The computed correla-
tion coefficient is 0.94,25
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The agreement shows that average wave heights are in fact closely
related to microseisms at Newport, and that the hypothesis (3-2) is
acceptable at that site.The inferred significant wave heights (3-3)
are. quite adequate,for the purpose of verifyingwave,forecastmeth9ds.
This Is especially significant since direct measurements are so diffi-
cult to obtain during the Oregon winter, andvisual observations can
only be taken occasionally, as visibility and other circumstances
permit.
It was not originally knpwn ifthe observer visually estimated,
the significant height or not.To determine this, the significant
heights from the pressure sensor records were plotted against the
heights inferred by (33) from the nearly simultaneous seismometer
records.This is shown in Figure 9b.The points also fall on 1:1
line, indicating that both the visually observed heights and the in-
ferred heights (3-3) are close to the significant height.This is
based only on one week's pressure sensor data, however, and is not.
conclusive.
In addition to the agreement between average wave heights and
representative micoseism parameters, the representativeseismic pe-
riod is consistently about half that of the observed average.wave,
periods, as expected from theory and previous investlgatons.49
Conclusion
Due to apparently ideal geological transmission characteristics
for microseisms .in the Newport area, recorded mlcroseisms there cor-
relate very well with observed average ocean wave heights (and.peri-
ods).The agreement is consistent with existing theory on microsesrns.
Visually observed heights from a one year period were regressed
on representative seismometer deflections and periods in a manner con-
sistent with theory.The resulting calibration equation can be used.
to infer six-hourly significant.wave heights throughout the 1971-1972
winter.Average zero uperossing wave periods are estimated by taking
twice the representative microseism period.These data provide an
acceptable means of verifying wave prediction methods developed in
the following chapters.50
IV.A SEMI-AUTOMATED METHOD FOR DEEP-WATER FORECASTING
Introduction
This chapter is concerned with the problem of forecasting deep-
water waves off the mouth of the Columbia River.
While studying the various methods of deep-water forecasting pre-
sently in use It became apparent that all were of limited usefulness
for this purpose,The classical manual methods developed during World
War II or shortly thereafter were too inaccurate or cumbersome to be of
value.From the manual methods, automated, ocean-wide techniques have
evolved which apply the forecasting relationships at grLd poInts, with.
digitized wind fields as input.The outputs. are too coarse to aqcu-
rately simulate wave conditions at coastal stations, where greater res-
tutions required, both in spaceand In time.
Although In principle the semi-automated technique described here
can be appi led at any deep-ocean site, it is primarilydesigned to pro-
vide coastal forecasts, for which adequate outputs do not presently
exist.The method may also be used for any oceanic location of special
interest as a hindcast tool,
The semi-automated method reduces the subjectivity involved in
analyzing fetches from meteorological maps.It may. be possib'e to con-
vert the present technique into a fully automatedapproach, in which
wind information would be Input in digitized form on a specially de-
signed grid.The grid and wind fields could then be used to generate
forecasts for all major west-coast ports.51
The technique is essentially a hybrid scheme which borrows from
the following sources:
(a)The Pierson, Neumann, and James (1955) forecast method;
(b)The ideas of Wilson (1955) on the representation of moving
fetches;
(c)The empirical-theoretical spectrum introduced by Liu (1971).
Two great shortcomings of the Pierson-Neumann-James (P-N-J) method have
been remedied in the semi-automated scheme,Arbitrarily complex fetch
behavior can be parameterized as input data (not formerly possible)
and tedious manual computations and referencing of tables and graphs
are done by computer.
Freed from tedious calculations, the forecaster can dedicate more
time to an accurate and complete analysis of fetch histories., In ad-
dition the determination of fetch history is made.more objectivethrough
the use of the time-distance diagram for its representation.Finally,
the computerization has been greatly simplified by use ofthe fetch-
dependent spectrum developed by Lu (1971) instead of the "fullydevel-
oped" Neumann (1953) spectrum used In the P-N-J approach.
Discussion ofExistinWave Forecast t4ethods
Wave forecast methods are divided roughly into twoCategories:
spectral,, and non-spectral.Historically, the non-spectra! method was
introduced first by Sverdrup and Munk(1947) toward the end of World
War II, for use in military operations.The wave spectrum approach52
of Pierson-Neumann-James (1955) fojl lowed,Subsequent techniques were
essentially adaptations of these methods and were principally for open-
ocean, automated forecasts--of use for naval operations and merchant
vessel routing.
The Sverdrup-tlunk method, as revised by Bretschnelder (1959) Is now
called the S-M-B method.The original method has been documented in
Hydrographic Office PublIcations Nos, 601 and 604,The scIentiflc back-
ground has been summarizednicely by Kinsman (1965).The method con-
sists of entering certain graphs with the basic input parameters--wind
speed, fetch length, wind duration, and decay distance--and reading
off the desired values of significant wave height and period.The
graphs were constructed from the equations of classical linear wave
theory and empirical relationships involving wave age, wave steepness,
conservation of.energy, and the increase In predominantperiod with
distance from decaying swell.
Kinsman (1965) has put the Sverdrup-'Munk methodinto historical
perspective by pointing out that, while many ofits premises are in-
correct, the approach was born of wartimenecessity, utilizing to the
fullest the limited observational and theoreticalInformation avail-
able,The S-M-B techniques arestill in use todaybecause they do com-
bine simplicity of use with acceptable accuracy,for many purposes.
This is particularly true of ocean-wIdeautomated forecasting, where
the savings, in computational timeis multiplied many times bylarge
numerical grids and resolution need notbe great.
The P-N.J method Introduced spectral conceptsto forecasting.The
spectrum used was the fullydeveloped (fetch-independent) spectrum of53
Neumann (1953).In practice, the spectrum is determined by the wind
speed, then truncated at Its low-frequency end according to the fetch
length or duration, whichever is limiting,The wave energy is divided
into frequency bands andpropagated" at group velocity to the forecast
point.Energy components arriving simultaneously at the forecast point
are summed and the energy sum is multiplied by an angular spreading fac-
tor to account for spreading losses.The net result is an energy, or
ME-value" which is defined such that the area under the E curveistwlce
the variance,a2 ,of the water surface elevation.The signlfcant
wave height at the forecast point is simply, H1,,3 - 4a - 212 E
(Longuet-Hlggins, 1952), while the range of periods to be.expected Is
obtained directly by knowing the range of frequency components used.to
obtain 'E".
The strengths and limitations of the P-N-J method were pointed out
by the authors themselves.The spectrum provides a more complete and
accurate description of wave conditions, and, qualitatively atleast,
of the way in which wave energy is propagated,Of particular value is
the fact that the period structure of the waves is an inherent feature
of the forecast.Also the use of the angular spreading factor seems
to be a particularly effective innovation, accountingslmulataneously
for the effect of decay distance and fetch width on the amountof spread-
ing loss.
A great disadvantage of the P-N-J method is thecumbersome nature
of the techniques, which are time-consuming andtedious.The partition51
and propagation of wave energy according to frequency components is
done .manua!ly according to certain schemescalledfi1tersby the
authors.However, only two or three of the filters are easily applied
and are appropriate to specfc types of fetch behavior, e.g, station-
ary fetches (Filter II) or fetches which move with the speed of the
wind (Filter IV).There is no straightforward way to treat a fetch
moving at an arbitrary speed, or. whose wind speed and/or fetch speed
changes with time.This lack of flexibility results inevitably in over-
simplifications of fetch behavior.
It js pointed out by the authors that P-N-J computations of.wave
heigh.t are too low, for low wind speeds and short fetches, and too high
for high winds and long fetches.Also,.observed waves appearto arrive
sooner than .those that are predicted by the method.Both effects can
be attributed, to inadequate wind and/or frequency dependence in the
Neumann spectrum.Arrival-time discrepancies may also be related to
oversimplification of'fetch behavior.
The Fleet Numerical Weather Central (FNWC) developed an ocean-wide
fully automated forecast system in which relationships of the S-M-B
type are applied at grid points, and the waves 'are propagatedfrom grid
point to grid point at the group velocity of the largest waves(Hubert,
1964).The method has been adapted fr usby the National Weather
Service (National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration) by Pore and
RIchardson (1969).A c'ear advantage to. the use ofthe S-M-B relation-
ships is the savings in computation time.However, the grid size used55
Is too coarse to account for the detailed behavior of smafler local
wind fielclswhlcl, affect coastal forecast points, a purpose for which
the FNWC method was not intended.
The U,S, Naval 0ceanographc Office wave prediction system is also
of the openocean type, but uses the spectral relationships of the N
N-J approach, and the updated fully-developed spectrum of Pierson and
Moskowltz (1964).
The reader may refer to Pore (1970) for summaries of the methods
described here.Kinsman (1965) discusses the scientific aspects of
the Sverdrup-Munk and P-N-J methods and Barber and Tucker(1963) give
a general review of the methods.
Brief mention should be made of the techniques introduced by
Wilson (1955) for the treatment of moving fetches.His approach con-
sists essentially of using time-distance fetch diagrams togetherwith
the Sverdrup-Munk prediction method.The time-distance diagram may
also be used with the spectral method, andlends itself to computer-
ization, Itis the basis for fetch representation in the semi-auto-
mated method described in this chapter.
Empirical-theoretical Spectral Forms
Short period wave forecasts could best be made from observed wave
data if good data in sufficient amountexisted over ocean areas.But,
sea-going wave measurement systems are complex andexpensive, visual
observations are difficult and llmited to daylighthours, and ship56
distribution is quite sparse.We must therefore rely on wind measure-
ments, which are more numerous and usually ofbetter quality.Using
the 'surface atmospheric pressure distribution ad inferred relations
with the surface wind, a fairly good surface wind pattern can be ob-
tained.It becomesnecessary, then, t, determine the relationship of
the wave spectra to the winds which generate them.
A number of spectral modelshavebeen proposed, based partlyon
theory and partly oh wave observations.Mostmodels are of the ful1y
developed, or fetch-independent type.Fully-developed spectral forms
have been proposed by Neumann 0953), Darbyshlre (1959), Bretschneider
(l963a), and Pierson and Moskowitz (1961.).A fetch-dependent spectrum
was proposed by Bretscbnelder (1959) and more recently by Liu (1971).
The spectra of greatest interest to the present discussion are
those of Neumann, Pierson and Moskowitz, and Liu.The Neumann spectrum
is the basis of the Pierson-Neumann-James (P-N-J) forecasting technique.
The Pierson-Moskowitz spectrum is the most widely accepted of the fully-
developed forms, since it applies the latest theoretical knowledge to
a broad observational base.The Liu spectrum approaches the Pierson-
Moskowitz spectrum In its fully developed limit.This is the form used
in the semi-automated forecast method, because of its fetch dependence.
General Considerations
Almost all of the proposed spectra can be reduced to a cqmmon
form, proposed by Bretschneider (l963a):57
s(f) ='(f/p )mexp(.m,n[(f,/
)-fl
- 1]) , (4-i)
where f = frequency,
= frequency of the spectral maximum,
S(f) = spectral density function,
and S(P )= spectral density of the spectrum peak.
The integers,mandn ,are exponents which determine the form of
the spectrum.The parameters and are in general dependent,
on the wind speed and fetch length.Knowing and ,the moments
of the spectrum can be found by integrating (4-1):
Mk =
fks(f)df . (4-2)
The spectral moments are the basis for calculating the statistical sea
state properties, namely the various average heights and periods.
The spectrum of a developing sea may be 'thought 'of as divided into
two key portions:,frequencies greater thanIoccupy the region
known as the equilibrium range, governed by the power lawfm
in
(4-1),Frequencies less than comprise the growth range of the
spectrum, governed by the exponential factor.Waves in the equilibrium
range are incapable of further growth, as they areof breaking propor-
tions--energy input by the wind.is lost in wave breaking or generation
of capillary waves4During spectral growth, the spectral peak fre-
quency (I ) shifts to lower, values and the peak energydensity (, )
increases.Consequently, the growth range shifts to lower frequencies,and the equilibrium range expands to occupy frequencies previously
growing In energy.
The rate, of spectral growth decreases as the waves approach .a
fully developed state..This condition occurs, approximately, when
the wave component at the spectral peak has a celerity equal to the
wind speed:
C = g/(2ir) = wave celerity
( in cycles per second)
ifU = wind speed, it follows that fully developed conditions result
when
g/(2wU) . (4-3)
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In all of the proposed spectra .1 Is proportional tog/U ,though
the constant of proportionality varies somewhat.
To see how the statistical sea state parameters may be foundfrom
(4-1) we must first perform the integration (4-2) for the k-th spectral
moment1Mk ,Introducing the change ofvariable, Z (m/n)(f/I ) ,
and utilizing the definite integral for the Gammafunction,
°°q-1
r(c) .Z exp(-Z)dz
em/n
we obtain Mk m
(/)q-1r(q) , (44)
where q = (m - k - 1)/nThe most frequently used moment
second (p2):
(/m)em'(n/m)
and (t/m)em/n(n/rn)
The zero-th moment is the area under
s are the zero-tb (M0) and the
rmfl11
rn-i
) (4-5)
m-n-3En]
(4-6) fl
the spectrum, analogous to the
.9
mass of a rigid body.The second moment is the energy-weighted sum
of the squared frequencies, analogous to a moment of inertia about the
origin (f.0).
The basic height-related statistic is the varlance.of the sea sur-
face elevation,a2 ,wherec12 = M0.Longuet-Higgins (1952) showed
howa2,Is related to the sea surface elcyation maxima, or equIvalently,
mean height(B) the root-mean-square height (Hrms), and the average
height pf the highest one n-th waves(Hi/n):
ii = 2.507a = 2.507(M0) , (4-7)
Hrms2.83a = 2.83(M0) , (4-8)
= 4a =.1e(M0) , (4-9)
and H1110 = 5.la = 5.1(M0) . (4-io)
The average period between zero-uperossings in a wave record(7)
was shown by Rice (1944) to be
7(M/M) (frequency in cps) . (4-fl)Dividing (4-5.) by (4-6), (4-11) becomes
rn-I
T r' (n/rn)"
[r
. (4-12)
r
(-3)
Thus, the average zero-uperossing period isøinversely proportional to
the spectral peak frequency, the proportionality being a function of
the spectral form.
Fully Developed. Spectra
The Neumann (1953) spectrum became the basis for the Pierson,
Neumann,, and James (1955) forecasting method.The form Integers for
the spectrum are m =6, n =2.The spectrum Is fully developed, the
spectral peak frequency ( )is inversely proportional to the wind
speed (U), and the total energy is directly proportional toU5
Roll and Fischer (956) pointed out a logical inconsistency in
the derivation of the Neumann spectrum, concluding that the form in-
tegers should be rn = 5, n = 2, but otherwise differing onlyby.a multi-
plicalve constant.Phillips (1958) shpwéd by a dimensional argument
that the f5 power law (m.= 5)is tobe expected, provided that one
assumes gravity to be the only relevant parameter under saturated wave
conditions.This agrees with the result of Roll and Fischer.
Pierson and Moskowitz (1964) compared carefully measured, non-
dimensional ized spectra with spectral forms for whichn =m + 1
They found that m= 5 gave the best fit to the data, again confirming
the 'f_s eql.411ibrlum range law:61
S() (8.1 x 10_3)gZw_5e,p(0.74[g/U]kw) 4-13)
whereg = gravity andU = wind measured by weather ships (10 meters);
is the angular frequency In radians per second (rps.) andg, U
andSare given in any mutually consistent set of units.It canbe
seen by comparison of(ti_J3) and (4-i) that
= 0.88 g/Urps (414)
and = (4.4 x 103)U5/g3 . (4-15)
Using the cyclic frequency (f)in cycles per second (cps) the,
spectrum (4-13) becomes
S(f) =(f/p Yexp{-1.25E(f/ )-- i]} (4-16)
where 0.14 g/U(cps) (4-17)
and = (2.8 x 102')U5/g3 . (4-18)
The zero-th moment of the Pierson-Moskowitz spectrum is, from (4-5);
= e25/5(27 x l03)U/g2 , (49)
and the significant heightH5 = H113becomes, from (4-9):
H5 = 0.21 U2/g . (4-20)
Finally, the zero-uperosslng period is,. from (4-1.2) and (417);
7 = 0.7i/f= 5 U/g . (4-21)Note that unlike the parametersfandS ,the quantitiesM0
H5 ,and Tdo not depend on the choice of angular versus cyclic fre-
quency.
A Fetch l,Imited Spectrum
Liu (1971) developed a fetch limited spectrum of the Pierson-
Moskowitz form through a dimensional analysis of existing wave data
from many sources.He gave his equations in terms of certain dimen-
slonless parameters which were useful in determining the empirical
constants and exponents.These parameters do not lend themselves to
a straightforward Interpretation of the spectrum, or to comparisons
with other spectra.The spectrum originally given in Liu's paper
(1971) may be reduced to a more meaningful form by introducing the di-
mensionless parameterX = gF/U2 ,wheregis gravity,Fis the
fetch length, andUis the anemometer wind at ten meters (U10 in
Liu's equations).Making this substitution, Liu's spectrum becomes:
S(f) = (f/I )_5 exp{-1.25[(f/I )4 111 , ('i-22)
where = 1.3(g/U)X°222 (cps) , (4-23)
= (2.0 x lOs) (u5/g3)x0.695, (4-24)
X = gF/U2 , (4-25)
andg ,F ,andUare specified in anyconsistent system of units,
Equations (4-23) and (4-24) together with (4-5), (4-9), (4-12) and
(4-17) give us:63
= (1.8 x i) (u/g2)x°7 , (4-26)
H5 = 0.017 (U2/g)X°237 , (4-27)
and T = 0.55 (UIg)X°222 . (4-28)
Figure 10 shows the Liu spectrum for various wind speeds and
fetch lengths.The effect of doubling the wind speed is clearly much
greater than If the fetch length is doubled.As fetch length Is in-
creased the spectral area (H0) increases and the peak frequency ()
decreases, but at decreasing rates.Thus an absolute fully developed
condition does not exist for this spectrum.
Liu pointed out that as a result of the inconstancy ofS0with
changing wind speed and/or fetch length, "there is no envelope for the
equilibrium range.The spectra are quite wide at early stages of the
development, while they become narrower and the front face steeper as
the wind speeds or fetches increase."
No single value ofXwill reduce all of the LIu relationships
exactly to the Plerson-Moskowitz ones, but the differences are small
whenX = 2.8 x l0 .This is a reasonable criterion for considering
the Liu Spectrum to be "fully developed".
IfFIs the fetch length in nautical miles andUis the wind
speed in knots, the significant wave height (feet) is
H5 = 0.24F°237 u'6 (4-29)
and the sea may be considered fully developed for fetch lengths greater
than
Fmin = 0.41 U2 (n. ml.) . (4-30)-S
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Figure 10.
FREQUENCY (cas)
Unshaded:Liu spectre for 37 knot (20 m/sec)
wind at various fetch lengths (n.mi.);
shaded:Liu spectrum for 18.5 knot (10 m/sec)
wind and 1000 nmi. fetch length.65
By differentiating (4-29) with respect to fetch length and eliminating
U by means of (-30), it can be seen that
dH
S
dFF=F
1.4 feet/l00 n,mi. (4-31)
mi n
Thus the significant wave height from the Liu spectrum increases for
F > Fmin ,but the rate of increase is small (and decreasing).
The relationships (4-29) and (4-30) are shown graphically in
Figure H.Wind speed is clearly the most critical generation param-
eter for medium and long fetches, while the fetch length is critical
for short fetches.The single heavy curve representing (4-30) has a
dual interpretation:for a given wind speed It shows (a) the minimum
fetch necessary for the sea state to be considered "fully aroused",
and (b) the significant height derived from the Pierson4loskowitz spec-
trum.
The "sea" states predicted by the Liu spectrum and the S-M-B and
P-N-J forecasting methods are compared in Table 2.The significant
height and average zero uperossing period were computed from the Liu
spectrum by (4-29) and (4-28).The S-M-B values are from the U.S.
Army Coastal Engineering Research Center (1966), and P-N-i values.
are from Hydrographic Office Publication No. 603.
Both the heights and periods of the Llu spectrum agree closely
with the S-M-B method, over most of the ranges of wind and fetch.The
only significant disagreement occurs for short fetches with high wind
speeds, for which the S-M-B heights are as much as 30% lower.The
P-N-J heights are closest to the others for 30 knot winds, and are60
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Multiple curves (labelled in feet):significant wave height from LIu spectrum as
a function of wind speed and fetch length. Single curve (F - 0.41 U2):wind speeds
and fetch lengths for which Liu spectrum approximates the fully-developed Pierson-
Moskowitz spectrum.
0%TABLE 2.Heights andPeriodsObtainedfrom the Liu Spectrum and theSverdrup-Munk-
Bretschneiderand Pierson-Neumann-Jamesforecast methods.
(sec) Sig.Height(ft) Period
Wind (kts)Fetch(n.m)
Speed Length SMB LIU PNJ SMB LIU PNJ
100 7 7 8 7 7 6
20 300 9 9 .8 9 9 6
20 600 ro 11 8 11 10 6
20 900 10 12 8 1 1 1 1 6
30 100 11 12 11 8 8 6
30 300 16 17 21 11 11 9
30 600 19 20 21 13 13 9
30 900 21 21 21 14 14 9
40 100 17 19 13 10 10 6
40 300 25 26 25 13 13 8
40 600 30 30 39 15 15 10
40 900 33 34 44 18 17 11
50 100 22 27 20 11 11 7
50 300 33 36 35 15 14 9
50 600 41 43 45 17 16 10
50 900 47 48 56 19 !8 11
60 100 27 36 12 12 *
60 300 41 48 16 15 *
60 600 53 57 * 19 18 *
60 900 60 62 * 21 20 *
*
Forecasting curves unavailable. a'considerably higher for long fetches having high winds, a fact that was
acknowledged by the authors (Pierson, Neumann, and James, 1955).The
P-N-J periods are much lower than for either of the other two sources,
the largest being llseconds.
In conclusion, the Liu spectrum seems to be ideally suited forcom-
puterized forecast schemes,It is of the widely accepted Plerson-Mosko-
witz form and closely approximates the Pierson-Moskowitz spectrum when
the fetch length (n.mi,) is equal to 0.41 times the wind speed (knots)
squared, an acceptable criterion for calling the Liu spectrum "fully
developed".The heights and periods obtained by integrating the LIu
spectrum agree closely with the sea s:tate values predicted by the S-M-
B method.It has the added advantage over Its counterparts that It has
an explicit functional dependence on fetch length, and can be readily
programmed for use on a computer.The following sections will discuss
the way in which the Liu spectrum was adapted to the semi-automated
forecast method.
Principle of the Semi-automated Forecast Method
The semi-automated forecast method works on the same basic prin-
ciples as the manual method of Pierson, Neumann and Jame5 (1955).That
is,(1) the wave spectrum within a fetch is "generated" by an empirical-
theoretical spectral formula;(2) the energy in each frequency band is
"propagated' at its group velocity to the forecast point and is reduced
by an amount equal to the angular spreading loss; and(3) the forecast69
spectrum at some timetfis reconstructed from all components
arriving at the forecast point attf
The following features of the semi-automated approach distinguish
it from the P-N-Jmethod:
The spectrum within the fetch Is computed from the fetch-
dependent Llu spectrum (rather than the fully developed Neumann
spectrum),
The variation of wind speed, fetch length and fetch loca-
tion with time is accounted for without resorting to "filters
(which usually oversimplify the fetch history),
Changes in angular spreading as a function of time and/or
distance are accounted for.
All calculations are performed by computer after the fore-
caster inputs wind speeds, fetch lengths, durations,decay.dls-
tance and angular spreading factors.
Definiticns and Basic Concepts
Certain terms and concepts will be used in the following discus-
sions which are not standard in the eclsting literature on wave fore-
casting..These are explained below.While reading, Figure 1Z maybe
consulted for orientation.
Time-distance diagram
Time-distance diagrams were introduced by Wilson (1955) as
graphic aids in the treatment of complex fetch behavior.As used'70
here, the distance increases to the left of the origin along the
abcissa, and time Increases downward.Time may be labelled in
any convenient way, e.g.in six-hourly Greenwich Mean Time (GMT)
increments, with dates, or In hours relative to some reference
such as the distance axis.
Fetch history
On a time-distance diagram, a fetch history is a polygon (or
series of polygons in tandem) which represents the distance of the
fetch (front and rear) from the forecast point as a function
of time.The horizontal sides of the polygon are the start
and finish of the fetch and the vertical distance between them
is the duration time,td.The sloping (or vertical) sides
give the distances of the front and rear of the fetch from the
forecast point as functions of time.Within the polygon the
wind speed is taken to be the average for all charts on which
the fetch appeared.
Propagation line
Each frequency component of the generated wave spectrum is.
associated with a propagation line--a straight line on the time-
distance diagram which intersects the time axis at the time of
arrival of the component at the forecast point,The line extends
upward and to the left of the Intersection and Its slope is the71
reciprocal of the component group velocityC9 - l.515fj'(Cg
in knots, f; frequency of the i-th component in cycles per
second).
Geeraton distance
Every spectral component whose propagation line (for a par-
ticular arrival time) crosses a fetch history polygon isassoci-
ated with ageneration distance.The generation distance.(Dj)
of the i-th component is the distance traveled by that component
under the influence of the wind,!t is the distanceinterval as-
sociated with that portion of the propagation line which lies in
the fetch history polygon.
Figure 12 is a schematic of a time-distance dIagram and its var-
ious graphice1emerts:a fetch history, two propagation lines (f1
0.10 cps and f2.0.20 cps), and their indicated generation distances.
Distance is given in 100 nautical mile increments, and time in six-
hour Increments.The time origin is arbitrarily set at the top of the
diagram.
The fetch history begins att = 06 hours and ends att = 36
hours for a total duration oftd = 30 hours.The initial fetch length
is 400 n.mI. and the final fetch length is 500 n,mi,The initial and
final distancesof the fetch front from the forecastpoint (decay dis-
tance) are 500 and 200 nautical miles, respectively, that is, the fetch
moved eastward toward the coast.I..
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Figure 12.Example of a time-distance diagram with a fetch
history and its component parts.
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The propagation lines are shown for component waves of 10 second
(f1 0.10 cps) and 5 second (f2 - 0,20 cps) period, arriving at the
forecast point at timet 72 hours.In order to arrive simultane-
ously these components must orIginate from different portions of the
fetch,Although the five second waves were subjected to the wind for
the full fetch duratIon (30 hours), their generation distance Is
smaller than for the ten second component (influenced by the wind for
only 18 hours).This is because the ten-second component wave energy
travels.twlce as far during a given time interval, due to Its greater
group velocity.
Angular spreading factor
Because wave energy propagates away from Its generation area in
many different directions, not all of the original energywill arrive
at a distant point--some of it will be lost by angularspreading,The
wider a fetch is, the more overlapping of energy will occur from dif-
ferent segments of the fetch,According to Pierson, Neumann and James
(1955):
"A storm0O.mi. wide which sends waves out to a point 1,000
miles away from the storm produces a completely different effect
from a storm 800 n.mi, wide which sends out some waves to.apoint
1,000 miles away from the storm.If the waves Inside the storm
have the same spectrum and If all other things are equalthe
waves outside the storm at the point ofobservation will be /2
times higher in the second case than they were in the first case,
simply because of the effect of the width of the storm."74
This process is accounted for by meansof an angular spreading factor
(A) - a number between zero and onewhlch, when multiplied by the
wave energy within the fetch just after generation Is complete, yields
the fraction of the originalenergy arriving at the f1recast point.
Pierson etal. give a detailed description of how the factorAmay
be found from weather maps using a protractor.The factor increases
witi, Increasing fetch width and decreasing decay distance.
In using the semi-automated method, the forecaster determinesA
twice for each fetch history:once at the rear of the fetch on the
Initial map (A1) and again at the front of the fetch on the final map
(AF).These are transferred as numbers to the time-distance diagram,
o that fetch width is effectively accounted for even though it is
not an explicit dimension of the diagram.For west coast forecast
pointsAF.Is always larger thanA1because the storms move toward
the coast.The front of the fetch on the final map is always closer
to the coast than the fetch rear on the initial map.When generation
Is complete,the component energies begin to decay at varying dis-
tances from the forecast point.Therefore each component
iis
associated with a uniquespreading factorA1which is llnar1yinter
polated fromA1andAF .Accordingly, the componentf2in Figire
12 has a larger spreading factorA2) than does the componentf1A1).75
Computation of Forecast Spectrum,
Significant Height and Average Period
The energy associated with each component just after generation
and before decay begins isS(fi,Di)Af .The functionS(f = f1 ,
FD1) isthe Liu spectral energy function from equations(4-22)
through (4-25), evaluated at the frequencyf1and the "fetch length"
Dj(Djis the effective fetch length for the i-tb component).The.
wind speed (U)Inthese equations is just the wind speed in the fetch
averaged over all, charts on which the fetch appears.The bandwidth,
Af,is the frequency interval separating discrete frequency compo-
nents.
The component energy after arrival at the forecast point ifound
by multiplying the original energy byA1
E= A1S(fj,D)Af , (4-32)
The zero-th moment of the spectrum is the sum of theEjarriving
sjmultaneously at the forecast point (the total energy):
Imax, imx
= = A1S(fi,Dj)Af (4-33)
I-mm, 1=1 mm
and the second moment is
imax
= fA1S(f1,Dj)Af . (4-3k)
i=i mm
The Indices Imm and jmaxrefer to the smallest and largest fre-
queicies whose propagation; lines pass through the fetch history. Fi
nally, the theoretically expected significant wave height and'average
zero uperossing period areand
H54vç
=
76
(4-35)
(4-36)
Figure 13 shows the fetch history for a stationary fetch of dura-
tiontd30 hours and fetch lengthF = 400 nautIcal miles, the front
of which remains at 300 n.mi. from the coast.The average wind speed
for the fetch during the 30 hour period is 30 knots.The irlitial
spreading factor (at the fetch rear) isA1 = 0.5 and the final spreads
Ing factor (at the front) isAF = 0.7 .Discrete frequency components
of from 0.06 cps to 0.22 cps (bandwidthO.02 cps) pass through the fetch
history and arrive at the forecast point at timet = 60 hours.
The generation distances, spreading factors, spectral densities
and energies after spreading are listed in Table 3.Finally, by com-
puting the sums (4-33) and (4-34), the significant height isH5 =11.0
feet and the average zero uperssng period isT 8.5 seconds (equa-
tlons [4-35] and (4-36]).
A11 of the data In Table 3 and the summatlonsarecalculated by
a computer.The forecaster must input, via teletype, the fo lowing:
(1)the average wind speed (knots) in the fetch for all charts.
on which the fetch appeared;
(ii)the duration of the fetch history (hours);
(iii)the .initjal and final decaydistances (n,ml.) or distances
from the front of the fetch to the forecast point;,
(iv)initial and final fetch lengths (n.mi.);
(v)Initial (fetchrear) andflnal (fetch front) angular spread-
ing factors.z7/STANCE(n.m,)
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Figure 13.Propagation lines for spectral frequency components
arriving 24 hours after the end of a stationary-
fetch history.Initial and final angular spread-
ing factors are also indicated.The figure cor-
responds to the data shown in Table 3.
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ITABLE 3. Data for Frequency Components, Figure 13.
FREQUENCY
units parameter 0.06 0.08 0.10 0.12 0.14 0.16 0.18 0.20 0.22
n.mi. Generation
distance (D1)
914 246 336 379 28k 211 155 109 51
Spreading 0.5470.6230.668 0.6980.7000.7000.7000.7000.700
factor (A1)
ft2-sec Spectral 10.3 147.3 194.0 109.2 62.3 38.0 24.7 171 ik.o
density s(f1,D;)
ft2 Component energy
E1=A1S(f ,D1)Lf
0.13 1.83 2.59 1.53 0.87 0.53 0.35 0.24 0.2079
The foregoing descriptions illustrate the principle of the semi-
automated method, but not how it is applied in practice.Procedures,
will be described in the following section with detailed examples.
Application of the Semi-automated Method
A given storm development my be quite complex, in terms of its
associated fetch behavior.The speed of the fetch and the wind speed
within it may change considerably with time.A second fetch may ap-
pear in another sector of the storm as it nears the coast.Occasion-
ally more than one storm may contribute to the wave arrivals.
The forecaster can best judge these situations after first plot-
ting,frorneach chart: (1)the distance of thfetch front(s)(decay
dlstnce), (2) thedistance of the fetch rear(s), and (3) the average
wind speed(s).These are all plotted as a function of time on the time-.
distance diagram.If sustained changes in either wind speed or fetch
speed are evident, he may need to draw in two or more fetch history
polygons to fit the plotted data.Such.polygons in tandem constitute
a "complex", fetch history.When this delineation has been done, the
frecaster returns to his charts and determines the initial and final
angular spreading factors for each polygon.
A Simplified Example
Application of the semi-automated forecast.method will be illu-
strated for a simplified example:an uncomplicated fetch history
represented by a single space-time parallelogram (Figure 14).'The80
forecast procedure begins with an analysis of the fetch history from
meteorological charts showing the surface pressure distribution (isq-
bars) and plotted ship reports of wind speed and direction.
On each chart, the fetch (area of uniform wind speed and direc-
tion affecting the chosen forecast point) is approximated by a rec-
tangular area according to techniques set forth In standard manual
forecast methods (see, for example, the discussion by Shields and
Burdwell, 1970).A template showing great circles radiating away from
the forecast point and distances in nautical miles may be laid over
the chart.The distances of the fetch front and fetch rear (from the
forecast point) are recorded as points on the time-distance diagram,
as shown in Figure l,A straight line is drawn through the points
for the fetch fronts.This line shows the average movement of the
fetch front in time.Similarly, a second line is drawn for the fetch,
rears.
The start of the fetch history maybe taken as half of a chart In-
terval before the first chart on which the fetch appears.In the case
shown In Figure lLthe fetch appeared first on the 1200GMT chart,Ac-
cordingly, the fetch history begins at 0900 Z on the first day (six-
hourly charts were used).Similarly, the fetch history ends at 1500
GMT on the second day, giving a fetch duration of 30 hours.
The average wind speed in the fetch is determined, from each syngp-
tic chart, using ship reports and/or winds derived from the pressure
gradient.This average iswritten inside the fetch historypolygori
at the appropriatecharttime (32 knots, 30 knots, etc. in Figure i'e).-i 0/STANCE (n.mi.)
IArri
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Figure 11t.Time-distance diagram and plotted data for a simple fetch history.Numbers
inside the polygon are the average wind speeds on individualsynoptic charts;
numbers in parentheses are initial and final angular spreading factors;points
are plotted at distances of fetch front and rear from the forecast point.82
These values are then averaged in time to give a grand mean wind speed
for the fetch history (about 30 knots In the example).
After the forecaster has carried the analysis this far, he has pre-
sumably decided on definite times for the start and end of the fetch
history.He then returns to the first arid last charts and measures
the angular spreading factor at the rear, (first chart) and front (final
chart),of the fetch.Thesevalues are entered on the time-distance dia-
gram (A1 = 0.3, AF = 1.0 in Figure 14).
Once the graphical procedure has been carried out, the wind speed,
duration and Initial and final values of decay distance, fetch length,
and spreading factor are transferred.to a table (Table 4).These data
are then input .to.a computer in a conversational modeviateletype
(Figure.l5).Notice that if the fetch reaches the forecast point, as
In Figure 14, the forecast program asks when the fetch arrived.This
permits the truncation of the fetch history polygon at the frecast
point to be correctly determined0Finally, a table of forecastig-
nificant heights and average periods Is output for the 24 hours fol-
lowing the end of thefetch history(Figure 15).
TABLE 4.Fetch History.Data Table
Average Initial Final Inita1 Final AngIklar
wind Durationdecay decay fetch fetchspreading
speed time distancedistance length lengthfactors.
(knots) (hours) (n.mi.),(n. ml.)(n.rni.) (n,mi,)(in/fin)
30 30 400 0 500 4500.3/1.0RUN,
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WHEN IS OUR FIRST FORECAST FOR?
MONTH:
OCT
DA Y2
HOUR(GMT) = IS
TIME FETCH # STARTED:
MONTH:
OCT
DA Yi
HOUR(GMT) = 9
WIND SPEED = 30
DURATION (HOURS) = 30
INITIAL DECAY DISTANCE = 400
FINAL DECAY DISTANCE 0
INITIAL FETCH LENGTH = 500
FINAL FETCH LENGTH =
INITIAL SPREADING FACTOR = .3
FINAL SPREADING FACTOR =
DOES FETCH REACH COAST BEFORE 15Z OCT2
(YES/NO)YES
WHEN ?
MONTH:
OCT
DAY =2
HOUR(GMT) = 9
INPUT ANOTHER FETCH(YES/NO) ?NO
MONTHDAYHOUR(PST)SIG.HGT.PERIOD(S)
OCT 2 7 18.1 9.9
OCT 2 13 16.9 9.8
OCT 2 19 15.2 9.4
OCT 3 1 13.1 8.8
OCT 3 7 11.0 8.2
WANT TO DO ANOTHER FORECAST ? NO
END OF FORTRAN EXECUTION
Figure 15.Teletype fetch input conversation and output
heights and periods for a sirnpre semi-automated
forecast (see Figure 14 and Table 4).User
responses are underlined.84
The FORTRAN prediction program used for the forecast In Figure l5
is documented In APPENDIX A.
This example is intended only to illustrate the mechanical pro-
cedure, without consideration for complications which occur, in prac-
t I ce.
Multiple Fetch Histories
Under realistic circumstances a wave forecast would need to take
into accountmorethan one fetch history polygon.It is rare for a
storm tomaintain the same intensity (wind speeds) throughout Its de-
velopment.The wind often changes by more than five knots as the cy-
cjone graduajly matures and decays, and it is common for the speed of
movement to change as well--usually decreasing as the stOrmudeepensI.
The waves belng proportional to the squareof the wind speed, they are
critically affected by sustained wind changes of five knots or more.
Changes in the fetch speed can also affect the wave height, but can be
especia!ly critical to the timing of wave arrivals.(Acorrect height
forecast that is 18 hours too early ortoo late is of little value.)
Other complications involve spaclal rather than temporal dlstrj-
bution of the wind.,During most of the approach of a storm, the cold,
(post-frontal) sector wIll be the only area sending wavesn the di
rection ofthe forecast poit.About twele hours before the cold
front reaches the coast, however, the pre-frontal, warm sector winds
from the south usually begin to contribute to the arriving waves.85
Along the Oregon coast these short-lived wind,s can often reach devas-
'tating velocities, creating extremely severe sea conditions with the
addition of the "cross-swelP' coming from the cold sector to the west.
it is of no use to wait.for analyzed charts to become available--the
waves will already have done their damage before the forecast is out.
cases such as these rely heavily on the experience of the forecaster
and his ability to predict the pre-frontal conditions with the aid of
prognostic charts,
Spaclal complications often occur.it often happens that.the
winds in the rear of the cold sector are considerably higher than those
toward the front:I5 knots as opposed to 35 knots, for example.These
situations shouldbe analyzed as two adjacent fetches (one following
the other) rather than one, even though the wind direction maybe the
same for both.
Another important consideration is the inclusion of more than one
storm when they occur sufficiently closeto each other in space-time,
This is a consequence of the dispersive behavior of waves.While the
late, short-period wavesare arriving from one storm, early long-period
waves may be arriving from its successor, simultaneously.This is es-
peciajly Important to marinersf the wave arrivals are from different
directions.
The manner In which the effects of several fetch historypolygons
are combineds important.Two general situations can be recognized,
each requiring special treatment as follows:86
A. Separate storms may bearranged in space-time in such a way that
waves arrive at the forecast pointsimultaneously from both
sourcesAlso fetches in two different sectors of alocal storm
may be directed at large angles to eachother (e.g. 90°) causing
cross swell to superimposeat the forecast point.As a first
approximation, it can be assumed that the wave energies from two
r more such sourcesadd linearly.The computational procedure
here is simply to add the energy in a given frequencyban.from
one fetch to that in the corresponding bandof the other.Doing
this toall frequency bands yields the combined forecast spectrum.
B. If adjacent fetch histories have wind directions within, say,300
of each other, waves entering one from the other should continue
to develop under the new wind.At the point of entry, the geer-
ation distance necessary to achieve the existing energy in the
frequency band, but at the new wind speed, is computed and added
to the geometrically determined generation distancewithin tt!e
new fetch,The energy computation made from the new wind speed
and the revised generation distance replaces the energy value from
the previous fetch,This energy continuity principle is the same
one suggested in the S-M-Band P-N-J methodsfor the case in which
the wind speed within a fetch changes in time.
Figure.16 shows asuccession of fetch histories occurring over
a six-day period,Fpr the purpose cf discussIon the fetch histories
are lettered from A to G.87
Figure 16can be imagined as a worksheet from a forecast office
charged with producing wave forecasts for the Oregon-Washington coast.
At 1300 PSI (2100 GMT) on March 13 a forecast was to bemadefor the
next day based on the diagnostic and prognostic charts available at
the time.Fetch histories A through D were prepared on previousdays
from analyses (diagnostic charts).Fetch history E was prepared on
March 12 and 13 from analyses.Prognositic charts and the forecaster's
experience indicated that the storm associated with fetch history E
could be expected to intensify somewhat and slow its advance consider-
ably.The forecaster drew in the anticipated continuation of E in
dashed lines (fetch history F).The prognoses also indicated that
southerly winds of about 30 Inots from the storm's foresector would
begin to affect the coast at an angle of almost 90° to the westerly
fetch E.The forecaster therefore dashed in fetch history G as well.
To find out which fetch histories should be Included in the fore-
cast for March 14, a plastic overlay with propagation lines for compo-
nent frequencies is placed over the worksheet (use the overlay provided
in the pocket of the back cover).The overlay is arranged with its
time axis along the corresponding axis (right side) of the worksheet
(Figure 16).The overlay is shifted vertically until the propagation
lines converge at the time of the first six-hourly wave forecast, say,
1500 GMT (0800 PSI) on March 14. High frequency wave energy from fetches
A and C is attenuated strongly. These fetches may therefore be Ignored.
All gf the fetch histories D,E,F and G will be needed for the fore-
cast.The fetch history parameters for these fetches are transferred0/STANCE FROM FORECAST POINT (n.mi.)
2500 2000 1500 1000 500
88
Figure 16.Time-distance diagram and plotted data for multiple
fetch histories.Numbers inside polygons are average
wind speeds for individual synoptic charts; numbers
- in parentheses are initial and final angular spread-
ing factors; points are plotted at distances of
fetch front and rear from the forecast point.
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4TABLE 5.FetchHistory DataTable forMultiple Fetch Forecast.
FAverage. Initial F!nal Lnitia Final
wind Duration decay decay fetch fetch Initial Final
speed time distance distance length length spreading spreadipg
h-(knots) (hours) (n. ml.) (n. ml.) (n.mi.) (n.mi.) factor factor
D 29 24 1900. 1100 400 800 0.1 0.2.
E 33 2050 350 450 600 0.1 0.4
F 38 18 45,0 350 600. 550 0.2 0.4
G 30 18 0
. 0 450 350 0.4LOAD. 5 6. L=*KE I THLB
RUN
RUN
WHEN IS OUR FIRST FORECAST FOR?
MONTH
MAR
DAY.*4
HOUR(GNT) 15
TIRE FETCH # I STARTED,
MONTHS
MAR
DAY-!
HOURCGMT) 2
WIND SPEED
DURATION (HOURS) - 36
INITIAL. DECAY DISTANCE -
FINAL DECAY DISTANCE - 1100
INITIAL FETCH LENGTH - 420
FINAL FETCH LENGTH - 800
INITIAL SPREADING FACTOR = .1
FINAL SPREADING FACTOR - .2
INPUT ANOTHER FETCH(YES/NO)?YES
CONTINUATION OF PREVIOUS FETCH (I) OR NEW FETCH (2) ? 2
TIRE FETCH2 STARTED,
MONTH:
MAR
DAY- 12
HOUR(GMT) 3
WIND SPEED - 33
DURATION (HOURSr. 42
INITIAL DECAY DISTAP1E -2050
FINAL DECAY DISTANCE - 350
INITIAL FETCH LENGTH =
FINAL FETCH LENGTh - 600
INITIAL SPREADING FACTOR = .1
FINAL SPREADING FACTOR = .4
INPUT ANOTHER FETCH(YES/NO)?YES
CONTINJATION OF PREVIOUS FETCH (TOR NEW FETCH (2) ?I I
TIRE FETCH3 STARTED:
MONTH,
MAR
DAY- 13
HOIJR(GNT) -
WIND SPEED - 38
DURATION (HOURS) - 18
INITIAL DECAY DISTANCE -
FINAL DECAY DISTANCE - 350
INITIAL FETCH LENGTH - 600
FINAL FETCH LENGTH -
INITIAL SPREADING FACTOR - .2
FINAL SPREADING FACTOR - .4
INPUT ANOTHER FETCH(YES/NO) ?YES
CONTINJATION OF PREVIOUS FETCH (1) OR NEW FETCH (2) ? 12
TINE FETCH 9 4 STARTED:
MONTH:
MAR -
DAY. 13
HOURCGMT) - 2*
WIND SPEED - 30
DURATION (HOURS) 18
INITIAL DECAY DISTAHE - e
FINAL DECAY DISTANCE
INITIAL FETCH LENGTH -
FINAL FETCH LENGTH -350
INITIAL SPREADING FACTOR -
FINAL SPREADING FACTOR - I.
INPUT ANOTHER FETCH(YES/NO) ?NO
MONTHDAYHOURCPST)SIOHGT.PERIOD(S)
MAR 14 7 16.4 9.5
MAR 14 13 17.9 10.4
MAR 14 *9 19.1 10.9
MAR *5 1 *8.4 30.5
MAR 15 7 *6.7 9.8
WANT TO DOANOTHER FORECAST7NO
END OF FORTRAN EXECUTION
Figure 17.Teletype fetch input conversation and output heights and periods for a multiple-
fetch semi-automated forecast(see Figure 16 ad Table 5). User responses are
under 1 med.
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to a table (Table 5) and are then input to the forecast program via
teletype'(Figure l7)and forecast heights and periods are printed out.
Summary and Discussion
The semi-automated method is a computerized coastal wave forecast
system.It is based on the same principles as the manual method of
Pierson, Neumann and James (l955)--the energy in each frequency band
of the wave spectrum is generated, propagated at group velocity with
angular spreading, and recombined with other frequency bands at the
forecast point to give the predicted spectrum.
There are three principal advantages to the semi-automated method
over Its manual counterpart: (1)it uses a fetch-dependentspectrum
of the Pierson-Moskowitz form (Liu, 1971), (2)it can treat arbitrarily
comp'ex fetch behavior through the mechanism of a time-distance,dia-
gram, and (3) virtually all computations are computerized.
For the semi-automated method the most time consuming operation
Is the analysis of fetches from meteorological charts.The fetch an-
alysis would, however, carry over from one day to another, so that
relatively little time wouldbe spent at this task on anyindividual
day.The computations performed.by the computer represent a very
significant savings in time over the P-N-J method.The P-N-J fore-
caster would not normally include all four fetches (D, E, F, G)in his
forecast, or would simpi fy them in some way.He might treat them
with the more easily applied P-N-J "fiIterswhich are only appropri-
ate to specific types of fetches (e.g. stationary, or moving at the
speed of the wind).Because the user of the semi-automated method
constraints of "fllter&' and tedious computations,
time profitably to careful analysis of fetch histo
the time-distance diagram.His most critical task
nosticate future behavior of local fetches.
Since the wave height varies as the square of
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is freed from the
he can devote his
ries with the aid of
is to correctly prog-
the wind speed, all
avallable'ship data should be utilized.One can draw fetch history
boundaries through the plotted distances on the time-distance diagram
In spite of coflsiderable scatter (e.g. ±100 n.mi.),Where sustained
changes in wind speed and/or fetch speed occur, the fetch history should
be subdivided Into two or more polygons.
Where very short fetches (less than 200 n.mi.) are invqlved,fetch
length.s should,be considered with great care.This is because of the
sensitivity of the spectrum to fetch length for short fetches (Figure
11).93
V.EVALUATION OF THE SEMI-AUTOMATED METHOD
Introduction
The semi-automated method has beenevaluated to a limited extent
and will undergo furtherstudy at Oregon State University.The evalu-
atlon here Is baedon comparisons between averageheights and periods
generated by the method and those inferredfrommicroselsms at Newport
(Chapter III).
For this evaluation generated heights and periodswere obtainedby
hindcasting rather than forecasting.The forecaster only has analyzed
charts ayailable up until a few hours prior to the time of forecast is-
suance, and. for further guidance must rely on prognostic weather charts.
In contrast, a hlndcast simulates past wave condltions.by applying the
forecasting technique to a series of analyses covering the entire perI-
od of consideration., Hindcastlng is preferable for evaluating the ac-
curacy of the forecast method because the effects of incomplete Input
ataon analyses are minimized and the errors of prognosIc charts are
eliminated.
The microseism data was usedfor verification because It was avail-
able at six-hour Intervals over a long winter period, and for a location
relatively close to the Columbia River.Newport is about 130 nautical
miles south of the columbia River mouth so both areas are usually af-
fecteci by the same storm and fetch developments.94
The principal disadvantagesof the microseism data are that(l),
the seismometer was calibrated against visual observations of waves
In 50feetof water (hindcasts are for deep water) and (2) wave spec-.
tra from the microseism recordings are not available for compais9n
wIth hiridcast spectra.Due to shoal ing arid refraction, wave heights.
at the observation point are somewhat Iess,than in deep water. It
would be desirable to verify the semi-autpmated method with meaured
deep-water spectra.
The semi-automated forecast method is evaluated In three ways:
(I)Six-hourly hlndcast spectra were generated for a 20 day period.
Their time variation was examined to see if it was consistent with
the known behavior of wave spectra.
(Ii) Six-hourly deep water significant heights and averageperlods off
Newport were hlndcast for a period of over four months during
the winter of 1971-1972,These are compared to the significant
heights and average periods as they were Inferred from microseism
recordings at Newport (Chapter III).
(iii). Twenty-four hour forecasts of height and period were simulated
for the same place and times mentioned in (II)fThis was done by
limiting fetch Information to that obtained from analyses avail-
able up to 24 hours before the forecast wave arrivals.The veri-
fication of the simulated forecasts and actual (manual) forecasts
at Newport were compared. (This isa rather severe test of the sy.
stem since ordinarily the additional guidance from prognostic
weather charts would be available for the period between the last
available analysis and the forecast wave arrivals.)95
The Hindcast Procedure
Hlndcasts were produced by the procedure outlined in Chapter IV.
Six-hourly final Northern Hemisphere .SurfacePressure Analyses (Natior-
al Meteorological Center)were searched for fetches.Fetches up to
2500 n.mi. from P4ewportwere considered if It was felt they would sig-
nlficartly contribute to thehindcast wave arrivals.The decisIon to
include or exclude a given fetch depended on its distance, length,
duration, wind speed and how accurately it was aimed at Newport.Lo-
cal fetches were usually Included if wind speeds of 20 knots or more
were found.Distant fetches (up to 2500 n.mi.) were usually onlycon-
sidered for wind speeds. in excess of 25 knots.
On .each chart, the distances of the front and rear of each fetch
from Newport were found and plotted on thetime-distance diagram.The
averagewind speed In the fetch was found from the plotted ship re-
ports, sometimes with the help of winds Inferred from the pressuregra-
dients.The wind speed was then plotted betweenthe frontand rear of
the fetch ,n the time-distance diagram (at the corresponding chart
time).Each fetch history was represented by one or more polygons n
the time-distance diagram.Each polygon enclosed a space-time Inter-
vaj during which wind speeds were relatively constant (± 3 knots).
Straight l!nes could be drawn through the plotted fetch fronts ad
rars with acceptable scatter (±100 n,ml.).folygons were terminated
and new ones begun when (1) sustained departUres (In time) of wind
speed from previous average occurred, and/or (2) sustained departures
of fetch fronts or rears from astraight line occurred.96
After delineation of a.polygon, the angular spreading factor at
the fetch rear on the first chart was determined.Likewise, the spread-
Ing factor at the fetch fronton the last chart was found.These were
then plotted near the appropriate, points on the polygon.
The result of this fetch history analysis generally looked very
much like FIgure 16.In the fllowlng section the fetch histories will
be shown as they appeared over a twenty-day period.
Spectra From a Twenty-day Hindcast
Fetch hlstpries were analyzed and hlndcast spectra were generated.
for the twenty-day period from 7 December through 26December,1971.
These are shçwn in FIgure 18.
Figure 18 Is divided into two parts.. On the left, fetch history
polygon.s are shown ona time-distance diagram.On the right, spectral
density (ft2-sec) Is shown in a plot of frequency versus time,,The
time ,axis Is vertical and common to both parts of the figure.Only
the polygons and their average wind speeds are shown, not the origna1
plotted data.
Spectra were output for six-hour lntervals with a bandwidthof
0.01 cps.For the purpose'gf contouring, the spectral densities were
linearly interpolated to a frequency interval of 0.00333 cps and
smoothed with aslmple.binomial filter, j*S_i +Sj + *S+
whereSjis the spectral density at the j-th frequency,The traces
of spectral 'ridges In frequency-time are shownas dotted lines in Fig-
ure 18..0/STANCE (n.m.) FREQUENCY (cps)
3000 2000 1000 0 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20
2520 16 5 II 3 8 7 6 5
PERIOD (sec)
Figure 18.Fetch history diagram (left) for a 20-day period in December, 1971, and the
resulting time sequence of wave spectra (right).Average wind speeds (knots)
are shown for each fetch history polygon; spectral density is in ft2-sec;
dotted lines trace the decay of spectrum peaks.
0,98
To see the relationship between the fetch histories and the spec-
tra, propagation lines drawn ,n aplastic template may be laid over the
time-distancedlagram (the template is supplied In a pocket on the back
cover).The tempjate should be placed so that the propagation lines
converge to a point in time along the right side of the fetch histgry
diagram as described in the previous chapter,The spectrum at that
time isa result of the fetch histories penetrated by the propagation
lines.By advancing the template in time It is posslble.to see how
the dispersive shift in spectral peak frequency results (dotted lines
on the time-frequency plot).
The spectra on December 16 and 17 were double-peaked.The propa-
gation lines for those two days penetratetwo well defined series of
fetches, the first series being associated with the greater peak fre-
quency.
It was shown by Snodgrass etal. (1966) that the time intervalt
required for the spectral peak to shift by an amountAf(I.e. the
slope of the rldge trace,At/Af) is proportional to the distance of
the storm source from the station.They used the slopesAt/Affrom
measured spectra to identify the sources of swell from the opposite
hemisphere.When the sources are less remote, as in Figure 18, this
relationship !s less well defined but qualitatively evident.The slope
At/M on December 16-20 is relatively largeaid Is.assOiatetwith
the most remote fetches of the entire period.In contrast, the small
slopes on December 24-25 are associated with very local fetches.99
The dispersive frequency shift with time associated with the fre-
quency-tIme ridges is shown dramatically when the spectra are plotted
in pseudoperspective (Figure 19).(Figure 19 Is nota true perspec-
tive because the frequency and spectral density ("vertical") coordin-
ates suffer no distortion as one looks backwardin time.)
The hindcast spectra have another characteristic In common with
the measured spectra of Snodgrassetal. (1966).In bothcases the
maximum spectra ma series of arrivals liewithin the relativelynar-
row frequency range of 0.05 to 0.08 cps,For spectra of the Pierson-
Moskowltz form, this range corresponds to average zero uperosslng pc-
nods of from 9 to 14 seconds (by equation [4-21]),Thus, the hind-
cast spectra are similar to measured spectra and are consistent with
the average periods of ocean swell.
Hindcast Waves at Newport Durinthe 1971-1972 Winter
A single hindcast of significant wave height and averageperlod
was made for the period from October 18, 1971 through February 29, 1972
at Newport.Values were computed at six-hour Intervals coinciding with
the Newport microseismmeasurements.The heights andperiods were inte-
grated from the hindcast spectra over a frequency range from 0.4 cpsto
0.20 cps with a bandwidth of 0.01 cps (equations [4-33] through [4-36]).
The time series of hindcast and measured (mcroseisms) significant
height are shown in Figure 20a.The corresponding time series for av-
erage period are shown in Figure 2Db.The descriptive statistics are
gven in Table 6.I I I I i I I
0.05 0.10 0.15
FREQUENCY (cps)
Figure 19.Twenty-day sequenceof six-hourly hindcasted wave spec-
tra,shown In pseudoperspective (December, 1971).401- a.
20
20r b.
OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB
Figure 20.Part a:time series of six-hourly hindcast and seismorneter-inferred
significant heights at Newport during the 1971-1972winter.
Part b:time series ofsix-hourly hindcast and seismometer-inferred
average periods at Newport during the 1971-1972 winter.
The hindcast is plotted as a solidcurve, the measured data as a dotted curve. 9TABLE 6.DescrIptive Statistics for Hlndcast
and Measured Waves at Newport.
Standard Correlati9n
Variable Mean Deviation Maximum MinimumCoefficient
H,,3 11.1 5,5 33.0 1.5
0.77
10.9 3.4 22,1 3.2
H!13- H!,3 0.2 3.6 13.2 -8.8
9.7 1.6 15,0 7.0
10.4 1.6 15.0 5.0
- Tm -0.7 1.9 6.2 -5.6
H113 significant height
7 = average zero uperosslng period
Superscripts m and Ii refer to measured and hindcast data,
respectively.
0.31I Ô3
Hindcast and measured heights correlate fairly well and the dif-
ference between their means is not statistically significant.However
the hindcast heights have a larger.range and standard deviation.The
errors (hlndcast minus measured) have a large positive correlation with
the hindcast heights.Thus the hindcast heights are too large during
high wave periods and tgo low during low wave periods,This can also
be seen from the time series plots in Figure 20a.
Negative errors during low wave periods are probably due to the
neglect of local fetches with wind speeds of less than 20 knots (be-
tween storm wave arrivals),If it were not for the neglect of such
fetches, the average hindcast wave height would have been considerably.
higher.It Is clear from both the statistics and the time plots that.
high waves were usually overestimated by the semi-automated method,
At present, there seem to be three explanations fr overestimation
of significant height during high wave arrivals:
(1)Human error -. prior to doing the hindcast, the authorhad been
familiar with forecasting and hindcasting principles for about a
year., but had relatively little practice.This wasthe first
time the semi-automated method had been applied in such a way.
Though.the fetch analyses may have been systematicallyn error,
it is not clear in what way.
(2)Error in measured heights,It has already been pointed out, that
the measured waves at Newport (near the navigation buoy) are sy-
stemat,cally lower than in deep water.Shoaling results in a
lowering of heights of up to l0.RefractIon may cause heights104
to be lowered by as much as 50when wave crests approach at large
angles to the depth contours.(This estimate is based on refrac-
tion relationships for straight and parallel depth contours.)The
exact amounts ofreduction could not be estimated due to the
lack of wave direction data,
(3)Errorsn meteorological input data,Because average wave heights
vary as the square of the generating wind speed, discrepancies in
ship report data can affect the computations,The semi-automated
method uses the empirical-theoretical spectrum of LIu (1971) which
is parameterized in terms of U10 ,the wind speed at a height of
ten meters.However, the average anemometer height for most
ocean-going ships equipped with anemometers is greater than ten
meters.Assuming that the mean wind speed increases logarithmically
wlt.h heightz,U(z) U10 log(z), wewould getU U.10(1 + log
(z/l0)] .Thus the mean speed at 15 meters is 1.18 tImes that at
ten meters,If 15 meter winds areused as Input for the semi-aI.4to-
mated method, significant height may be overestimated by upto.40
(u5 - l.39U0).
In view of the human element (experience level) and the possible
errors extraneous to the semi-automated methodology, the hindcast and.
measured heights compare quite well.Variations over several-day peri-
ods are quite well simulated by the method.Also, there Is no clear
tendency for hindcast arrival times to beconsistently early or late
relative to the measured data.The subjectivity involved in analyzing105
fetch history information does not appear to seriously hamper the ef-
fectiveness of the semi-automated method as a forecast tool,
Hindcast average periodsare not as well verified by measurements
as are significant heights.The correlation is considerably lower and
there is a tendency for naximum periods to occur sooner for the hind-
cast.This is because low forerunner swell of large period stand out.
when local fetches of low wind speed are not included in the hindcast.
It Is probably not wise to attach too much importance to the ap-
parently poor verification of hindcast periods, since it is difficult
to determine period from microseism records,The measured periods
are also subject to greater uncertainties than the heights due to the
difficulty of obtaining visual verification,
Aside froni these observational considerations, one would not cx-
pect periods to be as predictable or verifiable as heights.Wave pe-
riods are almost always more difficult to estimate on the open ocean.
Recalling the spectral discussions of the previouschapter, the wave
heights depend on the zero-th moment of the wave spectrum, whereas the
periods depend on the second moment as well.Thus, unlike the heights,
periodsdepend on the form of the spectrum, thelpcation of the spec-
tral peak frequency, and the possibility that multiple spectral peaks
exist.This places much greater constraints on prediction of the
wave spectrum.106
Simulated Semi-automated Forecasts
vs. Manual Forecasts at Newport
Under operational conditions it would not be possible to obtain
wave forecasts that would verify as well against measured or obseryed
wavesas hiridcasts do unless perfect prognostic charts were available.
Hencethe most serious limitation of the.wave forecast method is the
necessity of relying on prognostic meteorological Inputs.
It is desirable to conductstudies under actual forecast condi-
tions, in which the semi-automated method is compared with the stan-
dard manual forecast methods.Such a study is currentlyelng con-
ducted by NOAA-Sea Grant personnel at Newport, Oregon.For this study
ft was decided to simulate forecasts.A simulated 21k-hour forecast
was made for each six-hour Interval from October18, 1971 through Febru-
ary 29, 1972.A significant heightwas computed for Newport 24 hours
after each six-hourly analysis.All fetch information available prior
to execution time was used as Input, and any analyses during the sub-
sequent 24 hour period Ignored.These simulated forecasts are equi-
valent to a series of single-value 24 hour height forecasts made with-
out the benefit of prognostic weather charts.
Twenty-four hour forecasts of significant height were made for
the same period by NOAA-Sea Grant personnel at Newport, using the man-
ual SM-B and P-N-J methods.Mr. Clay Creech (Sea Grant) correlated
those heights with the same heights from the measured microseisms.He
also computed the correlation for 24-hour "persistenceforecasts with
measured data.(Persistence assumes that the future height will be the107
same as the present height, I.e. that no change will occur over the
24-hour interval).
In Figure 21, the corre'ation coefficients and their 95* confidence
limits, are shown for
(1)the hindcast of the previous section;
(2)the semi-automated simulated forecasts;
(3)the manual Sverdrup-Munk-Bretschneider forecasts;
(4)the manual Pierson-Neumar,n-James.forecasts; and
(5)the persistence forecasts.
The correlation coefficient for the simulated forecasts is 0.68 as op-
posed to 0.77 for the hindcast heights,This is significantly lower
at the 95* confidenceeve1 and reflects the partial lack of fetch in-
formation resulting from the simulation,CorrelatIons of all forecasts
except persistence are undifferentlable at the 95* confidence level.
ferslstence.shows a correlation of 0,45, significantly lower than all
other methods.
The results of these correlations are suggestive, but not conclu-
sive, because the semi-automated simulation Is not entirely comparable.
with the manual forecasts,The fetches used for the simulation were
obtained from final analyzed pressure charts, whereas the manual fore-
casters used the less complete facsimile analyses supplemented by ship
reports from the teletype circuit.On the other hand, the nnua1 fore
casters often extrapolated past meteorological conditions Into the
future with the aid of prognostic charts, whereas allfuture" informa-
tion was ignored in the simulation.CORRELATION
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0 0
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S/mu/a/ed Semi-Automated ForecastI I
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Figure 21.Correlation coefficients and 95confidence limits for
several hindcasts and 24-hour forecasts at Newport,
as compared with measurements (1971-1972 winter).109
It appears that the semi-automated method is capable of yielding
results similar to those obtained by experienced forecasters using man-
ual methods.Ilowevera more thorough comparison under operational con-
ditions should be completed.
Cautions Regarding the Analysis of Meteorological Charts
Additional experience was gained by hindcasting the two previous
winters for the Columbia River.The charts for the 1971-1972 winter
were scrutinized again and it was found that fetch behavior had been
Incorrectly analyzed in a number of instances.The potentiai user of
the semi-automated method should be cautioned In several respects.
First., when storms do not affect the eastern North Pacific, fetches
must be considered which might otherwise be neglected.These
local fetches with wind speeds of less than 20 knots, and very distant
fetches (over 3000 nautical miles) when winds exceed 40 knots for at
least a day.
When forecasting, the short-duration local fetches in the pre-
frontal-sectors of cyclones must be predicted with the aid of prognos-
tic meteorological inputs.This should be done with the greatest pos-
sible care, because the wind fields are often short, with winds sudden-
ly increasing to over 35 knots for up to. 12 hours.The forecast waves.
will be particularly sensitive to errors in the predicted wind speed
and fetch length in such cases.
The cold,sectors of extra-trqpical cyclones are often character
ized by more Intense winds toward the rear (western portion) of the110
area.However, the direction of the winds may remain fairly uniform
throughout the southern quadrant.. This is particularly true in cases
of intense cyclogenests in the Gulf of Alaska (Winston, 1954) where
cold air advected off the Alaskan Peninsula becomes very unstable over
the relatively warm water of the Gulf.The intensification of the winds
is greatest near the Alaskan coastline, often at the rear of:long
fetches extending southeastward toward Oregon and.Washlngton.Thus,
45 to 55 knot areas may occur in the northernmost part of the fetch
with lower wind speeds in the southern part of the fetch.Such situ-
ations should be..analyzed as adjacent fetches with different wind speeds..
rather than one long fetch with an averaged wind speed.
Summary
As evidenced by a 20 day hindcast, the wave spectra computed by
the smi-automated method behave very much like measured spectra.The
frequency range of the (hindcast) spectral peaks and their dispersive
shift with time,are both consistent with the known behavior of decayed
swel 1,
Hindcastignificant heights correlate well with measured, heights,
with a tendency for high waves to be somewhat overestimated,There is
no consistent tendency for hindcast arrivals to precede or follow the
measured gnes,Hindcastand.measured periqds are not as well correlated
as heights.
Comparison of.simulated semi-automated forecast's and actual manual
forecasts revealed no significant differences in verification,Thissuggests that the semi-automated methodcan give results comparable to
those obtained by experienced forecasters using the manual methods.
The potential user of the sómi-automated method is cautioned to
use special care In analyzing local fetches and those In which wind
speed is not uniform,112
I.MODIFICATION OF WAVE SPECTRA DUE TO THE
COMBINED EFFECTS OF SHOAL.ING AND CURRENTS
Introduction
Chapters IV and V discussed the semi-automated method for fore-
casting (or hindcasting) deep water wave spectra.The arrIval of high
waves offshore of harbors is itself indlcative of relatively hazardous
conditions near the entrances.But because of the ffiodlflcatlon of.the
wave spectrum as the waves propagate shoreward, the average height,
period, length, and steepness change and breaking waves becomemore
probable.To assess the altered rature,of waves at the rlvermouth
it Is necessary to transform the spectrum In accordance with physical
principles.
In general, the spectrum may be affected by bottomfriction, per-
colation, refraction (by both currents and bottomcontours), wave
breaking, shoaling, and currents.Only the last two sources of modi'
fication are accounted for explicitlyn this chapter.The probab-
Ilistic nature of wave breaking will be dealt with in the nextchap-
ter.Neglected processes are put Into perspective In the nextectlon
and againatthe end of the chapter.
In addition to the limitation of scope to theeffects of shoaling
nd currents, several important assumptions aremade.It is assumed
that the inital spectrum in deep slack water is narrowbanded, uni-
modal, and of the Pierson-Moskowitz form.The results ofmall ampi-
tude wave theory are presumed to be adequatefor transforming the113
energy density at each frequençy.of thepectrum,For waves propagat-
ing against a current a cutoff frequency Is chosen, beyond which wave
energy must dissipate in turbulent breaking.It is assumed that for
higher frequencies than the cutoff energy loss through wave breaking
Is total, while below the cutoff frequency the losses are negligible.
These assumptions are discussed at the end of the chapter.Lastly,
It is assumed that for the case of river mouths, the current distri-
bution is such that energy transfer between waves and currentsis
negiiibIe.This assumptfon.wIil be discussed In thedevelopment of
the monochromatic transformation equations.
After the inItial discussiqn of the modification processes,the
necessary transformation relationships aredeveloped In accordance
with smell amplitude wevetheory.These are then used to transform
the energy density at each frequencyof the speqtru, for a given
depth, and current, in the mannersuggestedby Bretschnelder(1963b)
for shoaling alone.FIna1y, the relative change in averageheight
and, period is determined byintegration of the unaltered, and trans-
formed spectra.
Processes That. Modify the Wave Spectrum
As waves propagate toward a river mouth,the wave spectrum is
modified to varlousdegrees by bottomfriction, percolatl9n,refraC
tion, shoaflng, currents, andbreaking.All of these agents are Se-
lective in their action,That Is, they modify the energydensity
more at one endof the spectrum than at the other,thereby deforming114
the spectrum in a non-uniform manner.Selective modification of a com-
plex wave group produces a shift in the frequency of the spectral peak
(associated with the predominant wave period), as opposed to the case
of a "monochromatic" wave group, where the frequency (period) Is taken
as invariant.
The effects of the various agents of modification are summarized
in Table 7.Bretschneider (1963b) noted that over the wide continen-
tal shelf of the Gulf Coast, selective attenuation of longer period
waves by bottom friction and percolation is greater than their selec-
tive amplification due to shoaling.As a result, the predominant pe-
riod shifts to lower values as the waves approach the coast.Along
the west coast of North Americabottom friction and percolation are
negligible (except in the surf zone) due to the narrow and abruptly
rising slope and shelf.There the shoaling effects are the more im-
portant; longer period waves are selectively amplified and the pre-
dominant period shifts toward higher values.
Near tidal inlets of the west coast, both shoaling and currents
are important sources of wave modification.The relative importance
of each depends on the channel depth and current speed relative to the
wave period.However, during the tidal ebb the current effect is al-
most always appreciable.This is because channel depths and jetties
are designed so that the ebb flowwill be strong enough to avoid net
deposition of sediment in the entrance channels.At the Columbia
River mouth the ebb speeds range from six to eight feet persecond (3.5
to 5 knots) during neap tides to more thanthirteen fps (8 kt) during
spring tides at high river stage.TABLE 7.ProcessesThat Modify Wave Spectra.
Frequencies most Frequency of
Modifying Process Effecton Spectrum Affected (high/low) Spectral Peak
Shoaling EnergyDensityIncreases Low Decreases
Bottom Friction Loss ofEnergy Low Increases
and Percolation
Following Currents EnergyDensityDecreases High Decreases
Opposing Currents EnergyDensityIncreases; High Increases
TotalEnergy Loss Above
Critical Frequency (breaking)
Refraction Over EnergyDensityIncreases Low Decreases
Shoal s
Refraction Over EnergyDensityDecreases Low Increases
Channels
Refraction By EnergyDensityDecreases High Decreases
Following Currents
Refraction By EnergyDensityIncreases High Increases
Opposing CurrentsTh
Wave breaking Is an important modification process in shoal re-
gions generally and specifically over entrance bars at ebb stage.The
amount'of breaking depends not only on the relative depth and relative
current at the point in question, but on the Initial (deep water)
steepness of the waves as well (see, for example, the discussipn of
Herbich and Hales, 1972).
There is an Important distinction between the modification of,
energy density by shoaling and currents on the one hand, and the loss
of energy through breaking on the other,if energy transfer between
currents end waves may be neglected, the relationship between initial
and final states in the former is conservetiveas there is no net,
loss.or gain ofenergy to the system.During breaking, net wave ener-
gy .is converted intp heat and cannot be recovered.The non-conserva-
tive breaking process depends upon its history.That is, if onewish-
es to accurately account for energy lost in breaking, he mustknowthe
distribution of both depthand current in the area between deep water
and the point In question.This is because the distribution of break-
ing waves Is dependent on depth andcurrent, as will be shown in the
next chapter.
Refraction along the approaches to the Columbia River resu!ts
from changes in depth and current speed.Refraction Induced by depth
changes was discussed qualitatively In Chapter II, and Is most pro-
flounced just north and south of the entrance, andupriver of the jet-
ty tips.Current-induced refraction is especially strong during ebb
flow over the outer bar.Neither of the effects is treated here due117
to inadequate bathymetric data and the almostnon-existent data on cur-
rents seaward of the jetties.
To summarize, the situation tbe treated in this chapter is an
Idealized one.It is equivalent to considering waves which propagate.
eastward towarda tidal inlet of simple proportions on a north-south
coast with parallel, north-south depth contours.Depth and current
are' assumed to deepen and disperse (respectively) seaward of the inlet
with sufficient abruptness that 'the effects of bottom friction, per-
colation, and wave breaking are minimal prior to arrival of the waves
at the inlet opening.This simple model focuses attention on..the ef-
fects pf shoaling and currents, the two most consistent causes of wave
modification at the mouth of the Columbia River,In practice, even
over the relatively deep entrance channel the history ofrefraction
and wave'breaking may be important, depending on wave height,. period,
direction, and tidal current.
Modification of Small Amplltude Monochromatic
Waves By Shoaling and Currents
Consider a train of small amplitude waves of heightH ,length
L,and periodI The celerity of such waves, according tosrall
ampfltude'(fi.rst and second order) theory, is
gL 2iid
C = [.tanh(r)]
, (6-1)
wheregis the acceleration due togravity anddis the water depth.In the limit of large depths (d > L/2), (6-i) reduces to
C= [-] 6-2 o 2rr
where the U0U subscript denotes deep water, and
0 27r (6-3)
Equations (6-2) and (6-3) are sufficiently good approximations prp-
vided the depth is at least half of the deep water wavelength, or
d> (6-4)
If the waves propagate with or against a current, equation (6-1) is
to be interpreted as the celerity In a referenceframernoving with.
the current.To a stationary Qbserver, the period of the waves would
be
T.= , (6-5)
whereUis the current speed and is taken to be negative if it op-
poses the waves,The usual kinematic assumption ls that the period.
remains constantas the depth andcurrent speed change.Thus, as the
waves, propagate from deep slack waterto an area of influencing depth
and non-zero current,
or
L L
C +0
' (6-6)
LC+U
-t--= c (6-7)
0 0From (6-1), (6-2), (6-3), and (6-7), the celerity and length of
waves in water of depthdancurrentU ,relative to deep, slack
Water, are
and
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d L0
-*-= f'--tanh{2rr--r
' (6-8)
0 0
L L d L0 U
T-tanh{2r-i-- + (6-9)
0 0 0 0
Equation (6-9) Is transcendental inL/L0but can be solved forL./L0
by computing iteratively until successive differences areacceptably
small.Subtraction of the constant term,U/C0 ,yields the corres-
ponding value ofC/C0
Equations (6-7) and (6-8) were first discussed by Unna (1942).
He assumed that the speed of wave energy propagation past a stationary
observer Is
where
V = nC + Ii , (6-10)
d
n (l +rt/sInh[e1r_])
, (6-li)
The quantitynis the ratio of group velocity to phase velocity for
small amplitude waves In the reference frame moving with the current.
Denoting the wave energy density (energy per unit horizontalarea)
asE, werequire that the rate of energy transfer past a stationary
point remain invariant or, using (6-10),
1. (E(nC+ U]) = 0 , (6l2)wherexis the horizontal coordinate In the direction of wave trav-
el,This means that the energy density relative to deep slack water
becomes
120
nc+°u = K2 (6-13)
wheren = in deep water and
1(2is a convenient symbol to denote
the energy amplification factor.Wiegel (1964) discusses the appli-
cation of equations (6-7), (6-8) and (6-13) to the caseof waves in
deep water which encounter a current along theX axis.
Longuet-Higgins and Stewart (1961) pointed out that, although fre-
quently cited In the literature, the assumption (6-10) (and therefore
also its consequences, (6-12) and (6-13))Isnot correct generally.
Thus (6-10)Is equivalent to assuming that there is no net energy trans-
fer from the mean current to the waves, or vice versa.The authors
show that as the waves propagate through a current gradient, the de-
gree of interaction between current and waves will depend on how much
of the non-uniformity in the X-directiOn Is due to horizontal compen-
sation (lateral inflow or outflow) or to vertical compensation (up-
welling or downwelllrig).
Longuet-Higgins and Stewart applied their theory to two special
deep water cases.In their development the energy balance equation
reduces to
fr
{E(C + u)c} = 0 (6-14)121
for pure upwel,Iing (downwelllng), and
L{E
(*c + U)}
- 0 (6-15)
ax C
for pure lateral Inflow (outflow),The energy amplifications are,
respectively,
and
CoC0
+) - K'2 (6-16)
--4;(0) 1(112
, (6-17)
If the waves are assumed to be In lnIta1ly slack water.
If wave-current interaction is neglected, (6-13) yIelds
E_______
(6-18)
for deep water.Comparison of (6-16), (6-17), and (6-18) suggests
that (6-18) corresponds to a case Intermediate between the two extremes.
In fact, one can show that (6-18) results If equal amounts of vertical
and lateral compensation are Involved.Herbich and Hales (1972) point-
ed out that In a prototype tidal inlet situation some condtion between
the extremes probably exists as the current converges (diverges) from
(toward) all directions.
The actual degree ofwave-current interaction cannot be deter-
mined for the ColumbIa River because the details of the current distri-
bution seaward of the )ettløs are unknown.In view of. this lack of122
data, the assumption leading to (6-18) appears to be satisfactory.It
will be assumed, therefore, that (6-1) correctly describes the energy
amplification for the Columbia River entrance.
It can be seen from (6-13) that a discontinuity occurs when
U = -nC ;as this limiting value is approached, the amplification tends
to infinity.In this limit the speed of energy propagation is reduced
to zero (Unna, 1942).Unna noted that for depths greater thanL0/20.
the discontinuity may be approximated by the condition
U = -00 . (6-l)
He further pointed out that waves of finite steepness must break be-
fore the current reaches the limiting condition of equation (6-19).
Wave breaking would.presumably continue (perhaps sporadically) as the
limit is approached arid additional energy is lost through breaking.
Since the wave energy is proportional to the squared height, the height
amplification from (6-13) is just
1; K5c (6-20)
The amplification,K5 ,can be termed a shoaling-current coefficient
In analogy to the shoal jng (Ks) and refraction (Kr) coefficients often
cited in the literature.In fact,K5 reduces toK5in the limit.
of zero current, as It should,
Noting that
U 2ir U
_c=_
(-9?)1 23
and
d 27r d
0 I
The coefficient canbe computed forvariousvaluesof relative
depth(d/T2) andrelativecurrent(u/i) .Theresultis shown in
Figure 22.The salient features, of Figure 22 may be summarized as
fo 1 lows:
(a)In the limit of deep slack waterK5approaches unity.
(b)Along the null-current line (U = 0), K reduces to the
shoaling coefficient,K5
(c)For a given value ofD/T2 ,K5 increases with greater
opposing current speeds (u/i0) and decreases with greater
following current speeds (U/i > 0),
(d)For a given value of relative current (U/i), K5 is mini-
mum at Intermediate values of relative depth.
(e)The rate of increase ofK5 is greatest for shallow depths
and strong opposing currents.
In some applications (e.g.H.0. Pub. 234, "Breakers.and'Surf:
Principles in Forecasting", l954) it is assumed that statistical,av
erages ofH ,C ,andLcan be transformed (shoallng only) by the
equations of small amplitude theory andthat the average period is un-
changed.The assumption iscprrect In the limit of waves of infinites-
imal steepness with a "lln&' spectrum, where energy is unaffected by0.
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Figure 22.Shoaling-current coefficient (K5) for monochromatic
waves as a function of relative depth(d/T2) and
relative current (u/i).
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other processes mentioned in the preceding section.The assumption be-
comes increasingly unacceptable as the actual waves depart from this
idealized condition.In the case of storm waves It is necessary to,
transform the entire spectrum,
Trnsformation of Wave Spectra By Shoaling and Currents
Bretschneider(1963b) transformed wave spectra by applying the shoa!-
Ing coefficient K5to the energy densities of the deàp water period
spectrum,So(T)
s(T) = K52 So(T) (6-21)
whereK5 =[C0/2nC]kas determined by small amplitude theory,
S(T)A3 exp(-BT) , (6-22)
= , (6-23)
Aand Bare constants and is the average wave period in deep water,
before transformation.
Each period component of the spectrum is subjected to a relative
depth
d/T2 = (d/T02) T2 . (6-2k)
The coefficient varies across the spectrum accordingly; it wUl
affect the longer periods to a greater ectent due to their smaller rel-
ative depth.126
Bretschneider (1959) showed how the frequeticy spectrum maybe
obtained from the joint probability distribution of wave helghtsand
periods.If heights and squared periods are both Rayleigh-distributed
and independent, the frequency spectrum corresponding to (6-22) is
S (f) = af5 exp(-bf)
(\J
(6-25)
wherefis the frequency as normalized by a characteristic value,
andaandbare constants appropriate to the choice of normali-
zation.Depending on the specific form which (6-25) takes, and its
dependence on wave generation parameters, it may be alternatively re-
ferred to as the Bretschneider spectrum (Bretschneder, 1959) or the
Pierson-Moskowltz spectrum (Pierson and Moskowitz, 1964).
If the frequency is normalized by the spectral peak frequency,
max nax
and the spectral density by the peak energy density, S0 ,
the normalized spectrum becomes simply
Z5
exp(- - i}) , (6-26)
wheref
f/f0m
,and the hbou subscript refers to the unaltered
deep water spectrum, as before,The shoaling transformation of (6-26)
is
s(f) = K
2S (f) . (6-27) 5
The period corresponding to the spectral peak frequency is
T0m [fmax]_1
(6-28)1 27
and is related to the mean period, ,by a constant factor. If
is taken as the average period defined by the zero uperossing meth-
od,it can be shown that (e.g. Bretschneider,1959)
=1.4 , (6-29)
For a given initia! value ofd/Y02,eachfrequency component is sub-.
jected to a shoaling coefficient corresponding to the relative depth
at that frequency:
T
d/T2 (0 )2_d
f2=O.5( ) f2 (6-30) Tmax 12 T2 '0 0 0
In Figure 23the transformed (normalized) spectra are shown for.
various values ofd/Y02.The spectrum corresponding tod/02=
12 ft/sec2Is essentially the unaltered deep water one, (6-26).Al-
though the form of the spectrl.lm changes little with changing depth,
the peak frequency shifts and the area under the spectrum changes.
Atd/T022.4 ft/sec2(Intermediate depth) the spectral area is less
and the spectral peak frequency.shifts to higher frequencies.At the
shallower.depths the spectral peak frequency shifts to lower values
and the spectral area increases.
The desired transformation for the spectra of waves approaching
the Columbia River is one which combines the effects of shoaling and
currents.Figure 24 shows the result of transforming the normalized
spectrum (6-26) with the shoaling-current amplification factor dis-
cussed in the previous section:2.0
(r)
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Figure 23.Normalized wave spectra in slack water at severalrelative depths (plotted
numbers, ftlsec2).Frequency and energy density are normalized by the
frequency and energy density of the spectralpeak for deep water (where
d/02 = 12 ft/sec2).129
= K52 (6-31)
where 2
nC+ U (6-13)
All curvesn Figure 24 are for a relative depthd/Y02 = 0.36
ft/sec2..This would correspond, for example, to waves with an aver-
age zero uperossing period of 12 seconds at a depth of about 50 feet.
The range of relative current (U/Y0) shown isequivalent to current
speeds of from 5.5 fps (flood) to -11 fps (ebb) for the same example.
These are typical figures for storm waves over the Columbia River navi,-
gation channel, say, between the jetty tips.
Several prominent features of Figure 24 maybe noted:
(1)The spectra! peak frequency shifts slightly to higher values
with Increasingly negative (opposing) relative current.
This is to be expected as (6-13) is !arger for shorter waves
(larger frequencies).
(2)Energy density increases for opposing currents and decreases
for following currents.
(3)For opposing currents a relative minimum occurs, beyond
which energy density rapidly increases (dotted portion of,
curves)..
The frequency at which the energy density approaches infinity is
the theoretical limit where the group velocity is equal and opposite
to the current.velocity.2.F
L
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Figure 24.Normalized spectra for a relative depthd/f020.36 ft/sec2. and several
relative currents (ft/sec2).Spectra were transformed from the spectrum
for deep slack water.Frequency and energy density are normalized by the
frequency and energy density of the spectrum in deepslack water.131
Huang etal. (1972) performed transformations on deep water spec-
tra where opposing and following currentswere involved.They arbi-
trarily chose the energy amplification factor (6-16) and appl Led It
to the. Pierson-Moskowitz spectrum obtaining results similar to Figure
24,They pointed out that no waves can ecist beyond the theoretical
limitand that waveswould break before reaching it.They adØed that:
In actual cases, the spectrum will show an overshoot or
energy. pile-up at the frequency just below (the critical
frequency), and the sea state becomes extremely rough
caused by the breaking.
The effects of shoal ing and curreflts:on averaged wave height and
period will now beexamined by integration of the unaltered spectrum
in deep slack water and the transformed spectrum in water of arbi-
trary depth and current,
Change in Average Wave Heights
The varianceof the sea surface elevation is equal to the zero-th
moment pf the energy spectrum, or the spectral area.Longuet-Higgins
(1952) showed theoretically that for a narrow banded spectrum the
square root of this variance is related to the mean wave height and
the averageof the highest one n-th waves by constant factors.The
relative change in average height resulting from the spectral trans-
formation (6-31)is therefore equal to the square root ofthe rela-
tive change in spectral area.That is,132
00
=
()d
, (6-32)
VZ
where the computed ratio applies to mean height as well, as to the av-
erage height of the highest one n-thwaves.
In practice, of course, one could choose a non-infinite upper fre-
quency. limit for the integrations, consistent with the expected range
of wave periods,For this study the upper frequency limit was chosen
to be four times the spectral peak frequency.For an average zero up-
crossing period of 12 seconds, this would mean neglecting periods of
four seconds or less.
In the case of opposing currents, a cutoff frequency for the
transformed spectrum must be chosen that is less than the limit just
mentioned.This limit was taken as the frequency at which the spec-
tral density ls.a relative minimum, mm .The choice is arbitrary,
as it Is not possible to say how the energy lost through breakings
distributed across the spectrum.As noted earllçr, this depenO on
the history ofdepth and current encountered by the waves as they
propagateto the point in question.
There Is a probability, however small, that waves will break in
any part of the speQtrum.It will be shown in the nextchapter that
in deep water breaking waves are most probable at high frequencies,
but that at depths smaller than a critical value there is a sudden
shift of the maximum breaking probability toward lower frequencies.It will be assumed thereforethat the frequency Z mm. Is a reason-
able cutoff po!nt before. depths become.so shallow that the largest
waves frequently break.For the purpose of computation the relative
change in average.wave..height becomes
where.
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fm i n
1
I s(f)df I
= 0 4z4,
(6-33)
H0 (,f)dZJ
fmin<4
4, -
The distribution of with.relative depthd/Y0.2and relative
currentui?0. is shown in Figure 25(Tdenotes the initial average
zero uperossing period).The behavior of is very.simllar to that
ofK5
,the shoaling-current coefficient for monochromatic waves
(Figure 22).The most notable difference is thatKis less thanKsc
for strong ppposing currents.This is because the increase in energy
density fort < mm Is partially compensated fo.r by the loss of all,
energy where > f mm(breaking).
Change .in Average Wave Periods..
The relative change in average.period with shoaling and cur!ents
can be computed by integration of the normal Ized spectra in deep water
and in water of arbitrary depth and current.Using Rice's,(!944) def-
inition of?. discussed in Chapter IV (equation [si-il]),'3
q3
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Figure 25.Height amplification factor CR) derived from spectral transformations, as a
function of relative depth (d/T02) and relative current (U/i0). JJ1 35
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where minis as defined in (6-31).
The variation of T/Y0 is shown jn Figure 26 as a function of
dfl2and u,Y0 The amount of variation is not great over most
of the domain of; d/Y2andu/Y0.The average period decreases
somewhat;at relatively large depths and moderate opposing currents.
This reflects the Increase in the spectral peak frequency discussed
earler in connection with Figure 24.This tendency is weakened as
depth decreases because shoaling has the opposite effect on the spec-
tra! peak frequency.For strong opposing currents the truncation of
the transformed spectrum becomes important, causing the averageperi-
od to increase over the value in deep slackwater.
Discussion and Cnc1usIon
The results of this chapter should not be treated as having quan-
titative significance, except insofar as an actual situation satisfies
the assumptions which have been made.At the entrance to the Columbia
River, further modification of the wave spectrum can be expected due
to refraction.Previous wave breaking below the cutoff frequency and
departures from the idealized unaltered spectrum are also important
sour.ces.of discrepancies."3
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Figure 26.Peri-dd amplification factor derived from spectral transformations, as a
function of relative depth (d/T02) and relative current (U/i0).137
Refraction effects will be strongest in the areas of Peacock
and Clatsop Spits,. whereas it is appropriate to study the navigation
hazard over the channel.Due to the channel depth, these effects will
usually not be great.During ebb conditions, current and water depth
induce refraction of opposing tendency (see discussion of refraction,
Chapter II).The current effect is probably stronger during strong
ebb conditions, causing additional Increases In average height.
The history of wave breaking prior to arrival of the waves at the
point In question will result In departures from the (average) height
and period changes suggested in Figures 25 and 26.If swells arrive
from west-northwest and a strong ebb current jet flows directly toward
the oncoming waves seawardof the jetties, considerable wave breaking
could occur over the shoal area off Peacock Spit.This would result
n lower.average heights between the jetty tips than would be expected,
from Figure 25.The effect on average period would depend on the pe-
riod of the most probable breaking waves over the shoal area.
The assumption that the wave spectrum in deep slack water is nar-
row banded and of the Pjerson-Moskowltz form Is another limitation.
The assumption is.probably best after the cold front of a storm passes
inland, and the cross,swell caused by the southerly winds of the storm's
foresector disappearsAt this time the spectrum, if previously bi-
modal, becomes unimodal.It,should be noted, however, that deviations.
from the idealized spectrum are automatically accounted for if one per-
forms transformations on the forecast or hindcast spectra.The re-
suits then depend on the ability of the forecast method, the forecast-
er and his data to simulate, the actual spectra.38
In spite 'of the difficulties in applying the techniques of this
chapter to actual situations, the results agree qualitatively with
physical logic and are usefulin understanding the combined effect of
shoal Ing and tidal streams on waves arriving at river mouths.
Nothing has been said of the effects of depth and current on
wave steepness.The waves will be shorter and steeper at intermediate
and shallow depths than in deep water.Ebb currents will induce addi-
tional steepening.However, a study of the statistical natureof wave
breaking for such conditions is more useful than steepness in under-
standing the navigation hazard.Also, parameters related to breaking
reflect on the steepness as well.The results of this chapter pro-
vide a useful basis°r developing statisticalindices related to
wavebreaklng.This Is done in the following chapter.1 39
VII.DERIVATION OF A HAZARD INDEX FOR RIVER ENTRANCES
FROM THE PROBABILITY OF BREAKING WAVES
Introduction
Wave breaking is in general random, even In the surf zone, except
when only very, regular swell are involved.This randomness is especial-
ly true durIg the Winter along the Oregon-Washington coast.During the
arrival of storm waves the surf zone becomesqulte wide, with the larg-
est waves breaking at; its seaward edge and breaker heights decreasing
toward shore.
Even over ship channels random breaking may occur, especially dur-
ing ebb tide.As stormwaves encounter the outer (weakest) portion of
the ebb effluent, the short waves become extremely rough and break fre-
quently.As the waves approach the jetties, the current becomes strong-
er and the period range,of tumultuous wavebreaking will shift toward
higher values.
Waves whose periods are beyond this critical range will break ran-
domly with Increasing frequency.The random breaking of the longer
"swell" Is the most hazardous to pilots and navigators of large vessels.
Occasionally, during severe storms, very hazardous conditions transcend
the ebb tide effects and continue on the flood.
Given the capability of predicting deep water waveconditions, it
Is desirable to estimate the degree of navigation hazard which can be
expected.This is in part,a problem of transforming the wave spectrum
according to physical principles (Chapter VI),Assuming the transformed,I leO
spectrum can be estimated for some point near the river entrance, one
may arrive at the probability that a given wave will break, provided
the statistical properties of wave heights and periods are known.
Related to this probability is a statistical function which empha-.
sizes, the breaking probability of waves in the period range associated
with swell.This function Is insensitive to assumptions about the dis-
tribution of wave periods.It therefore appears to be an ideal index of
navigation hazard at river entrances during storm conditions.
In the following section the breaking Index is developed as afunc-
tlor of depth and current.Then some of the pertinent literature re-
garding wave statistics is reviewed, with emphasis on the Rayleigh dis-
trlbutions for waveheights and squaredperlods.*Expressions arede-
veloped and discussed for breaking wave statistics in deep slack water
as well as water of arbitrary depth and current.A useful statistical
index for navigation hazard at river entrances is discussed and Illus-
trated in an example.
The Breaking Index in Water of Arbitrary Depth and Current
A very useful parameter for many design purposes is the height of
a breaking wave.The breaking height (Hb)is important to the develop-
ment of this chapter because the probability that a given wave is break-
ing is related to the probability that the height exceedsHb .For a
'Unless otherwise specified it will be assumed that heights and
periods refer to those of zero uperossing waves.141
given depth and current, the breaking height depends on the wave period.
Thus it Is convenient to determine the breaking indexHb/T2as a.func-
tion of relative depth and relative current:
H
.-.= v(d/T2, u/T) . (7-1)
12
The functional form taken by (7-1) should be consistent with the
known behavior of breaking waves in the absence of currents.The Stokes
criterion for wave breaking is that the water particle velocity at the
crest is just equal to the wave celerity,This leads to the result that
the wave breaks in deep water when a critical steepness Is attained,
Hb
Lbmax0.142 (7-2)
whereLbIs the wavelength of the breaking wave (Michell, 1893).
Michell further showed that the deep water breaking length is greater
than that expected from small amplitude wave theory (L0).SpecifIcally,
Lob
p (7-3)
0
where L0 =j- . (7-4)
Together, these equations yield
H
= 0.875 ft/sec2 (7-5)
1211,2
for deep water.Since only waves In a developing sea break in deep water,
the breakers are short crested and cusp-shaped, usually termed"white-
caps" *
As 'waves move into shallow water(d < L0/20) they become "soli-
tary" waves, that is, they behave.independently of each other, or of
the wavelength.Assuming that the Stokes criterion applies to soli-
tary waves, McCowan (1894) showed that
Hb
r078 , (7-6)
i.e., the breaking height is determined only by the depth.Equations
(7-2) through (7-6) are summarized by Dean and Eagleson (1966).
In water of intermedIate depth the breaking height depends on both
length and depth,Miche(1944) gives the limiting steepness as
0,l42 tanhr_. (77)
Lb b
for water of arbitrary depth.The data of Danel (1952) show that (7-7)
is satisfactory from an engineering standpoint (see discussion by Wiegel,
1964).
From smallamplitude wave theory, the celerity andwavelength are
given by
c2. = tanh(2ir4) , (7-8)
and
L = Ltanh(2n-- . (7-9)
bEquation (7-9) follows from (7-8), (7-4) and the necessary condition
thatcLIT.The fact that breaking waves
than small amplitude waves might be accounted
to all depths.By this hypothesis, (7-8) and
ing waves)
g Lb
Cb2 1.2 - tanh(2'
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are faster and longer
for by generalizing (7-3)
(7-9) become (for break-
(7-10)
d
and Lb 1.2 L0 tanh(2i.r (7-11)
By using (7-10) to eliminate the hyperbolic tangent in (7-7), we may
obtain the breaking Index
Hb 2Cbz
-:;:;--0.12 . (7-12)
Cbmay be found from (7-10) afterLbis successively approximated
by iteration of (7-11) on a computer.The curves ofHb/T2andLb/T2
are shown in Figure 27 as functigns of the relative depth,d/T2 For
comparison, the values given by stream-function theory are also shown
(Dean, 1970).
At relative depths of 1ft/sec2 or less, the curve forHb/T2ap-
proaches the line for 1:1 correspondence withd/T2 ,This rneans:that
Hbbecomes relatively independent of wave period at these depths.This
is of considerable importanceto the development of an index of naviga-
tion hazard.at the river mouth, to be discussed In asubsequentsection.
The agreement shown in Figure 27 Is sufficient for the purposes of this
study.S
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Equations (7-10) and (7-12) may be easily extended to include the
case of non-zero current1Assuming that the period Is constant for a,
wave which eventually breaks in water of currentU,then
LbCb+U
r c
' (7-13)
0 0
whereC0 gT/2rrandL0 gT2/2rrmay be assumed to apply to deep
slack water (small amplitude theory yields good approximations until
shortly beforethe limiting steepness is reached),Substituting (713)
Into (7-10), and expressingC0andL0in terms of 1, one obtains,
(s.)- 12 2....(...+) tanh(c,
2nd/I2
T 2ir T I IT + ti/T
(7-14)
which may .be solved directly by iteration.
The breaking Index from (7-12)and (7-i4) varies withd/T2and
U/Ias shown in Figure 28.For a given depth and period, the breaking
height is less for opposing currents than for slack water or following
currents.The wavelength is decreased when waves encounter an opposing
current, so that:the height must also be less when the limiting steep-
ness for breaking Is reached.
The insensitiveness ofHbto wave period ford/T2 < 1ft/sec2
also applies to cases where currents are involved.This condition ex-
tends to somewhat greater depths for following currents, and somewhat
lesser depths for opposing currents.
It is readily seen that In the limitof shallow depths(where the
hyperbolic tangent may beapproximated by its argument) equations(7-12)Iii
d/T (f//sec)
Figure 27.Heights (Hb) and lengths (Lb) of breaking waves
relative to squared period, shown as functions of
relative depth (dIT2).Solid curves are given by
equations (7-10), (7-11) and (7-12); plotted points
were numerically computed from stream function theory
by Dean (1970).I I
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Figure 28.Breaking index,Hb/T2 (ft/sec2), as a function of relative depth and
relative current.1 L
and (7-l+) giveHbO.l42(2n)d = O.89d .Thus these relationships
give a higher breaking height in very shallow water than (76).This
discrepancy is less at greater depths, and is reversed at intermediate
depths (Figure 27).Though the functional relationships do nt conform
perfectly 'to theory, they provide a practical means of computingV =
Hb/T2as a function of both depth and current.
Height and Period Statistics
It is well known that the heights and periods of ocean waves 'are
not regular but statistically distributed.Various mathematical func-
tionshavebeen proposed to account for these distributions, the fore-
most being the Rayleighdistribution for wave heights, and the Ray-
leigh distribution for squared waveperiod,The moments of thesedis-
tributions are simply related by the gamma function.
Longuet-Higgins (1952) showed theoretically that when the wave.
spectrum Is narrow-banded, the maxima of water surface elevation follow
a Rayleigh distribution,For such a spectrum the wave height Is twice
the surface elevation maximum, and therefore is also Rayleigh-distri-
buted. ,Thus,
P(H< h) = FH(h) = 1- exp(-(h/)2] (7-15)
and dFH
fH(h)=.W'=2h/n2.exp[-(h/ri)2] . (7-16)
Here,F and Hare referred to respectively as the cumulative dEs-
tributIon function and the marginal probability density function (p,d.f.)
for the random variableH (height).The notationP(A)denotes the147
probabiUty thatHoccupies the sample subspaceA ,hrefers to a
particular value or realization ofH ,andnIs the root mean square
(r.m.s.) value ofH
The Rayleigh distribution for wave heights has been shown by
Bretschneider (1959), Goda (1970) and others to have a wide applicabil-
ity.Moreover, Goda found that the distribution is applicable over a
wide range,of spectral width.Thus the assumption that (7-15) holds is
a reasonably good one9
Longuet-Higglns (1952) determined the relationship of the varlous
average wave heights to.the r.m.s, height for narrowbanded spectra:
= 0.89 n
H= lid ri (7-17)
1/3
H = l.80n= l.28H
1/10 1/3
Goda confirmed these numerically and found them to varyfrom (7-17) for
sufficiently broad spectra.His results show that they are applicable
to waves with a Pierson-Moskowitz spectrum.
There is much less uniformity regarding the distribution ofwave
periods.Various distributions such as the Putz or log-normal distri-
butions have been proposed, but the Rayleigh distribution for squared
periods is the most widely accepted.Bretschneidor (1959) gave both
physical arguments and considerable observational evidence forthe
Rayleigh distribution.Goda (1970) numerically simulated waves from.
spectra of varying functional shapes andcomparedthe resulting distri-
butions with the theoretical ones.He found the T2-Rayleigh distribu-1 k8
tion to be in fair agreement with that of the Pierson-Moskowitz spec-
trum, but considerably different from those of other spectral forms,
especially double-peaked spectra.
The T2-Rayleigh distribution is given by
P(T2 < t) = F2(t) = I- exp[-(t21t2)2] (718)
wheret2Is the r.m,s. squared period and tis a realization of the
random variable T(period),The corresponding marginal p.d.f. for pen-
ods is
Let3
fT(t) i exp(-(tIt)] . (7-19)
The kth moment of (7-19)is given by
00 k
Mk =Tk= tkfT(t)dt tkr(1+ 4) , (7-20)
from which the average period becomes
Y= O.91r . (7-2i)
It has been shown by Bretschneider (1959) and confirmedexperimentally
by Goda (1970) that
= O,7l1
, (7-22)
where is the spectral peak frequency fora spectrum of Pierson-
Moskowitz form.
By setting the derivative of (7-19) equal to zero, the'mostprob-
able period,tm is149
tm = 0.93r = l.03 (7-23)
A_ 1
and tm = 0.73 f (7-24)
The relationship between wave spectra of the Pierson-Moskowitz
form and the T2-Rayleigh distribution has been demonstrated by Bret-
schneider (1959) and Goda (1970).This relationship and (7-21), (7-22)
and (7-23) should remain valid under the shoal ing-currenttransforma-
tions described except in the case of opposing currents,They presum-
ably break down if extepsive losses of wave energy occur due to bottom,
friction, percolation, and wave breaking.Bretschnelder (l963b) argued
that a. single-peaked spectrum In deep water may become double-peaked
in the surf zone due to the successive action ofbottom friction, per-
colation and shoaling (Gulf of Mexico).
The correlation between heights and periods and its variation with
spectral characteristics have not been studied extensively enough to
draw definitive conclusions,Bretschneider (1959) found correlation
coefficients from 0.08 to 0.65 between heights and squared periods, in-
creasing for decreasing spectral width.Bretschneider suggested that
"zero correlation quite likely exists betweenHandIfor a fully
developed sea" and that "non-correlation is perhaps the most likely to
be encountered by engineers and oceanographers".
Goda (1970) found the correlat ion between (zero uperossir,g) heights
and periods to be strongly affected by spectral width, increasitg with
Increasing width.This is seemingly contrary to Bretschneider's results.
Goda concluded that further field analysis is needed to clarify this.150
The Truncated Distribution For Wave Periods
The effects of opposing currents on the wave spectrum were dis-
cussed in the previous chapter0Waves cannot propagate against a cur-
rent if the wave period Is less than some critical value.They there-
fore dissipate all of their energy in breaking and the spectrum is trun-
cated at high frequencies.Though this phenomenon has been noted vis-
ually by observers (e.g. Isaacs, 1948), there is no observational evi-
dence (to my knowledge) regarding the statistical distribution of such
waves after this truncation has been effected.
If the wave-breaking activity takes place chiefly at periods near and
below the "cutoff" period, then the shape of the distribution for longer
periods should not be affected.That is, the probability density of
the remaining periods should be increased equally, in proportion to the
"lost" probability.
This may best be seen by expressing (7-18)in terms of the most
probable period,tm
FT(t) =1- exp{- (t/tm)} (7-25)
(sincetm- 3/1+ T).The choice oftmis appropriate because the
most probable period should maintain its relationship with the spectral
peak frequency (7-24), whereas truncation will bring about an increase
In all moment-related periods, suchasT .The truncated distribution
FT'(t) is limited to the sample spacet< t <0 wheretcdenotes
the cutoff period.Therefore (7-25) must be normal ized by the total
probability that a period lies in this range.Thus,151
F1(t) FT(tc)
FT'(t)
I FT(tC)
1 e)cp{[(t/tm)- (t/tm)k]} , (7-26)
and the corresponding p.d.f. becomes
fT'(t)3t3/tmexP{4[t/tm) (tc/tmY']} (7-27)
where t<t<.
The expression relatingTtotmmay be obtained from the fourth.
momentoff1'(t) .Lettingzdenote .theargument.of the exponential
in (7-27) we obtain, after some manipulation,
00 rk =w ft
c
00-z = tI zedz + t 'edz 3m o C
=t + t . (7-28) 3m c
Thus rIncreases withtas expected.But becaqseTIs propor-
tional to the fourth root of (7-28), its increase In not lar9e until t
nearstm .Solving fortm4(7-27) may be expressed in an alternate
form,
4t3 t4 -
fT'(t) -
14 exp{-(
-
(7-29)
-tcI
Whent ,0,both (7-28) and (7-29) reduce to the corresponding
relationships for the untruncated distribution, (7-19) and (7-23).How-
ever, the relationship between the most prcbable period and the spectral152
peak frequency should remain as given by (7-24) even whent 0
provided (1) wave-breaking is confined predominantly to low period
values and (2) the truncation period remains low enough that waves of
periodT tmdo not frequently break.If these conditions are not
satisfied, the distribution (7-29) may only be reasonable at the onset
of breaking.
One is forced to conclude that for strong opposing currents.even
the largest waves will break frequently and the period distribution will
become unstable and degenerate.If the waves are initially distrIbuted
as T2-Ryleigh, the truncated distribution(7-29) is reasonable for mod-
erate opposing currents until just after water depths are shal low enough
for the largest waves to break (I.e. swell).
Even when (7-29) may be considered applicable there exists some
probability that random wave breaking will occur.This Is to betaken
up In the nextsection.
Breaking Wave Probability
The subject of this section is the breaking wave probability, or
the probability that a given wave will break.This is to be distin-
guished from the tumultuous breaking which occurs at short wavelengths
(periods) at ebb tide, i.e., at periods near or below the cutoff period
(ta) discussed in the previous section.For verification purposes the
breaking-wave probability maybe considered the fraction of breaking
waves ma wave record.1 53
Much Insight to the following development wasobtained from the
work of F.L. Ramsey and J, H. Nath, which has not yetbeen published..
They are developing expressions for the probability distribution func-
tions of breaking waves In the Eastern North Pacific Ocean, verified
with observations and measurements from the Canadian weather ship at
station Papa.In particular, Iam Indebted to them for the derivation
of the probability that a wave is breaking in deep slack water.
To illustrate the logic of the statistical arguments, the breaking
probability is first derived for deep slack water,These arguments are
then extended to include water of arbitrary depth and (opposing orfol-
lowing) current.The variations of statistical breaking properties with
depth and current are illustrated by means of an example.
The expressions for the breaking wave probability evolve from the
fol lowing assumptions:
(I)waveheights are Rayleigh distributed without exceptions;
(ii)squared wave periods are Rayleigh distributed in water of
arbitrary depth and/or following currents;
(iii)the distribution of wave periods is given by the truncated
distribution when the mean current opposes the waves;
(iv)heights and periods are uncorrelated.
Application of these Ideas to the wave spectra transformed from deep
slack water requires the additional assumption that
(v)the most probable period is related to the spectral
peak frequency by an invariant,factor (7-24).154
Deep Slack Water
The probability that a given wave is breaking may be restated as
the probabflity that the limiting height Is exceeded;
bwP(H Hb) P(H > VT2) , (7-30)
WherevIs the breaking index defined by (7-1) andHand. Iare
the random variables for height and period.
The probability that a wave of periodT = tis breakirg is (with
the aid of [7-15])
P(H > vt2) - 1- P(H < vt2)
1F(vt)
- exp(-(vt2)2/fl2] (7-31)
The probability thatt <.1 < t + dtis (from (7-19])
4t3
P(t < I < t + dt) f1(t)dt = exp[_(t/t)k]dt
. (7-32) T
If heights and periods are independent, the probability thatt < I <
t + dtand the wave breaks Is the product of (7-31) and (7-32):
g(t)dt - P(H > VT2 and t < I < t + dt)
-.eXp((VtZ)Z/fl2]eXp[(t/T)L] cit
- exp(-(t/tY(l+Q2)]4t3
cit , (7-33)
whereQ - fl/Vt2 .The parameterQis the ratio of the r.m.s, wave
heightto the height of a breaking wave of periodI = T .Finally,1 55
the probability that the wave breaks regardless of its period is the
integral of the prQduct functiong(t)over all periods.in deep
slack water the breaking index is a constant,v = 0.875 ft/sec2 ,so
that (7-33)is easily integrated in closed form.With the change of
variablez = t/t
bwP(H > vT2) g(t)dt
= exp[-z(l + Q2)]dz
- (j+2y" (7-34)
The marginal p.d.f. for breaking-wave periods,4(t) ,is related
to the relative frequency of the event"t < I < t + dtgiven that
H > vT2" From (7-33) and (7-34),
P(t < I < t + dt and H > vT2)
P(t < ,T < t + dtlH > v12)
P(H > VT2)
-1
fT(t)dt = P g(t)dt bw
In other words,
4(t)(1 + Q2) exp[-(t/tY(l +Q2)] (735)
Using (7-20) and the change of variablez = (t/tY'(l + IC2)the kth
moment of (7-35)Is
1k-Tk(I+i(2)k/
1ç°°
k/+ eZdz
=(Pbw)ktkr(l+ k/4)
-.bw'
. (7-36)156
Thus any representative period (T)' for breaking waves has the
same simple relationship with the corresponding period for all waves
(Tk)h/
()1/k (jR)1/k
bw 7-37)
spec1flcaly, tb/T =bw (7-38)
As an example of (7-34) and (7-38) consider waves in deepslack
water with anr.m.s. heightn 14 feet and periods such thatt = 10
seconds.The probability of wave breaking is 2.5% andTb/r =0.4--
that is, periods of breaking waves are generally a little less than half
those for all waves.
Probability of breaking in water of arbitrary depth and current
In water of arbitrary depth and current the breaking index depends
upon wave period and the period distribution may. in general be truncated
at low periods. (opposing currents).From (7-29) and (7-31) the product
functiong(t)becomes
Then
g(t) expt_(vt2)2/n2]exp((ttc)]_4t3
Ttc'
rL-
bw =( g(t)dt
,
the p.d.f. for periods of breaking waves is
f(t) = PbW'g(t)
,and
Tb/TT(Pbw
10
tg(t)dt]
tc157
Because of the complicated functional dependence ofVon period,
these Integrations are done numerically on a computer.
An example
The behavior ofP(H > vt2) ,f1(t), g(t),bwandTb/Tas func-
tions of depth and current are shown in Figures 29 and 30.At each
depth and current the spectrum (deep slack water) of waves withri0 =
15 feet and = 10 seconds was transformed as described in Chapter VI.
Thus the r.m.s. height (n) at the depth and current in question Is the
result of applying the amplification factor of Figure 25, where
0.9 t .The corresponding value ofTwas obtained from the spec-
tral peak frequency of the transformed spectrum using (7-244) and (7-28).
Variations with depth (no current) are shown In Figure 29ab,c,d.
The conditional probability of wave breaking at period t, P(H >
Is shown in Flgure29a, while Figure 29b shows the period probability
densityf1(t) .Figure 29c shows the product function, g(t) ,and
Figure 29d gives the variation ofbwandTb/Iwith depth.The
following features may be noted:
a. The conditional probability of breaking in deep water is
appreciable only for periods less than six seconds, where the
probability density for periods is low.Thus bwIs small
and breaking periods are short relative to all periods, i.e.
Tb/Iis small.This condition might apply to short-crested
whitecaps in a developing sea.0 5 10 15 20
PERIOD,(sec)
0 5 10 15 20
PERIOO1 (sec)
0 5 10 15 20 0 0 20 30
PEROD,t tsec) DEP
Figure 29.StatistIcal properties of waves and breakers at several
water.Symbols and functions are defined in the text;
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40 50 1000
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b. At Intermediate and shallow depths the conditional probability
of breaking increases.At periods near or beyond the most prob-
able period (say t.>8 seconds) It becornesinsensitive to period
change (because of the behavior of the breaking index noted in
the secondsection of this chapter).At depths for which the con-
ditional probability of breaking becomes appreciable at longer pe-
riods, the product function g(t) at those periods alsç becomes
significant.
c. The apparent shift ofthe predominant breaking wave period from
lower, to higher values occurs at a depth of 33 feet.This is an
intermed late depth for waves with the average zero uperossing pe-.
nod (nine seconds).Waves with the average period become strict-
ly "shallow", whend = (gT/2ir)/20 = 21 feet.At "shallow"depths
Tb/IIs almost unity andbwrises very rapidly, indlcatlng en-
try into a surf zone.
d. The transition from low to high values of. Tb/Itakes place
over a relatively narrow range of depths, from 50 feet to 30 feet,
At depths of over 50 feet breaking waves have essentially the same
statistical characteristics as in deep slack water, even though
waves of average uperossing period are not "deep" until depths ex-
ceed 200 feet.
e. Shoal ing has relatively little effect on the probability distri-
butlon of wave periods except to Increase somewhat the predominant
period.Shoaling tFierefore affects breaking wave.statistcs prin-
cipally through the behavior of the conditional probability of
breaking (Figure 29a).Variations with current (depth = 30 feet) are shown In Figure 30a,
bc,d.The parameters shown are those of the corresponding portions of
Figure 29, but for varying current (negative currents are opposing).
The following features may be noted:
f. The conditional probability of breaking (Figure 30a) decreases
for following currents and increases for opposing currents, the ef-
fect of opposing currents being greater.At periods near or longer
than the predominant period it is relatively unchanging as a func-
tion of period.However, the dependence on period increases some-
what for opposing currents.
g. There Is little change In the most probable period (Figure 30b).
The truncation of the probability distribution for periods results
in higher probability densities since the area under the curve
fT(t) must be invariant.The increases in the product function g(t)
are therefore a result of increases in both the probability density
of periods and the conditional probability of breaking,
h. The increaseof bwwith opposing current (Figure 30c)is
mainly the result of the increase in the conditional probability
of breaking.This is at first surprising in view of the previous
observation, ItIs because the increase ing(t)due to the In-
crease offT(t)is compensated for by the truncation.This means
that the area underg(t)(proportional to Is relatively in-
sensitive to changes infT(t)
.This fact is of Importance in
the following section.I.0
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I. For the particular depth chosen in Figure 30c, there is little
change intbIt, whichIs uniformly high.For depths greater
than the transition depth (33 feet), a considerable Increase of
tb/T from medium to high values Is observed for opposing currents
(due to truncation of the lower periods).
The following results are especially significant In regard to the
statistics of breaking waves In water of arbitrary depth and current:
(1)The probability that a given wave breaks at water depths of up
to 50 feet appears to be Insensitive to the exact form of the probabil-
ity distribution for periods.Variations ofbwresult mainly from
changes In the conditional probability of breaking (at the periodI
t).Because of the previously noted behavior of the breaking index,
the conditional probability Is insensitive to period changes at periods
near or longer than, say, the average zero uperossing period in deep
slack water.
(2)In slack water where waves of average zero uperossing period have
a relative depthd/Y02 > 0;6 ft/sec2,the breaking wave statistics
are essentially those ofvery deep water.Thus,for example, storm
waves for which 12 seconds would have a breaking probability giv-
en by the simple closed-form equation(7_31) at a platform In 85 feet
of water (in contrast to 380 feet as expected by the classical criter-
ion for deep water,d/Y02 >2.56 ft/sec2).This simplifies greatly
the problem of studying breaking wave excedances at offshore platforms.163
(3)During a strong ebb in a tidal inlet, the periods of random break-
ing waves are near the predominant periods (for all waves) in deep slack
water, no matter what the reat1ve depthd/T02maybe over the chan-
nel.This Is due to truncation of the probability distribution at low-
er periods.This truncation Is due to tumultuous wave breaking at low
periods seaward of the point in question (e.g. over the outer bar).
An Index of Navigation Hazard At River Entrances
Every navigator knows that when waves are large offshore, condi-
tions will be hazardous at a river mouth, especially during ebb tide.
But there exists no reliable measure of the hazard from one such situ-
ation to the next,This is because of the complex interaction ómany
factors -- in the case ofthe waves themselves the niost important ele-
ments are the depth, current, and average height and period of the waves
offshore.One expects the wave conditions to vary as some function of.
the parametersH05fl02,d/T2 ,and U/Y0 (H05 denotes the significant
height In deep slack water).
The weakest assumption of,the previous section is probably that the
squared periods are described by the Rayleigh (or truncated Rayleigh)
distribUtion.Yet this is not crucial to the determination ofbwat
the water depths typical of river entrances.This is because of the in-
sensitivity of the conditional breaking probability to the longer wave
per I od s.
For any given situation there exists some periodt'such that
bw
P01 > vt'2) fT(t)dt
. (7-1,0)1611
In deep water, t'is muchless thani'0 .However, in relatively
shallow water (e.g.d/i'02< 0.4 ft/sec2), t'Is near the predomin-
ant 'period, and slight deviations fromt'do not seriously affect
(7-110).This means that for zero uperossing periods of 10 to liseconds
or more in deep water (typical of storms), bw
may be appro,cimated by
the conditional probability of breaking atI = ,namelyP(H > V0
= exp (-(v0702/2)] .Since the significant height at the point in
question IsH5 '/Zi
bwa= exp[2(V0T0)/H5] , (7-111)
whereais the desired hazard index, andV0 V(d/i'02, uii'0).Note
that the remaining quantity in the argument of (7-1i1)isHS/YO2 =
where is the height amplification factor of equation (6-
33).Thus the indexais In fact a function of all three parameters,
d/T'02and U/i'0
The Indexais a satisfactory approximation tobwforstorm
waves at the Columbia River entrance.The fol1iing characteristics of
aare useful for wave forecasting applications.
(1)it depends only on the statistical assumption that wave
heights are Rayleigh distributed (a relative tenable as-
sumpt ion);
(ii)it is not necessary to determine changes in average period
with changes in depth and/or current;
(iii)it is not sensitive to errors in forecast of Y
;and
(iv)computation isstraightforward.165
The principal difficulty in the use of lies in its sensitivity
to H5.Use of the deep water significant height (H05) would ignore
entirely the effects of shoal Ing andcurrents on heights.Modification
of the significant height by an amplification factor such as that of
Figure 25 would be an improvement, and probably sufflclentfor forecast-
ing purposes, where other errors are large.For hindcasting and engi-
neering purposes, however, a detailed study of refraction due to both
depth and currents is probably advisable.
The breaking Index can be rewritten as
ci = exp(-2(Hb/H5)2] (742)
whereH1,vY2(the breaking height for waves of periodI =
The function (7-42) Is shown in Figure31.When the ratioHb/H5is
unity, ci 13%. IfHsIs doubled, keepingHbconstant, then the
ratl.o is also doubled and ciincreases to 60%.For swell at water
depths of 50 feet or less,V0is approximately proportional tod/T02,
so thatHband ciare nearly Independent of .Thus the signifi-
cant height influences the hazard index much more than the average pe-
riod does.
Figure 32 shows the behavior of the hazard index and the breaking
probability with varying depth and current (H5 and Y kept constant).
The plots show the variation of tide stage, currents,bwand ciover
two diurnal cycles, at bathymetric depths of 30 and 50 feet.These
depths are typical of the outer portion of Clatsop Spit and the navi-
gation channel at the columbia River, respectively,The significant162
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probability of breaking (bw)' and hazard index
(ci) over two diurnal tidal cycles; shown for
bathymetric depths of 30 and 50 feet.Significant
height and average period in deep slack water are
40 feet and 11 seconds.168
height and average zero uperossing period in deep slack water were kept
constant atI0 feetand 11 seconds.Total depth is taken as the sum
of the bathymetric depth (MLLW) and tide stage (MLLW).The hazard in-
dex Is computed as described previously, with the transformed sig-
nificant height.
The Index follows bwquite closely at both depths.At the
50 foot depth. Is slightly higher at the peak ebb, andsllghtly low-
er at the peak flood.The maxima ofPj,and occur about one hour
after the maximum ebb currents, due to decreasing tide stage.However
the influence of tide stage variations is smaller than that of changes
In tidal current and bathymetric depth.The latter two are about equal
In their effect and Induce variations of 30-0 inbwand
Summary
The breaking Index (Hb/T2) has been generalized to Include the ef-
fects of current as well as depth.That is,Hb/T2
v(d/T2,u/i).
For ocean swell at depths typical of river entrances(up to 50 feet),
vis only weakly dependent on the swell periods, and more strongly af-
fected by water depth
Assuming that wave heights and periods are statistically independ-
ent and distributed according to a Rayleigh function, an expression
was derived for the probability of breaking waves in deep slack water,
bw
The arguments used were extended to the case of arbitrary depth
and current, using the functionv(d/T2, U/i) anda truncated Rayleigh,
distribution for wave periods (when the mean current opposes the waves).1 69
The probability that swell of a given period (>8 seconds) break at
river entrances Is strongly dependent on the r.m.s. wave height, the
current and water depth, but only weakly dependent on the swell period
(due to the behavior of the breaking index, V ).
It was 'noted that, when the significant wave height and average
wave period are large (typical of high swell conditions), the probabil-
ity that any wave breaks is very nearly equal to the probability that
swell, with the average period break (at river entrances).The latter
probability depends on the steepness of waves In deep water and on the
relative depth and relative current at the river mouth, but does not
depend on the statistical distribution of wave periods.This function
(given by equation [7-'el])is therefore ideally suited as an index of
bar hazard during winter storm conditions.170
VIII.SYNTHESIS
Introduction
It Is the aim of this chapter to Illustrate the combined use of
the deep water semi-automated forecast method and the hazard index,
a (Chapter VII).Three high-swell situations affecting the Columbia
River were selected from the 1971-1972 winter as examples.Each was
"hindcast" by the semi-automated deep water method developed in Chapter
IV.The hlndcasts are equivalent to forecasts in which the forecaster
has six-hourly surface pressure analyses and "perfect"(correct) prog-
noses to a distance of 2000 nautical milesfrom the Columbia River.
The hazard index (a) was computed from the hindcast heightsand periods
as outlined at the end of Chapter VII.Wave heights from visual obser-
vations and the seismometer at Newport are used as verification, aswell
as the bar closure periods at theColumbia River.Results are interpret-
ed with the aid of information on time of day, tide stage,wind, amount
of cross swell, and breaker observations at the South Jettyof the Colum-
bia River.
The Data
The output from the hindcasts consists of six-hourlysignificant
heightand average zero uperosslng period, determinedfrom the hindcast
spectrum by theoretical methods(Chapter IV).The hindcast heights and
periods were linearly interpolated to hourly valuesin order to discern
tidal effects on the hazard Index.171
Tide stage and current were estimated by a very simple FORTRANsub-
routine which fourier-superimposes the predominant tidal constituents.
The twelve largest constituent amplitudes for tide stage at Tongue Point,
Oregon, were used along with their constituent frequencies and phases.
The ten largest constituent amplitudes for current at Grey's Harbor
(with frequencies and phases) were used to compute currents,The latter
were modified to conform to a point over the channel nera Jetty "A" at
the Columbia River, as shown in "Tidal Current Tables 1971:Pacific
Coast of North America and Asia".Hourly values of tide stage (feet)
and current (feet per second) were output for the hindcast periods.
These computations differed by at most 2from standard tidal predc-
tions of maxima and minima at the same places,
A bathymetric depth of 40 feet was chosen for computatlors of the
hazard index, a This is the approximate depth on the north flank of
Clatsop Spit, south of the ship channel, where severe breaker cQnditions
are common (Chapter Ii),The water depth is taken as the sum of the
bathymetric depth and the tide stage.
The significant wave height (H5) at each hourly depth and current
was found by applying the amplification factorg(from the spectral
transformation of Chapter Vi) to the hourly (deep water) hlndcast
height.ThenHand the (deep water) hindcast average periodi)
were used to compute the hazard index ofequation (7-40).172
Wave heights from Newport, observed visually and by the seismom-
eter (Chapter III), are used for verification of the hindcasts.The
wave heights from Newport are always less than the hlndcastheights,
This tendency was noted In Chapter V, and may be due to a bias in the,
wind speed inputs for the hindcast.At least part of the discrepancy
may be due to the reduction of wave height at the Newportsite due to
the effects of shoaling and refraction,Unfortunately, the wave obser-
vations from the Columbia River Lightship are unreliable, thus Newport
(130 nautIcal miles south of the Columbia River) Is the best available
source of verification data.
The applicability of Newport wave heights for verification can be
seen by comparing them to visual observationsof breaker heights at the
Columbia River.Breaker heights were estimated daily by Mr. Norm Ku-
jalaat the South Jetty during the 1971-1972 winter.The method of
observation and treatment of the data arediscussed in APPENDIX B.
Figure 33 shows time plots of seismometer-inferred significant wave
heights at Newport and of breaker heights at the ColumbiaRiver.(The
seismometer heights which most nearly coincided with the timesof the
breaker observations were plotted.)The two series seem to be well
correlated, especially during October, Novemberand December, 1971.
Breaker heights are generally greater than theintermediate-depth New-
port wave heights.(This Is to be expected from shoaling relation-
ships, solitary .wavetheory, and theobservations of others (Munk,
l9'9].)25
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Case #1:November 8-10, 1971
At 1600 PSI on November 7, 1971, a large stationary cyclone occu-
pied the entire Gulf of Alaska.Thirty-five to fifty knot winds were
reported in Its southern sector, behind the cold front and aimed at the
Oregon-Washington coast, some 500 milesto the east.Subsequently,
this fetch moved somewhat southward and winds of 30 to 40 knots were re-
ported there for the next 24 hours,Meanwhile another fetch developed
along the cold front at about 1000 PSI, November 8, and stretched south-
westward from Vancouver Island for about 1000 miles.Southerly and
southwesterly winds were reported along this fetch for the next 30 hours.
Shortly before the cold front passed inland at midday on November 9,
winds at Newport, Oregon increased abruptly to 50 knots from the south-
southwest and continued at 30-35 knots for the next six hours.
Wave heights at Newport exceeded 20 feet seaward of the jetties at
flood tide on the evening of November 9 (Figure 34).Hindcast heights
reached their maximum of 31 feet somewhat earlier, around midday on
November 9.
Westerly swell from the more distant fetch and south-southwesterly
seas from the more local fetch apparently arrived nearly simultaneously
at the Columbia River on November 9 and 10, indicating a serious cross
swell condition.
*All reference to distance is in nautical miles,II. 'I;
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Figure 34.Hincicasthazard index at and deep water significant
height off the Columbia River; bar closure periods
at theColumbiaRiver;andmeasuredand observed
significant heights at Newport.(November 8-10, 1971).
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The Columbia River bar was closed to ship traffic at 12k0 PSI,
November 9, at the onset of flood tide and remained closed for Ii hours
through the succeeding ebb.The closure corresponds closely to the
highest observed waves at Newport.The fact that the bar was closed
during flood tide and daylight is indicative of very hazardous condi-
tions which transcended the effects of the ebb tide ard poor (night)
visibility.The decision to close the bar may have been due to the com-
bination of high and increasing waves, intense southerly winds, and the
cross swell condition noted previously.Breakers of 27 feet were re-
ported at the South Jetty at the approcimate time of closure.
Deep water heights were hlndcast at amaximum of 31 feet at the
t!me of closure, resulting in significant (5) values of the hazard In-
dex during flood tide, increasing to 25on the following ebb.During
two previous ebbs the index reached values of l0and l5; these may
be too high, judging from differences of 10 to 12 feet between hindcast
and observed heights during those periods.
A shortfour-hour bar closure occurred during the afternoon of
November 8 at the transition from flood to ebb.There is no clear.ex-
planation of this closure from either the observed or hlndcast data.
This case is an example of hazardous conditions resulting from
the complex Interaction of many factors, including high waves, cross
swell, and severe local weather.177
Case #2:November 28-30, 1971
At 1600 PSI on November 27 the cold (south) sector of a low pres-
sure system lay some 400 miles off the coast, with 25-35 knot winds di-
rected eastward at the Columbia river.The disturbance and the fetch
moved steadily eastward and somewhat southward over the next 36 hours.
The low pressure center crossed the coast at the Columbia Riverat 2290
PSI. November 27, while the fetch intercepted the coast to the south,
As the system passed inland, high pressures built up behind the low.
West-northwesterly winds of 25-40 knots directed at Newportwere report-
ed on the northeastern limb of the high pressure cell, some 300 miles
off the coasts of Washlngtonand Vancouver Island.This condition con-
tinued for about 18 hours.Both fetches affected Newport.somewhat more.
than the Columbia River, with the west-northwesterly fetch following
the westerly fetch.
Beginning at 1900 PSI, November 28, 15 to 17 foot waves were re-
ported at Newport for the next 24 hours (Figure 35 ).The hindcast
waves reached their maximum height of 21 feet at 1900 PSI, November 29.
The largest breakers reported at the South Jetty of the Columbia River
during the period were 22 feet at midday on November 29.
The Columbia River bar was closed to ship traffic twice on Novem-
ber 29.Both closures occurred during ebb tide, the first for 4 hours,
at night, the second for 8 hours during daylight.During the first
closure the hazard Index did not exceed l, but,reached 15% 'during theS.-
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Figure 35.Hlndcast hazard index at and.deep water significant
height off the Columbia River; barciosure periods
at the Columbiaiver; andmeasured and observed
signflcant heights at Newport (November 28-30, 1971).179
second closure.The hazard index appears to correctly indicate that
wave conditions were more severe during the second ebb (the second
closure was longer in spite of more favorable visibility).
Hazard indices of iZ and 1* were computed for the ebb tides of No-
vember 30, but no bar closures occurred.Comparison of hlndcast and
observed heights suggests that the hlndcast may have been too high dur-
ing this period.
During most of the period a slight cross swell condition exIsted.
Winds at Newport were generally west-southwest to west-northwest at 10
to 20 knots.Thus, overall conditions were not nearly as severe as in
the previous example.The conditions illustrated in this case occur
quite frequently at the Columbia River, with waves only high enough to
cause bar closure during the ebb tide.
Case #3:December 9-10, 1971
At 1000 PST, December 8 a cyclone centered over Anchorage andthe
Alaskan Panhandle began to intensify.A long and Intense fetch was set
up with northwesterly winds of 30 to 50 knotsdirected across the north-
ern portion of the Gulf of Alaska atthe Columbia River.Cold air ad-
vection over the Gulf from the Alaskan mainland and adeveloping high
center southwest of the fetch seem tohave been the principal causes of
the development.WInd reports of up to 50 knots continued through1600
PST, December 9.Thereafter, the winds reduced to 30-35 knots and were
dlrected at the Oregon-California border, furthersouth.180
Waves 23 feet high were measured during the evening and night of
December 9-10 at Newport (Figure 36).Hindcast arrivals reached their
maximum of 31 feet somewhat earlier during the afternoon of December 9.
During the morning and afternoon of December 9, hlndcastheights were
up to 14 feet higher than observed heights at Newport.Breaker heights
of 23 and 26 feet were reported at the South Jetty (Columbia River) on
the morningsof December 9-10.
On the afternoon of December 9, at flood tide, the Columbia River
bar was closed foralmost 11 hours.The bar reopened during the sub-
sequent flood and again closed for five hours during ebb tide at about
mIdday of December 10.
The hazard Index agrees generally with the closure periods, but
no closure was .assocated with the high index values on the morning of
December 9 (ebb tide).This may or may not have been due to excess lye-
ly high hindcast heights, since the reported breaker heights at the
South Jetty were already fairly high (23 feet).In addition, waves
from the northern Gulf of Alaska can be expected to arrive somewhat
sooner at the Columbia Riverthan at Newport (about 5-6hours).
High waves and breakers seem to have been the main cause for cbs-
ure during this period, as winds did not exceed 25 knots (Newport) arid
there was no cross swell condition indicated.This case is a good illu-
stration of high swell created by storms in the Gulf of Alaska, dIs-
cussed In Chapter II.30
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FIgure 36.Hlndcasthazardindex at anddeep water.signlficant
heightoff the Columbia River; bar closureperiods
at the Columbia River; and measured and observed
slgnlftcatn heights at Newport (December 9-10,1971).182
Discussion
The combined use of the deep water hlndcasts and the hazard index
(Chapter VII) was verified by wave observations and bar closures.
Where hlndcast and observed wave heights agreed well, the hazard Index
correlated well with the closure periods.Where hindcast heights were
considerably higher, moderately high index values at ebb tide were not
associated with closure.
Only three cases have been examined In detail here, using hindcasts
instead of actual forecasts.They seem to confirm the earlier conclu-
sion that the significant wave height is a critical parameter for fore-
casting hazardous conditions.To the extent that deep water wave
heights can be correctly forecast, the hazard index shows promise as an
Indicator of navigation hazard at the Columbia River.183
IX.SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Summary and Conclusions
The Columbia River entrance is a large area where shoal zones
and strong ebb currents cause waves to increase in height, steepness
and frequency of breaking, thus resulting. in hazardous navigation
conditions for mariners.One of the most critical areas for vessels
in bar transit is the outer portion of Clatsop Spit, near buoys six
and eight.This area is relatively close to the ship channel, is
exposed to offshore waves, and Is characterized by rapidly decreasing
depths and strong ebb currents.Large swell from winter storms break
in this area and in the adjacent ship channel, creating the single
greatest hazard for commercial ships.
A computerized, semi-automated method was developed to forecast
the significant height and average period of waves in deep water.The
method has the following characteristics:
(1)It is a hybrid scheme that combines the spectral principles of
Pierson, Neumann and James (1955) with the empirical-theoretical
fetch limited spectrum of Liu (1971) and graphical input techniques
similar to those suggested by Wilson (1955).
(2) Themethod eliminates tedious calculations and references to
graphs, allowing more time for the careful analysis of fetch
histories.It may be applied by persons with relatively little
knowledge of wave forecasting principles, but who are familiar
with synoptic weather charts.
(3) The method is designed to accept multiple fetches with arbitrary1 8ii
speeds of movement.Fetch histories may be subdivided to account
for sustained changes in wind speed, fetch speed and/or fetch
length.
Six-hourly microseism recordings at Newport, obtained during
more than four months of the 1971-1972 winter, provide a convenient
means of verifying the prediction methods developed in this study.
The recordings were unusually noise-free and well correlated with
visual observations of waves aga.inst a buoy in 50 feet of water off-
shore.The seismometer at Newport was calibrated to give the approxi-
mate significant wave height and average period at the buoy.
The semi-automated method produces wave, spectra with character-
i5tics and. behavior. similar. to those of. actual spectra.Hindcast
significant.heights for the 1971-1972. winter. atNewpor.t coware well
with the heights inferred from the. se.ismometer. at. Newport.A correla-
tion coefficient of .0.77. was computed. for. the. heIghts and. the visual
agreement between time series is particularly good over two to three
day intervals.Hindcast and measured average periods had similar
means, but a correlation coefficient of only 0.31.This is explained
in part by the fact that, unlike, significant wave heights, average wave
periods depend strongly on the distribution of wave energy with
frequency.
Comparison of simulated semi-automated forecasts with manual
forecasts by the P-N-J and S-M-B methods suggests that the semi-
automated method should give comparable results under operational
forecast conditions.
The transformation of wave spectra by shoal ing, discussed by185
Bretschneider (1963b), was extended to include the effects of cur-
rents.A shoal ing-current amplification factor for significant heIght.
may be found by spectral transformation.The heightin water of
arbitrary depth and current is the product of the significant height
In deep slack water and the amplificatIon factor.
The probability of wave-breaking in water of arbitrary depth
and current was derived assuming that the heights- and periods-squared
of individual waves are independent and statistically distributed
according to a Rayleigh function.When the predominant period of
high offshore waves is in the range typical of ocean swell (9-14
seconds), the predominant period of breaking waves is also in this
range.In such cases the breaking probability is relatively insensi-
tive to-the exact form of the wave-period distribution.
A function closely related to the probability of breaking swell
at the river entrance during high wave conditions was identif led and
suggested as an Index of navigation hazard.The hazard index depends
only slightly on the average wave 'period In deep water but signifi-
- - cantly on the mean current, water depth and significant wave height
at the river entrance.(The last may be found by multiplying the
significant height in deep slack water by the shoal ing-current
ampl if i-cation factor.)
The significant wave height and hazard index were hindcast for.
three two-day periods of high waves at the Columbia River entrance.
Occurrences of high hazard index agreed (qualitatively) well with
periods of bar closure-at the Columbia River.It 'is concluded that
the hazard index is a potentially useful predIction parameter -for186
hazardous bar conditIons, but that it depends strongly on the fore-
castheight.ln deep water.It is, however, relatively insensitive to
errors in the forecast average period, becausethe breaking heights
for swell at river entrances are only weakly dependenton their
per lods.
Recommendations
Prediction methods were developed for this study with operational
usefulness and applicability in mind.However the work was carried out
in an academic environment without the. benefit of extensive interaction
with potential users, .The.methods should-be. refined, to maximize their
efficiency under operational- conditions-.. -A. program of testing and
verification is currently. being. conducted. at. the Newport: and -Portland,
Oregon.Weather. Offices.. This.. study. could. be. expanded to include the
hazard index. developed here.... Ifthehazard.:lex:.proves.usefu!, It
can, and should.,. be .incorporated into, the. FOR-IRAN program currently
being used: (APPENDIX A).187
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APPENDIX A:DEEP WATER WAVE FORECAST PROGRAM
This appendix documents the FORTRAN program used in the semi-
automated deep water wave forecasting method.The major units con-
sist of the main program, FCST, and. the principal FORTRAN. subroutines,
FETCH, LIUSPEC, LINK, DATE and MODAHR.. Sample runs were. presented
in Chapter IV, together with definitions of terms, and detailed
discussions of the principles and procedures involved..These will
not be repeated here.
Program FCST
The flowchart (Figure 38) and program llsttng for FCST are found
at the end of APPENDIX A.The main functions of FCST are:
(1) to read..the input data. needed;
(2) to-.transform. Inpu-t..data. .into..uits,...t.irnes,..speeds, etc.,
that are more readily. manipulated in computations;
(3) to interact with the user in branching and termination
decisions;
() to execute the main DO loops which increment computations
from one time Interval to the next, and from one spectral
frequency component to the next;
(5) to integrate forecast spectra and output significant wave
height and average.period for several time intervals;
(6) to call the principal subroutines.
Input.
Al) input data is read in from a remote terminal in conversation193
mode, whereby the user responds to questions written by the program on
the teletype.Examples of input conversations are shown in Figures 15
and 17.
T I in I ng
Compi!ation of FCST and its subroutines requires less than ten
seconds of central processor time on the CDC-3300 computer at Oregon
StateUniversity.Slightly more time is required for average execu-
tions Involving several fetch histories.
Subroutines and. Functions Called
In addition to the principal subroutines- already- mentioned, FCST
also calls TTYIN and TELIO- (remote- terminal free f-orm input-output
subroutines deve.loped for the- O-regon- State University time-sharing
system).Standard FORTRAN functions called by FCST and the principal
subroutines include.:SQRT,. ABS,. EXP- and ALOG.
Limitations
FCST Is not, programmed. to- accept fetches. that. recede from the
forecast point.Angular spreading factors are incorrectly interpolated
in such cases.The program should be modified to accept receding
fetches if East Coast forecasts are to be made.
The program will incorrectly convert month-day-hour into absolute
time for leap years.For leap years, the array elements MON(2,3)
through MON(2,12) defined In the DATA statement should each be increased.
by one.194
Principal Subroutines
The FORTRAN listings for the subroutines FETCH,- LIUSPEC, LINK,
DATE and MODAHR are found at the end of APPENDIX A.Each listing con-
tains an abstract (comment statements) describing its operation.
Call Sequences.
FETCH (FRQ,DFRI.,DREAR1 ,VF,VR,DUR,TIMCST,TQB,GENDIST,NUM,DFR21DADS,AS2,
As)
LIUSPEC (UU,DD,FRQ,DF,DE)
LINK (uul,uu2,FRQ,D)
DATE -(DATE)
MODAHR (NTIM,NMO,NDA,NHR)
Definitions, of Parameters- Cal-led by-Sub-routlnes
parameter definition
FRQ frequency-- (Herz)
DF band width (Herz)
DE band energy- (feet2)
UU,UU1,UU2 wind speeds* (see FORTRAN listings)
D,DD,GENDIST generation dlstance(see FORTRAN listings)
DFR1 initial decay distance (from fetch front)
DFI2 final I' U II II
DREAR1 - initial distance of fetch rear from forecast point
VF speed of fetch front
VR U I rear
* All. speeds are in knots; distances are in nautical miles.195
DUR duration of fetch history (hours)
TIMCST number of hours after 00 GMT, Jan. 01, that fetch
reaches coast
TUB time from start of fetch to forecast time
NUM branching parameter for frequency scan
AS2 final angular spreading parameter
DADS change of angular spreading with distance
AS interpolated angular spreading- factor
DATE absolute number of- hours from 00, Jan. 01
N'lIlI
II II II II II II II It
NMO number of months (e.g.- June = 6)
NDA day of a month (Lto 31)
NHR hour-- of day- (0 to 23)
Comments on A1gor1thm-MetI'ods
LIUSPEC computes the energy in each spectral band according to
equations (4-22) through (4-25).LINK solves the equality
S(U1,D1,f) - S(U2,D2,f) for -the "effective" generation distance D2,
where S(U,D,f) is the spectral density as a function of wind speed,
fetch length (or generation distance) and frequency.This is
necessary when energy propagates from one fetch into an adjacent one
with greater wind speed, U2.The equality leads to the equation
X2[(U2/U1)X1888-.117(fU2/g)1og(X2/X1)]125
where X1 -gD1/U12 (known) and
X2.-gD2/U22 (Dunknown).96
Theequation is solved iteratively for X2 using as an initial guess
x2 - x1(u1/u2)6,The iteration usually converges to within ±lof
the correct value in three steps.FCST
Define data array for
months and cumulative
days of year
4
Input date-time for
first forecast
5,1'
Convert date-time to
ntanber of hours after
Jan 01, OOGMT
51,
Define bandwidth, tine
step, and number of
steps
5,1,
Initialize arrays for
band energy and genera-
tion distance03
Set TIMECST - 0.0
lncre,nent fetch count
/'lnput date-time for
/ start of current fetchj
q!
Convert date time to
number of hours after
00 GUT, Jan. 01
oSS
tchrch
NO /inPutdate.tlme
',L'
IlConvert date-tine
hours after 00 SMT,
Compute speed of
fetch front
'Si,
Compute speed of
fetch rear
1
Compute rate of change
of spreading factor
with distance
5,1,
li_I
I
Compute the time interval,
TON, from the Start Of
fetch untIl first forecast
5,1,
Scan all frequency hands for
passage through fetch his-
tory; compute the generation
distance and spreading factor
for each band; compute the
energy In each band, E(J).
>t<
I -1
Si,
NThours after 00 GUT,
Jan. 01 for flrstTorn-
cast; convert to PSI
hours, NTPST - NT- 8
'I,
Compute spectral moments
SUM - C E(J)
FSUM - C FRQ2E(J)
5,1,
Sig. height - i*SQRT(SuM)
Avg. period - SQRT(SUM/FSUM)
5,1/
Convert NTPST to PSI
Month-day-hour for
forecast
1
/ Write out a line!
/ with mon-day-hr /
/ of forecast, and /
/ height and perlod/
/ (Ith Interval)/
tontivuatloIT-.._,,01
(K-I)
oref tch
generation distances
YES
070P
I I
Figure 37.Flowchart for semi-automated forecast program. (FCST).1
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SUBROUTINE FETCH(FRO. DL.02,VFI.VF2.TD,TIMCST.TOB.GENDIST.NUM
I. DFR2.DADS.AS2.AS)
C.. THIS SUBROUTINE DETERMINES THE GENERATION DISTANCE AS-
CSOCIATED WITH THE JTH FREQUENCY AND THE ITH FORECAST IN-
CTERVAL. IT FINDS THE TINES AT WHICH THE PROPAGATION LINE
C INTERSECTS THE FETCH HISTORY, TI AND 12. THE DIFFERENCE.
CDRTNABS(T1-T2). IS THE TIME SPENT BY THE FREQUENCY CON-
CPONENT UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF THE WIND. FINAI.LY. THE GENER-
CATION DISTANCE IS GENDIST=1.515*DRTN/FRQ. AT THE END OF THE
CSUBROUTINE THE ANGULAR SPREADING FACTOR FOR THE FREQUENCY
CCOMPONENT IS FOUND FROM (I) THE DECAY DISTANCE FROM THE
CPOINT AT WHICH THE COMPONENT LEAVES THE FETCH. AND (2>
CTHE RATE OF CHANGE OF SPREADING FACTOR WITH DISTANCE.DADS.
NUNO
C61 .515/FRQ
DGCG*TOB
TI=(Dl -06)/C VFI-CG)
T2=C D2-D6)/CVF2-CG)
TP=TD
IFCTIMCST.NE.0.0)TP=TIMCST
IFCCG.GT.VF2.AND.T2.GT.TD)I00. I
1 IF(CG.LT.VFI .AND.T1 .GT.TP)200.2
2 IFCCG.GT.VFI .AND.T1 .LT.0.0)200,3
3 IF(CG.LT.VF2.AND.T2.LT.0.0) 100.4
4IF(TIMCST.NE.0.0.AND.TOB.GE.TIMCST.AND.TOB.LE.TD) 50.11
IIIF(CG.61.VF2.AND.CG.LT.VFI)12,21
12IF(T1.LT.0.0.AND.T2.LT.0.0)13.14
13T10.0
T2=TD
GO TO 80
14IF(Tl.LT.0.0)15,16
25TI=TD
GO TO 80
16IF(T2.LT.0.0)17.80
IlT2=TD
GO TO 80
21IF(CG.GT.VF1.AND.CG.LT.VF2)22.31
22IF(T1.GT.TD.AND.T2.GT.TD)23.24
2311.0.0
T2=TD
GO TO 80
24IF(T1.GT.TD)25,26
25T10.0
GO TO 80
26IF(T2.GT.TD)27.80
2712=0.0
GO TO 80
31LF(CG.GT.VFI.AND.CG.GT.VF2)32.41
32IF(T1.GT.TD.AND.T2.LT.0.0).33.34
33Tl.TD
12=0.0
60 ro so
34IF(T2.LT.0.0)35,36
3512=0.0
GO TO 80
36IF(T1.GT.TD)37.80
3711=10
GO TO 80
41IF(T1.LT.0.0.AND.T2.GT.TD)43,44
4311=0.0
12= TO
GO TO 80
44IF(Tl.LT.0.0)45.46
4511.0.0
GO TO 80
46IP(T2.GT.TO)47.80
47T2TD
GO TO 80
50IF(T1.LT.TOB.AND.Tl.GT.0.0)51.52
SIT2T08
GO TO 80
52IF(T2.LT.TOB.AND.T2.6T.0.0)53.54
53TITOB
GO TO 80
54TITOB
12=0.0
80DRTNABS(T1-T2)
GENDIST I51 5*DRTN/FRQ
TTTTI
iP(T2.GT.TI) TTT=T2
DS=CG*( TOB-TTT)-DFR2
ASAS2- DADS*DS
IFCAS.LT. .05) AS=.85
GO TO 300
100 CONTINUE
NUM 1
GO TO 300
200 CONTINUE
NUM.2
300 RETURN
ENDSUBROUTINE LIUSPECCUU. DD.FRQ. DF.DE)
C. .LIUSPEC ACCEPTS WIND SPEED CUU.KNOTS), GENERATION DISTANCE
C (DD.N.MI.). FREQUENCY CFRQ,HZ). AND BANDWIDTH CDF.HZ) AS
C INPUT. IT CONVERTS SPEEDS AND DISTANCES TO FEET/SEC AND FEET
CAND DEFINES GRAVITY (G.32). IT COMPUTES THE DIMENSIONLESS
CFETCH PARAMETER, X.G*D/U**2. THEN FINDS THE SPECTRAL
C ENERGY IN THE FREQUENCY BAND ACCORDING TO THE FETCH LIMITED
CSPECTRUM OF LW (ENERGY.DE).
IFCDD.LT.I.) GO TO 100
U.UU*I .67
DDD*6000.
USQU**2.
G.32.
U6.U/G
XG*D/USQ
F0.l .3/CCX**.222)*UG)
S0=2E-05*USQ*CUG**3. )s(X**.695)
F4.CFe/FRQ)**4.
F5F4*F0/FRQ
S.3.5sS0*F5*XP(-I .25*F4)
DES*DF
lOB RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE LINM(UUI.UU2,FRQ.D)
C. .LINK IS USED WHEN WAVE ENERGY PROPAGATES FROM A FETCH HIS-
CTORY WITH WIND SPEED UI INTO AN ADJACENT FETCH HISTORY
C WITH A GREATER WIND SPEED, U2. THE OBJECT IS TO FIND WHAT
CGENERATION DISTANCE WOULD HAVE RESULTED IN THE
CBAND ENERGY OF THE 1ST FETCH IF THE WIND SPEED HAD BEEN
CU2 THERE INSTEAD OF UI. THIS DISTANCE IS OUTPUT AND LATER
CADDED TO THE GENERATION DISTANCE IN THE 2ND FETCH SO ThAT
CTHE TOTAL BAND ENERGY CAN BE COMPUTED AT THE NEW WIND
CSPEED. U2. THE DI*NSIONLESS FETCH PARAMETER CORRESPONDING
CTO THE OLD GENERATION DISTANCE IS COMPUTED. XI. THE NEW
CPARAMETER.X2.IS FOUND ITERATIVELY FROM THE CONDITION THAT
SCXI.UI )SCX2.U2)
WHERE S(X.U)SPECTRAL DENSITY (FTSQ-SEC).
IFCD.LT.I.) GO TO 100
D.D*6000.
G32.
Ul=UUI*I .67
UISQ=Ul**2.
U2=UU2* 1.67
U2SQU2**2.
F 4FRQ** 4.
U2UI 4CU2/Ul )**4.
U264=(U2/G)**4.
XI=GSD/UISQ
X2X1 *UI SQ/C U2UI 4*U2SQ)
X8881 ./CXI**.888)
99X22=I./(CU2UI4*X8B8-.1165*F4*U2G4*ALOG(X2,Xl))**I.125)
QUOT=ABSC (X22-X2)/X2)
IFCOUOT.LE..01) GO TO 50
X2.X22
FORMATCIX.El0.2)
GO TO 99
50D.X22*U2SQ,G
D.D/6000.
100 RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE DATECDATE)
C. .THIS SUBROUTINE ASKS THE USER TO INPUT THE MONTH (FIRST
CTHREE LETTERS), DAY AND HOUR FOR SOME DESIRED TIME. IT
CTHEN FINDS THE CORRESPONDING NUMBER OF HOURS FROM 00 GMT
CON JAN 01 OF THE SAME YEARC.DATE). THE ARRAY FOR THE
CCUMULATIVE DAYS AS OF THE FIRST OF EACH MONTH C"MON)
CIS SET UP FOR NON-LEAP YEARS.
INCLUDE COMMON
WRITEC 61. I)
I FORMATCMONTHS)
READ(60.2) IMO
2FORMATCA3)
MDA.TTYINC 4HDAY.)
NHR.TTYIN(AHHOUR.4H(GMT,4H) =)
- DO 10 1=1.12
IFCIMO.EQ.MONCI.l)) GO TO II
10CONTINUE
IIJDAY=HDA+MONCI.2-I
DATE.NHR+JDAY.24
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE MODAI4RCNTIM,NMO, NDA.NHR)
C. .THIS SUBROUTINE TAKES THE NUMBER OF HOURS AFTER TOO GMT
CON JAN 01 (HTIM) AND CONVERTS IT TO ThE MONTH. DAY AND
CHOUR.
INCLUDE C0MN
DO 30 1.1.12
IPI=I.l
NAMONCI.2)
IF(I.EQ.12) 20,21
20NO.366
GO TO 22
21MBMON(IPI.2)
JDAY.NTIM/24+ I
NHR=NTIH-CJDAY-1 )*24
22IFCJDAY.GT.MA.AND.JDAY.LE.MB) GO TO 31
30CONTINUE
31NDA.JDAY-MONCI.2)
HMO.I
RETURN
END
N)00201
APPENIIX B.:OBSERVATIONS OF BREAKER
HEIGHTS AT THE COLUMBIA. RIVER
Mr.Norm Kujala (Astoria, Oregon) made daily observations of.
breaker heights at.the South Jetty (Columbia River) during the 1971-
1972 winter.He observed the breakers south of the jetty from a
vantagepoint on the Jetty, somewhat seaward of the shoreline (see
Figure 2).When visibility permitted, he observed the swell which
broke furthest (seaward) from theobservation point (they break in
deeper water, therefore are larger and are associated with the locally
predominant portion of the wave spectrum).He estimated the apparent
height of the breaker crests (Ha) above the still-water, level by
levelling the crests visually (with binoculars) against the horizon,
while noting the approxima.teheightof.his eyes abovethe still-water
level.The height estimates were based upon observations of groups of
more conspicuous (large), regular swe!l.
uring periods of high swell the largest breakers were often from
one to over two miles from the observer.Occasionally, low visibility
caused by fog, spray, and/or rain necessitated observation of smaller
breakers (closer to shore) without the benefit of a well-defined
horizon.
The apparent breaker heightsHais greater than the true height
of the breaker crest above the still-water level, H.The ratio Ht/Ha
depetds on the observer-to-breaker distance (Sb) relative to the
observer-to-horizon distance
Mt/Ha - I Sb/Sh (B-i)202
(see Figure 38).From Bowditch (1962) the horizon distance Is
Sh 6960 (H.) , (B-z)
where Sh and Ha are in feet.Assuming that solitary wave theory (Munk,
1949)Is applicable, the crest-to-trough breaker height, Hb,is
Hb4/3 Ht (B-3)
and the still-water depth below the breaker is
db - 1.28 Hb (B-4)
Combining (B-i), (B-2) and (B-3), one obtains
Hb = 4/3 Ha (1 Sb/Sh)
=4/3 Ha(1 f(Hb)/6960 H), (B-5)
where Sb Is a function of Mb (Sb = f(Hb]) that can be determined from,
bathymetric charts, predicted tide stage (Zr) and equation (B-4).
Specifically, the bathymetric depth (MLLW)Is
Zbdb Zt
1.28 Mb Zt (B-6)
and from bathymetric charts one can find the breaker distancefrom
the observation point as a function of Zb.Therefore, the true crest-
to-trough breaker heights can be inferred from the apparent heights
(Ha) by (B-5), (B-6) and the (approximately) known variation of
bathymetric depth with distance offshore.This is the procedure that
was used toobtain the breaker heights in Figure 33.At the ColumbiaSh '1
Sb
horizon breaker observer
H
a
Figure 38.Schematic diagram for determinirg the relationship between the true and apparent heights
of breaker crests above the still-water level(Ht and Ha, respectively).Breaker distance
and horizon distance from observer areShandSb,respectively.
0204
River (South Jetty) observation site, neglect of the perspective
error (Figure 38) would result in overestimates of about 3O.